Overview
The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) is now more than seven years old. The
decision by Congress to provide new HAVA money to states gives California the
opportunity to take stock of the efforts to make it easier for people to participate in
democracy here and throughout the nation.
The events that took place in Florida during the 2000 Presidential election brought a
number of concerns about the electoral process to the forefront, including:
 The difficulty in determining a voter’s intent on punch-card voting systems
because ballot cards contained hanging, dimpled or pregnant chads
 Lack of uniform standards in some states for determining voter intent when ballot
cards contained hanging, dimpled or pregnant chads
 Voter registration list maintenance practices that affected voter eligibility
 Long lines at polling places
 Inconsistent pollworker training
HAVA attempted to address these concerns and focus attention on reducing ballot errors
and improving access for voters with disabilities and those with alternative language
needs by promoting the use of a new generation of voting systems.
The effort to create HAVA may have been driven by events in the 2000 Presidential
election, but California took action before Congress adopted HAVA. Then-Secretary of
State Bill Jones banned the use of pre-scored punch card voting systems, used then by
more than half of the state’s voters in September, 2001, and the State Legislature placed
the Voting Modernization Bond Act, Proposition 41, on the March 5, 2002, ballot. This
$200 million bond act was supported by voters and provided California counties with
money to upgrade their voting systems. By June of 2002, the Voting Modernization
Board, created by Proposition 41 to oversee administration of the bond act, began
meeting. On October 29, 2002, HAVA was signed into law.
The 161 pages that make up HAVA represent what is arguably the most extensive federal
election law rewrite ever enacted. Whereas previous efforts appropriately extended the
vote to more people and removed barriers to participation, HAVA was directed at the
very mechanics and technology being used to conduct elections. It accelerated the
movement toward a new era of voting technology, including the use of direct-recording
electronic (DRE) voting equipment. It required states to establish new, statewide voter
registration databases to serve as the official list for elections, and fundamentally altered
the voter registration process with new voter identification and verification requirements.
Finally, it reinforced or expanded practices regarding provisional voting, voter education
and poll worker training, reforms that California had led the nation in implementing prior
to HAVA’s enactment.
Following the adoption of HAVA, states that moved quickly, in some cases even before
HAVA’s enactment, to implement many of its provisions soon found themselves
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effectively “beta testing” voting systems that presented new, and unknown challenges.
Questions about the security of voting systems, particularly DRE voting equipment, came
to the fore. Decades-old testing and approval processes were challenged by the need to
examine new, fundamentally different equipment that presented new questions that few
had previously entertained or had experience answering. The deployment of new
equipment raised practical, logistical and procedural difficulties. At the heart of the issue
was the question of transparency. The reliance on proprietary source code for
computerized, DRE voting units, precluded open, public examination of the entirety of
voting systems and many questioned the ability of these voting systems to protect the
security of the vote. To strengthen the electoral process, critics of DRE voting systems
called for a transparent, auditable mechanism to add greater accountability to the process
– the voter-verified paper audit trail (VVPAT).
Following a 2004 incident in California in which source code changes made by a voting
system vendor were implemented without going through the required state testing and
approval process, state law was amended to strengthen the Secretary of State’s approval
authority. The Legislature also adopted a requirement that, beginning in 2005, all DRE
voting systems be equipped with an “accessible voter-verified paper audit trail”
(AVVPAT) before they could be approved for use in California. Additionally, no DRE
voting system could be approved for use that had not first received federal qualification, a
process during which voting system source code would be examined. DRE voting
systems already in use were required to be retrofitted with an AVVPAT by January 1,
2006. Soon thereafter, more than half of the states in the nation enacted VVPAT
requirements of their own for DRE voting systems, but it is not yet a requirement of
federal law or HAVA.
As California addressed these issues, it exercised the option to extend the HAVA
implementation deadline from January 1, 2004 to January 1, 2006.
During this time, the Election Assistance Commission (EAC), created by HAVA to
oversee and guide the implementation of the Act, was established and belatedly began to
assume its duties. So-called “early” HAVA funding that was to be distributed even
before the EAC was established was not made available to states until April 29, 2003 –
more than four months after HAVA required the money to be made available and just
eight months prior to HAVA’s January 1, 2004, compliance deadline.
The EAC itself was established more than 10 months after HAVA required it to be
established, and at the time of its inception, it had no funding for its operations.
Consequently, a domino effect occurred that affected the ability of California and other
states to implement HAVA’s requirements. States had difficulty requesting and securing
the federal funding intended to help them meet HAVA’s requirements to deploy new
voting systems, statewide voter registration databases and improve voter education
programs. According to the EAC, in April 2004, four months after HAVA’s initial
January 1, 2004, deadline, less than 20 percent of this money had been disbursed to
states. Furthermore, the EAC failed to provide states with guidance on how to implement
HAVA. EAC guidance on how to establish a voter registration database was issued two
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years later than HAVA required. The EAC’s voluntary voting system guidelines
(VVSG), the most definitive explanation of HAVA’s voting system standards, were
issued nearly two years later than the time provided for in HAVA, and just weeks before
the ultimate January 1, 2006, deadline for states to comply with all of HAVA’s
requirements. On September 21, 2005, just three months before the EAC issued the
VVSG, the United States Government Accountability Office (GAO) – the investigative
arm of Congress – issued a report on the security and reliability of electronic voting
systems being deployed to meet HAVA requirements. In that report, the GAO raised
numerous concerns, stating:
“In light of the recently demonstrated voting system problems; the differing views
on how widespread these problems are; and the complexity of assuring the
accuracy, integrity, confidentiality and availability of voting systems throughout
their life cycles, the security and reliability concerns raised in recent reports merit
the focused attention of federal, state, and local authorities responsible for election
administration.” (Page 23, GAO report issued September 21, 2005: “Federal Efforts
to Improve Security and Reliability of Electronic Voting Systems are Under Way,
but Key Activities need to be Completed”)
Controversy over the deployment of new voting systems was not the only challenge faced
by states. HAVA’s requirement to establish a statewide voter registration database
resulted in enforcement action, or the threat of enforcement action, by the U.S.
Department of Justice (US DOJ) in more than a handful of states – including California.
California had already engaged the US DOJ in discussions in early 2005 that culminated
in the adoption of a November 2, 2005, Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) jointly
executed between the Secretary of State and US DOJ. Pursuant to the MOA, California
upgraded its CalVoter system – used previously for list maintenance purposes – to
achieve “interim compliance” with HAVA’s requirements. Under the MOA, the
Secretary of State further committed to pursuing “full compliance” by deploying the new
“VoteCal” system. That project was under way until April 19, 2010, when the Secretary
of State’s office discovered the vendor hired to develop and deploy the VoteCal project
had not obtained a performance bond, which is a requirement of the contract the state
executed with the vendor. On May 4, 2010, the Secretary of State sent the vendor a letter
documenting, among other things, the vendor’s lack of a performance bond, and required
the vendor resolve the issue within 30 days. The letter offered the vendor an opportunity
to meet with Secretary of State personnel to discuss the issues. During subsequent
discussions with the vendor, the Secretary of State’s office and the vendor mutually
agreed to terminate the contract. A settlement to terminate the contract was executed on
May 21, 2010.
The Secretary of State is committed to completing the VoteCal project. The state is also
bound to complete the project pursuant to the terms of the MOA executed with the US
DOJ on November 2, 2005. The work done to date on the project will facilitate those
efforts. That work includes:
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 Development of an RFP that documents in great detail the business requirements
of the VoteCal project – all of the necessary functions the system must be capable
of performing.
 Extensive, documented communication with stakeholders, including county
elections officials, voting rights advocates, representatives of voters with
disabilities and others who provide valuable input on the VoteCal business
requirements.
 Experience gained with state oversight agencies, including procurement experts at
the Department of General Services and technology experts at the Office of the
Chief Information Officer.
 Input and advice from independent oversight contractors required by state law for
technology projects, including an Independent Project Oversight Consultant and
an Independent Verification and Validation consultant.
 Insight from county elections officials and vendors on the functions and operation
of county election management systems, which must be integrated into the
functions of VoteCal.
The Secretary of State will be moving quickly to assess lessons learned on the VoteCal
project so far and determine the appropriate next steps, including renewing efforts to
contract with a private vendor to build and deploy the VoteCal system. On July 19, 2010,
a Special Project Report (SPR) was submitted to state agencies that must approve the
project before it can move forward to be advertised for bid in a Request for Proposal
(RFP). The project will also be submitted to the Legislature for final approval following
the procurement process and award of the bid to a system integrator vendor. The SPR
contains a preliminary estimated deployment of the VoteCal voter registration system
statewide by June 2014. However, that preliminary timeline is subject to change, and a
final timeline for development, testing and statewide deployment will be determined after
a vendor is selected for the project. The estimated timeline for completion of the bidding
process and award of the contract to the system integrator vendor under the state’s
solution-based procurement process is September 2011. Additional historical
information about the VoteCal project, which includes a description of the business
requirements for the project, is available on-line at www.sos.ca.gov/elections/votecal/.
The Secretary of State and county elections officials did not have the flexibility to wait
until the controversy surrounding voting systems and database requirements abated
before beginning to implement HAVA. HAVA implementation was pursued by the
Secretary of State and county elections officials based on the requirement to meet the
January 1, 2006, deadline.
Through the 2008 election cycle, California’s elections officials implemented HAVA to
the fullest extent possible, including:
 Creating the complaint procedures required as a prerequisite to receiving HAVA
funding
 Expanding the capacity and languages available on the Secretary of State’s tollfree voter information hotline
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 Establishing the Secretary of State as the single statewide office to serve as a
resource for military and overseas voters and for the counties that serve those
voters
 Ensuring that provisional voters can, at no cost, check the status of their
provisional ballot to determine if their ballot was counted, and if not, why not
 Creating a uniform definition of a vote cast on voting systems in use in California
 Establishing an “interim solution” statewide voter registration database that
integrated and synchronized the 58 county election management systems
containing California’s voter rolls into a single, statewide system, pursuant to the
MOA negotiated with the US DOJ
 Testing and approving voting systems intended to be HAVA-compliant, so
California counties could acquire and deploy those voting systems
 Allocating HAVA funds to counties to defray the costs of Title III requirements
and to improve polling place accessibility
 Working with counties to ensure that voting systems with the functionality
required by HAVA voting system standards, including accessibility for voters
with disabilities, were deployed at every polling place
 Making voter materials more accessible at the state and local level by providing
them in alternative formats and improving the accessibility of websites
 Executing contracts with counties for federal grant funds to improve polling place
accessibility and conducting outreach to voters with disabilities
 Providing statewide training in conjunction with the Department of Rehabilitation
to elections officials on surveying polling places for accessibility during 2005 and
2006
 Establishing a Voting Accessibility Advisory Committee to recommend to the
Secretary of State ways to improve accessibility to the electoral process
 Developing, pursuant to state law, poll worker training guidelines, which included
training on HAVA requirements
 Providing guidance to counties on all aspects of HAVA, including developing and
publishing a HAVA compliance manual
Following the 2006 election cycle, HAVA implementation has continued to evolve. In
2007, California undertook the most comprehensive review of voting systems ever
conducted. Consistent with state legislative direction, the review included a top-tobottom examination of voting system source code and a review of voting system
accessibility for voters with disabilities. Three voting systems, deployed in 44 of
California’s 58 counties, were subject to the initial review. That review, conducted under
the auspices of the Secretary of State’s office by nationally recognized computer security
experts from the University of California, other academic institutions and the private
sector, uncovered numerous vulnerabilities that reviewers and “Red Team” testers
documented and demonstrated. In response to these findings, the Secretary of State
withdrew approval and approved with conditions certain voting systems on August 3,
2007, and, in collaboration and cooperation with vendors and elections officials, created
new use procedures, including rigorous security and post-election auditing requirements
for those voting systems.
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Some voting systems were not reviewed where the manufacturer stated it would bring
forward new, upgraded systems for testing and approval. In cases where the
manufacturer did not bring forward a new system, the existing voting system was
subjected to equally stringent security and auditing requirements.
There was also a great deal of change that occurred at the Secretary of State’s office
between the submission of California’s last State Plan update in 2004 (published by the
EAC in the Federal Register on September 30, 2004) and 2008. In addition to four
changes of administration at the California Secretary of State’s office since 2004, nine
statewide elections were conducted between 2002 and 2008. There have also been
changes in law – most notably the requirement for an AVVPAT for DRE voting systems
and budgetary decisions – that have impacted HAVA implementation. Finally, EAC
guidance on the use of HAVA funding has clarified the allowable use of resources in
ways that significantly affect the ability to implement HAVA as envisioned in the initial
State Plan. The EAC guidance may be found online at
www.eac.gov/election/advisories%20and%20guidance (see FAO 08-011). That guidance
could be reconsidered by the EAC. The Secretary of State will continue to monitor EAC
guidance to ensure that its HAVA program is structured accordingly.
With that overview and status report on HAVA implementation in mind, California is
proposing to adopt the following update to its HAVA State Plan. This State Plan
acknowledges the progress made to date to implement HAVA requirements and builds
upon that progress. Pursuant to HAVA requirements, this State Plan, following
publication and public comment in California, will be submitted to the EAC for
publication in the Federal Register.
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HAVA California Final State Plan Update
Introduction
In California’s initial 2003 State Plan, which was incorporated into its 2004 State Plan
update, a set of goals were articulated. Some progress has been made, and continues to
be made, toward these ambitious goals. With seven years of experience administering
HAVA in California, the Secretary of State is re-stating and adding to the goals it will
pursue during future HAVA implementation efforts. These goals will inform future
expenditures of HAVA funds as outlined in Section 6 of this plan:
 Every eligible citizen, including voters with disabilities or language assistance
needs, will be afforded the opportunity to vote privately, securely and
independently
 Every elections official and poll worker will be thoroughly trained and committed
to treating every eligible voter with respect and courtesy, and help them to vote
easily and securely
 Every eligible voter will be provided ongoing, easily accessible information
regarding candidates, measures and the voting process in simple, accurate terms
and in a language and format that she or he can best understand
 Voters will be informed of their rights prior to voting, as they vote at the polls and
after they vote
 California will pursue removing artificial barriers that preclude eligible citizens
from registering to vote
 Voting equipment and ballots will be easy to use, accessible and flawlessly
capture and report voter intent
 All voters, especially those who are new to voting, will be encouraged to actively
participate in the electoral process as voters, poll workers, and interested citizens,
with education regarding the voting process beginning as early as possible
 Overseas and military voters will be allowed to register and to vote conveniently
and safely wherever they might be
 No eligible citizen will be turned away at a polling place on Election Day without
being able to vote a regular or provisional ballot
 Counties and the State will share best practices in election administration to
improve the efficiency, service, accuracy, and security of elections
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 The Secretary of State will ensure the statewide voter registration database
required by HAVA is designed and operated in a manner that is consistent with
HAVA Section 303 requirements to ensure that every legally registered voter is
included in the VoteCal system and that no eligible voters be removed from the
list
It is important to understand the historical, legal, demographic and logistical environment
in which these goals will be pursued because this environment provides both challenges
and opportunities.
California’s history is filled with leadership in electoral reform and innovation. Over
decades, proactive policies and programs intended to help and encourage people to
exercise their right to self-governance have been enacted. Implementation of those
policies and programs has been directly affected by the state’s size and diversity.
California’s total population grants the state 53 seats in the House of Representatives and
more than 10 percent of the seats in the Electoral College. Federal elections are
conducted by the state’s 58 counties under the direction of the California Secretary of
State, who serves as the state’s Chief Elections Officer.
California’s most populous county, Los Angeles, is also the country’s largest voting
jurisdiction with a voting age population of 5,775,838, while the state’s smallest county,
Alpine, is home to 901 people of voting age. The most recent U.S. Census data available
indicates that California, with a voting age population of 23,208,710, has as many as 10
million more citizens eligible to vote than the next most populous state, Texas. Los
Angeles County alone is home to a voting age population that is larger than the voting
age population in 38 states.
There is virtually no public process that rivals a statewide election in its magnitude or its
importance. On Election Day, millions of people participate in a process that defines the
core of our democracy. Conducting flawless elections is the goal of every elections
official, but in California meeting that goal is particularly challenging because of an array
of unique circumstances and because the reforms designed to further the opportunity for
citizen participation in the political process have grown in number and complexity.
These factors include:
 Thousands of Voting Precincts – For a regularly scheduled statewide election,
California has some 25,000 election precincts. Staffing thousands of polling
places for statewide elections requires election officials to recruit more than
100,000 reliable poll workers, who must be trained to serve millions of voters on
a single day at conveniently-located sites that are accessible to voters with
disabilities. The tasks of recruiting a sufficient number of poll workers, training
them to adhere to and educate voters on complex laws and processes, deploying
new voting systems, and locating appropriate polling places, are continuing
challenges for California’s elections officials.
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 A Multiplicity of Election Materials - For each statewide federal election,
California mails to each household with a registered voter a Voter Information
Guide containing information on state ballot measures, statewide candidates,
qualified political parties and more. Local elections officials send each voter a
sample ballot that includes critical information such as polling place locations,
instructions on how to use voting equipment and other information. Elections
materials are also made available to voters via state and local websites and at
polling places on Election Day. The tasks of preparing and providing accurate,
informative and yet easy-to-use materials that are accessible to voters with
disabilities in up to seven languages are staggering for election officials, while
reviewing the full complement of comprehensive materials available can be
overwhelming to some voters.
 Ballot Complexity - California ballots are typically long, reflecting California’s
tradition of engaging its voters in self-governance. Ballots containing myriad
state and local ballot measures and candidate races present voters with an array of
important choices. Some believe the complexity of the ballot may complicate
efforts to encourage people to register and to vote, although surveys indicate that
many voters prefer to be offered these choices to participate as fully and directly
as possible in policy making.
 Thousands of Different Ballot Types - California elections officials must
configure, in statewide primary elections, more than 60,000 different ballot types
to accommodate the plethora of political subdivisions that serve people and, in
California’s most populous jurisdiction, ballots that must be printed in seven
languages.
 Different Political Party Participation Rules - California has six political
parties qualified to participate in primary elections. California’s modified open
primary means party-specific ballots must be prepared in primary elections for the
voters registered with each party. Voters who “decline-to-state” an affiliation
with a political party have the option to vote in primary elections only for
measures and non-partisan candidates, or to request a ballot to participate in the
nomination process for political parties that allow these voters to cast a ballot in
the party’s nominating process. The decision of each qualified party to allow
decline-to-state voters to participate in its nominating process can differ from
election cycle to election cycle. This process has greatly complicated ballot
ordering for election officials who must estimate the number of decline-to-state
voters that may be likely to request a partisan ballot. Pursuant to state law, the
number and type of ballots requested and cast by decline-to-state voters must also
be tracked by elections officials.
 A Variety of Voting Systems - At the time the initial State Plan was drafted in
2003, and prior to HAVA requirements taking effect, the Secretary of State
reported that there were 19 companies manufacturing 23 voting systems approved
for use in California. As of August 3, 2007 – when the results of the state’s
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comprehensive voting system review were announced – five manufacturers were
supplying California counties with 17 distinct voting systems to comply with state
and federal HAVA requirements. These voting systems included two basic
categories of systems: optical scan and direct-recording electronic
(DRE/touchscreen). Counties are free to deploy any voting system approved for
use by the Secretary of State that complies with state and federal requirements,
including meeting accessibility requirements for voters with disabilities, leading
to widespread diversity of voting systems among counties (and even within
counties, which often utilize more than one voting system to meet polling places
needs). The array of available systems, while preserving county autonomy to
choose the voting system that best meets its needs and serve other public policy
goals, complicates efforts to ensure uniform and consistent training of poll
workers, makes educating voters and the media about voting system issues
difficult, and may lead to confusion for voters who move from one county to
another.
 Early Voting Laws and Voter Registration Deadline - Californians are entitled
to vote by mail and in person at election offices or other locations designated by
county election officials 29 days before Election Day. Californians are now also
entitled to register to vote up to 15 days prior to Election Day. The difference
between the deadlines for early voting and registering to vote are challenging
because early voting commences before the final voter rolls are set for the
election. Taken together, early voting, a 15-day deadline for registering to vote,
and the need to deploy multiple voting systems to meet voters’ needs, including
meeting accessibility requirements for voters with disabilities, reduces the amount
of time that elections officials have to prepare for an election, creates new
logistical challenges for election officials and creates additional choices for voters
in terms of the timing of their voting.
 Provisional Balloting - Since the 1980s, California law has permitted a voter
whose eligibility to vote cannot be immediately established at a polling place to
cast a provisional ballot. At the 2008 General Election, 798,332 provisional
ballots were cast, of which 657,053 (82 percent) were counted. This is a
significant difference compared to the estimates provided in the initial, 2003 State
Plan, where it was reported that an estimated 200,000 provisional ballots were
cast in the 2002 General Election, of which an estimated 60 percent were
ultimately counted. While provisional voting permits immediate access to the
franchise for voters, including voters with disabilities through the use of
accessible voting equipment for casting provisional ballots, the process is
resource intensive, and it increases the need for additional training of poll workers
and requires greater education of voters with respect to the provisional voting
process.
 Voting by Mail - At the November 2008 General Election, more than 41.6
percent of voters (5.7 million) cast vote-by-mail ballots, continuing the upward
trend noted in California’s initial 2003 State Plan, where it was reported that the
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November 2002 General Election saw more than 27 percent of voters cast ballots
by mail. State law enacted in 2001, which allows any voter to become a
“permanent absentee voter,” (now referred to in law as a “permanent vote-by-mail
voter”) accelerated the trend. Again, this innovation, while convenient for voters,
often requires a different vote tabulating system from the one used to tabulate
votes cast in person, and sometimes delays announcing elections results, since
many vote-by-mail ballots are processed after Election Day.
 Language Diversity - To improve access to vital election information, to ensure
that all citizens can participate fully in the electoral process, and pursuant to state
and federal law, election materials are produced and oral assistance is provided in
a variety of languages in California. For example, Los Angeles County provides
ballots, sample ballots, and other materials, in seven languages: English, Chinese,
Japanese, Korean, Spanish, Tagalog and Vietnamese. The entire state is required
by the federal Voting Rights Act to provide election materials in Spanish, and 26
of California’s 58 counties are required to provide bilingual voting assistance in at
least one language other than English. Some jurisdictions, in response to local
needs and pursuant to state law, provide written and oral assistance in other
languages. This adds to the challenge of conducting an error-free election.
 Varied Geography - California has some of the most urban and most rural areas
in the country. Densely populated areas such as San Francisco and Los Angeles
bear little resemblance to the wide-open expanses of Modoc County, the forests of
Trinity County or the deserts of San Bernardino County, the largest county, by
area, in the country. The election processes employed to deliver democracy
directly to voters in California’s counties reflect that geographic diversity,
challenging elections officials and voters alike.
 New Primary Election System – At the June 8, 2010, statewide Primary Election
voters approved a new primary election process. Primary election winners, those
that will appear as choices for voters on the general election ballot, will be the two
candidates receiving the most votes in the primary election, regardless of party
affiliation. Previously, the primary election served as the nominating process for
political parties’ candidates to partisan office, with each party nominee moving on
to the general election ballot. This change and others to the primary election
process, which does not affect the process for selection of Presidential nominees
or selection of party members to county central committees, will create new
challenges for elections officials in ballot preparation, ballot layout and election
results tabulation. Voters will also need to be informed about this electoral
change.
California election officials continually meet these challenges in an effort to provide full
access to the electoral process. In fact, many of the provisions in HAVA were already
features of California law, regulation or procedure at the time of HAVA’s enactment.
For example:
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 California’s voter registration-by-mail became law in 1975 and vote-by-mail on
demand in 1978
 Permanent vote-by-mail balloting for any voter who requested it was enacted in
2001
 California voters approved Proposition 41 at the March 5, 2002, election – eight
months before the enactment of HAVA – which provided counties access to $200
million in state bond funding to upgrade voting systems, including replacement of
prescored punch card voting machines in California
 California created a statewide database in 1995, known as CalVoter, that assisted
counties with list maintenance, duplicate-record checking. This system was
significantly upgraded as part of the state’s efforts to achieve interim compliance
with HAVA Section 303 requirements
 California permits voters to correct or replace ballots before being cast
 Provisional ballots have been a feature of California law since the 1980s
 A statewide complaint procedure for making allegations regarding violations of
elections laws is in place, including a toll-free telephone number (800) 345VOTE) for making complaints
 Efforts were made to accommodate the needs of voters with disabilities and
people from minority language communities
In 2007, California also took a leadership role in the effort to address unresolved
concerns with the security and reliability of voting systems by undertaking a “top-tobottom review” of voting systems approved for use in California. The review uncovered
numerous design and performance issues that posed potentially serious consequences,
including the potential that election results could be affected or altered. Elections
officials from other states who followed California’s lead and conducted similar, rigorous
reviews of voting systems reached similar conclusions. As a result of California’s “topto-bottom” voting system review, serious voting system vulnerabilities are being
addressed in California through the adoption of new security procedures and new use
procedures. Voting system manufacturers report they are undertaking efforts to improve
the design and security of voting systems.
As a part of its top-to-bottom review of voting systems, California contracted with
federally recognized accessibility experts to conduct the first-ever accessibility review
using the 2005 voluntary voting system guideline accessibility standards promulgated by
the EAC. The primary focus was to identify whether the voting systems were sufficiently
accessible to voters with disabilities and to assess whether the voting system was capable
of providing alternative language accessibility by displaying Chinese and Spanish
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language ballots. Alternative language capabilities were evaluated for the ability of the
voting system to be used by persons with or without disabilities.
The review included testing physical accessibility and language accessibility attributes of
the voting systems, as well as testing usability and accessibility of voting systems for
casting a ballot. Expert analyses of the voting systems and the test methodology were
conducted, which was followed by user testing. Forty-five volunteer “test voters” cast
test ballots using selected contests from the 2004 General Election that included multiple
candidates for federal and state offices, as well as ballot measures and confirmation of
judges. The test voters cast ballots containing at least nine contests and as many as 23.
The expert analyses and test voting sessions were video-taped. The authors, who among
them report more than 60 years of experience in technology and accessibility interfacing,
included in the report a thorough list of mitigation measures for vendors to consider that
could improve accessibility as well as recommendations for elections officials on polling
place set-up of voting equipment. The accessibility testing protocols used in the review
have been adopted by the Secretary of State and incorporated as a part of the state’s
voting system approval process. A copy of the voting system accessibility review can be
found on-line at www.sos.ca.gov/elections/elections_vsr.htm (see UC Accessibility
Report).
Now, more than seven years after the enactment of HAVA and with the findings of a
comprehensive review of voting systems completed, it is a good time to evaluate
California’s progress on HAVA implementation and to determine how much more
remains to be done. In the November 2008 General Election, 79.4 percent of registered
voters cast ballots, which represents 59.2 percent of all those eligible to participate. The
goal of restoring confidence in the integrity of the electoral system must be realized to
help bring voters back to the polls and to engage those who are not yet participating.
HAVA implementation should serve as one critical building block in California’s efforts
to reconnect citizens to the electoral process.
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III. State Plan by Sections
Section 254(a) requires the State Plan to include a description of each of thirteen
elements. Each of the thirteen elements is treated as a “section” of the California State
Plan, as set forth below:

Section 1
(Section 254(a)(1))
How the State will use the requirements payment to meet the requirements of Title III, and, if
applicable under Section 251(a)(2), to carry out other activities to improve the administration
of elections.

Title III, commencing with Section 301, sets forth “Uniform and Non-Discriminatory
Election Technology and Administration Requirements.”
Below is a summary of the requirements of HAVA and how California intends to use the
requirements payment to comply with that federal law. It should be noted that, pursuant
to Section 305, the specific choices on the methods of complying with the requirements
of Title III are left to the discretion of the State.
A. Voting Systems Standards (Section 301(a))
Federal Law:
HAVA requires that each voting system used in a federal election on or after
January 1, 2006, meet each of the following requirements:
(1) Balloting errors:
(a) Voter verification of ballot selections (and correction)
The voting system must:
(i) permit the voter to verify privately and independently the votes
selected before casting a ballot;
(ii) permit the voter privately and independently to change or
correct a ballot before it is cast (including receiving a replacement
ballot).
(Note that the requirement that a voting system permit the voter to
verify the votes selected before casting a ballot may not be defined in a
manner that makes it impossible for a paper ballot voting system to
meet the new requirements of HAVA.)
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(b) Voter notice on overvoting (and correction)
The voting system must:
(i) notify the voter of an overvote (casting votes for more
candidates than allowed);
(ii) notify the voter of the effect of overvoting (i.e., the vote for that
office will not be counted);
(iii) provide the voter with the opportunity to correct the ballot, if
he or she has overvoted.
(c) Paper-based voting systems compliance
Paper-based voting systems (including vote-by-mail balloting systems)
may meet the above requirements with:
(i) voting-system specific voter education programs notifying the
voter of the effect of overvoting;
(ii) instructions on how to correct a ballot before it is cast
(including instructions on obtaining a replacement ballot); and
(iii) system designs that preserve voter confidentiality.
(2) Voting system audit requirements:
The voting system must:
(a) produce a record with an audit capacity (The paper record
produced shall be available as an official record for purposes of a
recount.);
(b) produce a permanent paper record with a manual audit
capacity;
(c) allow the voter to correct any error before the permanent paper
record is produced.
(3) Accessibility for individuals with disabilities:
The voting system must:
(a) be accessible to voters with disabilities, including voters with
visual impairment, in a manner that provides the same opportunity
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for access and participation, including privacy and independence,
as for other voters.
(The above requirement is met by providing at least one DRE
voting unit, or other voting system equipped for individuals with
disabilities at each polling place.)
(All voting systems purchased with Title II funding after January 1,
2007, shall comply with these requirements.)
(4) Alternative language accessibility:
The voting system must:
(a) meet all requirements of alternative language access of Section
203 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 (42 USC 1973aa-1a).
(5) Error Rates:
The voting system must:
(a) meet FEC guidelines (Section 3.2.1) for voting system error
rates (errors attributable only to system errors, and not an act of the
voter) in effect at the time of HAVA’s enactment (October 29,
2002).
(6) Definition of Vote:
Each state shall adopt uniform and nondiscriminatory standards that define
what constitutes a vote and what will be counted as a vote for each
category of voting system used in the State.
HAVA Compliance with Voting Systems Standards
Following the 2000 Presidential election, California joined the nation in scrutinizing
whether the punch card voting systems widely in use disproportionately disenfranchised
large numbers of voters. Common Cause and the American Civil Liberties Union filed a
lawsuit to challenge the use of pre-scored, punch card voting systems based on field
studies and reports that indicated a higher error rate for these systems. The lawsuit was
settled by then-Secretary of State Bill Jones after he withdrew approval for pre-scored
punch card voting systems used by California counties. Shortly thereafter, the State
Legislature placed on the March 2, 2002, ballot the $200 million Voting Modernization
Bond Act to provide money to counties to upgrade voting systems, including those that
had previously used pre-scored, punch card voting systems.
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With the enactment of HAVA, a punch card voting system replacement incentive
program and new federal voting system standards were created. These programs took
aim at the concerns about the effectiveness of punch card voting systems to accurately
capture voter intent and the desire to improve accessibility to the ballot for voters with
disabilities and voters with alternative language needs.
On December 19, 2005, the Secretary of State began the process to enter into contracts
with California’s 58 counties to allocate $195 million in HAVA Title II, Section 251
requirements payment funding. The contracts, developed through a collaborative process
with counties to determine the appropriate level of funding, were targeted primarily at
helping counties buy and deploy voting systems intended to be compliant with HAVA,
and associated costs such as voter education and poll worker training. These funds were
used by counties in conjunction with $200 million in state Voting Modernization Bond
Act funding, and HAVA Section 102 punch card voting system replacement funds,
previously distributed through the Secretary of State beginning in 2004.
During this time, however, computer scientists and others began expressing serious
concerns about whether DRE voting systems could be considered secure absent an
independent and thorough review of the proprietary source code used to operate these
voting systems. Reports of failures and anomalies in voting system performance surfaced
around the country, which fueled the mounting criticism and concern. One response to
the issues being presented was California legislative enactment of a requirement,
effective on January 1, 2006, that all DRE voting systems be equipped with an accessible
voter-verified paper audit trail (AVVPAT) to provide an additional audit mechanism and
to increase transparency of the electoral process. Less than four months before HAVA’s
definitive January 1, 2006, deadline to deploy HAVA-compliant voting systems, the U.S.
Government Accountability Office (GAO) – the investigative arm of the Congress –
issued a report noting these concerns and observing potential shortcomings in the security
and reliability of voting systems. The GAO report was emblematic of concerns that
voting system testing and approval processes were not adequately uncovering
deficiencies in voting system design and performance. At the time of the GAO report,
the EAC had not yet issued its required voluntary voting system guidelines (VVSG) and
had not yet assumed responsibility for the federal testing and certification regime, which
was then operating under the auspices of the National Association of Election Directors
(NASED). California’s Secretary of State implemented programs to provide some
additional safeguards, including “volume testing” of equipment to test the reliability of
voting system production models in addition to the prototypes typically tested, and a
“parallel monitoring” program that audited the performance and accuracy of voting
systems on Election Day under Election Day conditions. Both of these programs were
designed to ensure that voting systems performed in the field the way prototypes tested in
laboratory settings performed.
The introduction of new voting systems was accompanied by Secretary of State programs
to educate poll workers and promote voter understanding of new voting equipment,
including use by voters with disabilities and voters with alternative language needs. The
programs included:
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 Developing new voting system use procedures
 Issuing poll worker training guidelines released in 2006
 Creating a HAVA compliance manual produced by the Secretary of State in
collaboration with county elections officials
 Providing instructions on the use of new voting systems, which each county
elections office included in sample ballots mailed to each voter, and which were
also posted on the Secretary of State’s website and each county’s website
 Conducting outreach and education activities in partnership with counties,
schools, state and local government, and community service organizations such as
the League of Women Voters, and Independent Living Centers (private,
nonprofit, corporations that provide services to maximize the independence of
individuals with disabilities and the accessibility of the communities they live in)
These efforts were accompanied by voter education programs authorized by HAVA
Section 301 (a)(1)(B) to educate voters on correction of overvotes where a paper-based,
centrally tabulated voting system was in use through independent mailings to voters, and
mailings in conjunction with delivery of sample ballots or vote-by-mail ballots.
At the same time, elections officials and voting system vendors were seeking to comply
with California’s AVVPAT requirement and federal HAVA voting system requirements.
During the final months leading up to HAVA’s January 1, 2006, deadline and even
during the 2006 election cycle, California completed its final testing and approval of
voting systems that complied with state law and exhibited the functionality required by
HAVA voting system standards. By the November 2006 General Election, all California
counties had purchased and deployed these voting systems in accordance with HAVA
requirements, including deploying at each polling place at least one DRE voting unit, or
one voting unit designed to be accessible to voters with disabilities.
Clearly, this rush to compliance was not an optimal implementation scenario. Delays by
vendors in bringing forward voting systems for certification as promised, and the
discovery of an oversight in the federal testing process that forced California to conduct
its own independent review of one of these voting systems concurrent with federal retesting, resulted in just-in-time compliance in many counties. Privately, county elections
officials frustrated by the lengthy voting system certification process, concerned about
local controversy over voting system reliability and security, and worried by the evershortening implementation schedule, expressed concern about being backed into
compliance at a time of great uncertainty.
In the face of serious, yet unresolved questions, about voting system reliability and
security, and the apparent inability of the voting system testing and certification
processes to ensure adequate performance of voting systems, California undertook a
comprehensive, top-to-bottom review aimed at the heart of the issue – voting systems’
source code. The California Legislature augmented the Secretary of State’s budget in
2006 to permit a review of voting systems’ source code. Using that funding, and money
from voting system vendors that was required for source code review on a contingency
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basis as a condition of prior voting system certification, the Secretary of State
commissioned, under the auspices of the University of California, a top-to-bottom review
of voting systems. That review also included, for the first time, accessibility testing as a
separate, specific component of the testing process.
Under the top-to-bottom review, each voting system vendor was offered the opportunity
to subject its certified system to the top-to-bottom review, or to forgo the review if the
vendor did not intend for counties to use their system during the 2008 election cycle. The
Secretary of State reserved the right to impose new, additional conditions on the use of
any existing voting system if the vendor failed to bring forward a new system for
certification testing as promised.
On August 3, 2007, the Secretary of State released the results of the top-to-bottom review
and withdrew approval and approved with conditions the three voting systems subjected
to the review. Reports and approval orders issued in accord with the findings of the topto-bottom review can be found on the Secretary of State’s website at
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/elections_vsr.htm.
In short, computer scientists discovered, documented and, in some cases, demonstrated
source code and security vulnerabilities that called into question the security of the voting
systems. The review cast doubt on the ability to prevent manipulation of voting systems
that could affect an election’s outcome by exploiting these vulnerabilities, or detect after
the fact that these vulnerabilities had been exploited, in ways that could affect the
outcome of an election. Furthermore, the review found that malicious software code
could propagate throughout an entire voting system, including infecting the central
tabulation system. Based on these findings, for two voting systems the Secretary of
State’s approval orders restricted the use of DRE voting units to one voting unit per
polling place, which is the minimum number required by the HAVA 301 (a)(3)
accessibility requirements. Where a county had previously deployed additional DRE
voting units at the polling place, an optical scan balloting system was used to take its
place. Additionally, the Secretary of State imposed new security measures on all systems
to limit and prevent potential exploitation of voting system source code vulnerabilities.
New use procedures were crafted to ensure consistent, uniform implementation of
security measures. Finally, new, more stringent post-election auditing requirements of
results produced by the voting systems examined in the review were put in place to
ensure that tampering or errors did not produce incorrect outcomes in close contests.
Following the review and issuance of approval orders, 56 of 58 counties relied largely on
optical scan voting for polling place needs, while deploying DRE voting units to meet
HAVA’s accessibility requirements. This closely mirrors what happened in the states of
New Mexico and Florida following actions taken in those states that restricted the use of
DRE voting equipment. Furthermore, the findings of the California top-to-bottom review
have been largely confirmed by similar reviews in Ohio and Colorado that occurred after
the California review.
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California’s voting system testing and approval process has been modified to incorporate
the security and accessibility elements employed in the top-to-bottom review. Any new
voting system brought forward for certification will be subjected to a testing and approval
process to ensure the systems are secure, accurate, reliable and accessible.
California was the first state to use, and continues to use, the disability standards in the
federal 2005 Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG) when testing and approving
voting systems. Those standards include provisions for usability and accessibility for
vision, dexterity, mobility, hearing, speech, English proficiency and cognition (see
Section 3.2 of Volume I of the VVSG on pages 53-64). These testing efforts examine
each voting system with the help of voters with a full range of disabilities. The Secretary
of State has also sought the input of a Voting Accessibility Advisory Committee
(VAAC), providing the VAAC with information on voting system standards and
briefings on the voting system testing and approval process, while seeking its advice on
proposed standards and the voting system approval process.
In addition to meeting federal requirements, the Secretary of State has made progress on
meeting unique local needs by certifying the first voting system in California for the
purpose of employing a ranked-choice voting process. Based on the history of HAVA
voting system standard implementation described above, compliance with HAVA voting
system standards will include the following components:
 Continued reliance upon the voting system contracts issued in 2005 to help defray
allowable costs for voting system equipment purchases and associated costs,
including voter education and poll worker training expenses, pursuant to EAC
guidance.
 Voting systems brought forward for approval will be subjected to the enhanced
voting system testing regime used during the top-to-bottom review, which will
also include accessibility testing and volume testing of the voting system. The
approval process will include, pursuant to state law, a public hearing. DRE voting
units, pursuant to state law, will continue to be required to receive federal
approval prior to being considered for state approval. The EAC 2005 voluntary
voting system guidelines (VVSG), which are now the basis for federal approval,
and the recently released VVSG update will be evaluated and considered by
California to determine the implications for the state’s testing and approval
protocols.
 Counties will continue to ensure that voter information provided in sample
ballots, on county websites, and given to voters as a part of voter education and
outreach efforts include instructions on how to use the county’s voting system,
including any voter education program necessary to inform voters how to avoid
overvoting, and correct ballot errors. The Secretary of State will also continue to
host on its website instructions on how to use voting systems deployed by
counties. Where applicable, county voting systems will deploy precinct-based
scanners for optical scan ballots to notify voters of ballot errors. DRE voting
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units will continue to provide overvote protection by preventing a voter from
voting more than allowed for ballot measures and offices, and undervote
protection by providing a ballot summary screen, with an option for correcting the
ballot before it is cast.
 Each voting system will continue to provide for auditing, producing a paper
record with a manual audit capacity that allows a voter to correct any error before
a permanent paper record is produced. Such paper records in California are now
subject to more rigorous, post-election audit requirements.
 Each county will continue to deploy at each polling place at least one voting unit
that provides voters with disabilities the opportunity to vote privately and
independently.
 All voting systems, and voting materials, will continue to meet the requirements
of alternative language access of Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act by
providing for ballot translation or transliteration and translation or transliteration
of other materials into required languages.
 All voting systems will continue to be subjected to federal approval and
applicable federal voting system error rates; California’s voting system testing
and approval process will also independently note error rates exhibited by voting
systems tested through volume testing.
 California developed a uniform definition of a vote for each type of voting system
through a cooperative effort with the counties. The Secretary of State will
continue to rely upon that uniform definition of a vote, or any successor uniform
definition of a vote that replaces that uniform definition of a vote. Further efforts
to refine the uniform definition of a vote were pursued in 2009 through Secretary
of State-sponsored SB 387 (Hancock), which sought to clarify that extraneous
markings on a ballot would not be cause for invalidating the ballot. That bill was
vetoed by the Governor, however. The current uniform definition of vote is
available on the Secretary of State’s website at
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/hava.htm
B. Provisional Voting (Section 302):
Federal Law:
Section 302(a) (p. 102) requires that “provisional voting” be permitted in federal
elections on or after January 1, 2004. Under HAVA, if a voter’s name does not appear
on the official list, or the elections official asserts the voter is ineligible, the voter is
entitled to cast a provisional ballot as follows:
(a) Elections officials at polling place notify voters of the provisional ballot
option;
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(b) Voter executes written affirmation stating:
He or she is a registered voter in the jurisdiction; and
He or she is eligible to vote;
(c) The voted ballot or written affirmation information is promptly transmitted to
appropriate state or local elections official for verification;
(d) If the information is verified, the ballot shall be counted;
(e) At the time the voter casts the ballot, the voter shall be provided with
information about the existence of a free access system (e.g. secure, confidential
telephonic or Internet-based system) that restricts access to information on
individual ballots, so that only the voter who casts the ballot may determine her or
his individual ballot status;
(f) State or local officials shall establish the free access system.
(HAVA also requires (Section 302(c)) that voters who cast ballots after the
normal poll closing as a result of a Federal or state order, vote by provisional ballot that is
segregated from regular provisional ballots.)
HAVA Compliance with Provisional Ballot Requirements
As previously noted, California law is consistent with the dictates of HAVA regarding
the right of voters to receive a provisional ballot, when those voters’ registration status
and eligibility to vote cannot be immediately ascertained. To obtain state approval, every
voting system must include an accessible device with provisional voting capability. The
right to receive an accessible provisional ballot is also supported by state law at Elections
Code section 19227. Additionally, California counties, under the direction and continued
oversight of the Secretary of State’s office, have all implemented a “free access” system
available to provisional voters to determine if their ballot was counted, and, if not, why
not. A complete list of each county’s free access system and a description of how voters
can access the system (whether by phone or via the Internet) is provided on the Secretary
of State’s website at www.sos.ca.gov/elections/elections_provisional.htm.
C. Voter Information Requirements (Section 302(b))
Federal Law:
Section 302(b) requires that, with respect to federal elections held on or after
January 1, 2004, elections officials post specified voting information at each polling place
on Election Day, including:
(a) a sample ballot for that election;
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(b) the election date and polling place hours;
(c) voting instructions, including provisional voting instructions;
(d) mail-in registrant and first-time voter instructions;
(e) general voting rights information, including the right to cast a provisional
ballot and instructions on how to contact appropriate officials regarding
allegations of violations;
(f) general information on legal prohibitions on fraud and misrepresentation.
HAVA Compliance with Voting Information Requirements
As previously noted, California law goes further than HAVA’s minimum requirements
with respect to voting information requirements. At each election, households with
registered voters receive a Voter Information Guide containing information on statewide
measures and candidates, and other critical information, including information about
HAVA. Additionally, each county sends to every registered voter a sample ballot that
includes not only ballot information, but also HAVA information, such as instructions on
how to cast a ballot on that county’s voting system. These materials, and other required
HAVA postings are available at polling places as well, including, at county request, a
Voter Bill of Rights poster supplied by the Secretary of State that includes HAVA
required information. Counties and the Secretary of State post these materials on
websites. Proactive efforts to educate voters, with a primary focus on new voting system
use, were also encouraged by allowing the expense of incorporating new HAVA
requirements into materials and outreach programs to be reimbursed as a part of the
counties’ voting system upgrade efforts. The cost of meeting requirements to provide
voter information that pre-date HAVA are not reimbursed with HAVA funds.
Counties used a limited amount of funding for this purpose – approximately $7.9 million
statewide. Subsequent EAC guidance has clarified that HAVA funding used for voter
education programs must focus on the use of new voting systems and efforts that provide
overvote protection, including receiving a replacement paper ballot to correct ballot
errors.
To support county efforts, statewide voter education efforts were also undertaken using
Section 101 funding. Those statewide efforts included developing voter education
materials used by state and local officials, and community-based organizations through
partnerships with state agencies, such as the Department of Education, partnerships with
local elections officials and partnerships with nonprofit groups such as Independent
Living Centers. These materials were also made available on state, county and nonprofit
websites, including the League of Women Voters of California Smart Voter webpage and
in the League-sponsored Easy Voter Guide.
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In California’s initial State Plan, published on July 17, 2003, the Secretary of State
proposed to “consider developing voter information in appropriate languages for posting
at polling places” and to work to “ensure that all information provided at polling places
be accessible to the widest possible audience.” The Secretary of State developed voter
information for posting at polling places pursuant to California Elections Code section
2300. The Voter Bill of Rights poster outlined in Elections Code section 2300 is
provided to counties at their request in required languages, and production of the Voter
Bill of Rights poster is partially funded by HAVA Section 101 funds. This posting
supplements information provided in sample ballots, which are mailed to registered
voters and available at polling places for voters who do not receive one or any voter who
wishes to view one at the polling place. Additionally, the Secretary of State has made
statewide electoral information in the Voter Information Guide (VIG) available in several
languages and in alternative formats such as audiotapes, which are available on request;
MP3 files and other materials available on its website; and produced in American Sign
Language a video version of the statewide “Your Voting Rights” brochure that is posted
on the Secretary of State website and available on DVD.
D. Statewide Voter Registration Database Requirements (Section 303)
Federal Law:
Section 303 requires that the Secretary of State, as the Chief Elections Officer,
implement, in a uniform and nondiscriminatory manner, by January 1, 2004, a single,
uniform, official, centralized, interactive computerized statewide voter registration list
defined, maintained, and administered at the State level that contains the name and
registration information of every legally registered voter in the State and assigns a unique
identifier to each such voter.
(1) The computerized list shall:
(a) be the official voter registration list for federal elections;
(b) serve as the single system for storing and managing the official list;
(c) contain the name and registration information of every registered voter;
(d) contain a unique identifier (driver’s license number, partial social
security number, or assigned number) for each voter;
(e) be coordinated with other state databases (California Department of
Corrections and Rehabilitation; California Department of Public Health;
California Department of Motor Vehicles; other state social service
agencies and the Social Security Administration);
(f) provide immediate, electronic access to any elections official in the
state;
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(g) allow for electronically entering data by any local elections official on
an expedited basis;
(h) be supported by the State.
(2) Maintenance of the official list shall be performed on a regular basis as
follows:
(a) voters names shall be removed in accordance with the National Voter
Registration Act (42 U.S.C. § 1973gg, Section 8, (a)(4), (c)(2), (d) and
(e);
(b) ineligible voters shall be removed in accordance with the NVRA for
felony status (42 U.S.C. § 1973gg, 6(a)(3)(B)); for death (6(a)(4)(A)); or
in accordance with state law;
(c) each registered voter’s name shall appear on the list;
(d) only ineligible voters or voters not registered shall be removed from
the list;
(e) duplicate names shall be removed from the list;
(f) other reasonable efforts to remove ineligible voters, consistent with the
NVRA (42 U.S.C. § 1973gg, et. seq.) that ensure eligible voters are not
removed in error, including removing registrants who have not responded
to a notice and who have not voted in two consecutive general elections
for federal office shall be removed from the official list of eligible voters,
except that no registrant shall be removed solely by reason of failure to
vote.
HAVA Compliance with Statewide Database Requirements
As previously noted, California exercised the option to extend the HAVA implementation
deadline from January 1, 2004, to January 1, 2006, to comply with Section 303, statewide
voter registration list requirements.
California requested a US DOJ opinion on January 11, 2005, about its efforts to comply
with Section 303. On April 19, 2005, US DOJ representatives were briefed by California
Secretary of State staff on the plans to comply with these requirements. In response, on
May 25, 2005, the US DOJ provided the Secretary of State with a detailed 10-page letter
that opined California’s plans to implement an “interim” technological and procedural
program to comply with Section 303 were inadequate. The letter stated that US DOJ was
“prepared to move forward with enforcement action as appropriate to ensure compliance
with HAVA’s requirements.” The letter went on to express interest in working with
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California to “implement HAVA’s terms to the fullest extent possible in the short term,
and longer term actions to provide full HAVA compliance within the shortest practicable
time frame.”
In early June 2005, the Secretary of State began discussions with the US DOJ over what
steps could be taken to implement HAVA Section 303 requirements to the fullest extent
possible. Those discussions culminated in a November 2, 2005, Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA) outlining the Secretary of State’s responsibilities. In short, the
agreement required that California establish a statewide voter registration list by
integrating and synchronizing the voter rolls from the 58 counties, which until the
enactment of HAVA were the sole, official repositories for voter registration rolls, into a
single, uniform system to serve as the official voter registration list for election purposes.
That system was also required to be configured to accommodate verification of
registrants’ driver’s license, California ID or partial social security number data, as
required by HAVA, and to receive information from other state agencies for list
maintenance purposes.
During the implementation phase of this system in California – an upgraded version of
the state’s pre-existing Calvoter system – a federal judge ruled on challenges to
procedures governing the verification process employed by the State of Washington to
match driver’s license and partial social security data to registrants’ records. Litigants
argued that precluding registration by potential voters based on the failure to match
records using the strict criteria employed by the State of Washington amounted to
inappropriately disenfranchising voters by creating a new registration requirement. A
federal judge agreed that the State of Washington’s interpretation was overly restrictive.
California modified its procedures in accordance with that Washington State ruling to
ensure that any failure to verify a registrant’s identification data did not prevent a person
from registering to vote. The decision by a federal judge clarified that in these cases
states should issue a unique identifier to the voter when it was not possible to verify the
data provided.
The enhanced Calvoter statewide voter registration system was fully operational during
the 2006 election cycle.
Pursuant to the November 2, 2005, MOA however, California must continue to work
toward a permanent solution because, among other things, the upgraded Calvoter system
is not a single, centralized list that provides for the use of a uniform voter registration
process throughout the state. California awarded a proposal to a winning bidder, in
accordance with state contracting requirements, to establish a permanent statewide voter
registration list – the proposed VoteCal system.
To move forward with this effort, the Secretary of State took work initially done to
evaluate a long-term compliance strategy to meet HAVA Section 303 requirements
compiled by a previous administration and drafted a comprehensive Feasibility Study
Report (FSR), which was approved on April 14, 2006. An FSR, required under state law,
serves as a roadmap to develop and implement major technology projects. After approval
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of the FSR, Debra Bowen was sworn as Secretary of State on January 8, 2007. During
the early months of her administration, the Secretary of State visited other states that had
deployed HAVA-compliant voter registration databases to better inform the office on the
efficacy of approaches to compliance undertaken by other states. She also appointed a
VoteCal advisory committee comprised of county elections officials and interested
stakeholders to provide input on the project and the tasks the system must perform to
function properly for its intended purpose. That input was taken into account when
drafting the Request for Proposal (RFP) to solicit bids for the project. The advisory
committee met three times between May 10, 2007, and February 25, 2008. The February
25, 2008, meeting was conducted following the release of the Request for Proposal (RFP)
for the VoteCal project on December 13, 2007, and a final meeting was conducted on
November 16, 2009, following selection of the winning bidder pursuant to the RFP
process. Two separate working groups comprised of county elections officials were also
established to gather input on county needs and necessary system functionality for
inclusion in the RFP. The county working groups began meeting in mid-June 2007 and
concluded work in August 2007. Communications with these advisory committee
members and counties continue through the initial phase of development and planning.
During this time, operating under the approved FSR, the Secretary of State also hired the
required oversight staff – an Independent Project Oversight Consultant (IPOC); a
consultant to provide Independent Verification and Validation (IV&V) of project plans
and deliverables; a Project Manager; a Contract Manager, and other required personnel.
That RFP to solicit bids on the VoteCal project was released on December 13, 2007. The
bidding process was conducted under a “solution-based procurement” provided for in
state law. Rather than prescribing a specific technological solution, the solution-based
procurement allows a state agency to present the business requirements that the
technology project is required to meet, and allows private sector companies to propose
the specific technological solution for meeting those business requirements. The process
engages potential bidders in individual, confidential discussions to assist vendors in
developing a proposed bid. Under the auspices of the solution-based procurement,
potential bidders notified the Secretary of State after release of the RFP by December 31,
2007, of their intent to bid on the project. Following that vendor notice of intent to bid,
the Secretary of State staff, under the direction of the Department of General Services
personnel, engaged in a series of confidential discussions with vendors about the project
in preparation for submission of bids. During this process, in response to bidder
questions and to clarify the RFP, eight addenda to the RFP were adopted. The final
addendum to the RFP was adopted on December 31, 2008. Following adoption of the
final addendum, a deadline for submission of bids was set for January 29, 2009. Cost
opening for the bids occurred on March 26, 2009. A Notice of Intent to Award a contract
was issued on April 24, 2009. A May 1, 2009, deadline for bid protests passed without a
protest being received. Work on a Special Project Report (SPR) describing the project in
greater detail based upon the winning bid was completed and the SPR was provided to
state control agencies, including the Department of Finance and Office of the Chief
Information Officer. Meetings with county representatives to describe the project,
answer questions and receive input commenced on July 17, 2009, and concluded on
August 28, 2009. The Legislature formally received the SPR on July 23, 2009, and
approved the project on August 21, 2009. An amended Spending Plan requesting
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expenditure authority for VoteCal costs for the fiscal year was received by the
Legislature from the Department of Finance on August 6, 2009, and approved by the
Legislature on August 25, 2009. A contract was executed with the winning bidder and
work on the project commenced on September 8, 2009.
On April 19, 2010, the Secretary of State’s office discovered that the vendor hired to
develop and deploy the VoteCal project had not yet obtained a performance bond, which
is a requirement of the contract the state executed with the vendor. On May 4, 2010, the
Secretary of State sent the vendor a letter documenting, among other things, the vendor’s
lack of a performance bond and required the vendor to resolve the issue within 30 days.
The letter offered the vendor an opportunity to meet with Secretary of State personnel to
discuss the issues. During subsequent discussions with the vendor, the Secretary of
State’s office and the vendor mutually agreed to terminate the contract. A settlement to
terminate the contract was executed on May 21, 2010.
The Secretary of State is committed to completing the VoteCal project. The state is also
bound to complete the project pursuant to the terms of the MOA executed with the US
DOJ on November 2, 2005. The work done to date on the project will facilitate those
efforts. That work includes:


Development of an RFP that documents in great detail the business requirements
of the VoteCal project – all of the necessary functions the system must be capable
of performing.



Extensive, documented communication with stakeholders, including county
elections officials, voting rights advocates, representatives of voters with
disabilities and others who provide valuable input on the VoteCal business
requirements.



Experience gained with state oversight agencies, including procurement experts at
the Department of General Services and technology experts at the Office of the
Chief Information Officer.



Input and advice from independent oversight contractors required by state law for
technology projects, including an Independent Project Oversight Consultant and
an Independent Verification and Validation consultant.



Insight from county elections officials and vendors on the functions and operation
of county election management systems, which must be integrated into the
functions of VoteCal.

The Secretary of State will be moving quickly to assess lessons learned on the VoteCal
project so far and determine the appropriate next steps, including renewing efforts to
contract with a private vendor to develop and deploy the VoteCal system. On July 19,
2010, a Special Project Report (SPR) was submitted to state agencies that must approve
the project before it can move forward to be advertised for bid in a Request for Proposal
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(RFP). The project will also be submitted to the Legislature for final approval following
the procurement process and award of the bid to a system integrator vendor. The SPR
contains a preliminary estimated deployment of the VoteCal voter registration system
statewide by June 2014. However, that preliminary timeline is subject to change, and a
final timeline for development, testing and statewide deployment will be determined after
a vendor is selected for the project. The estimated timeline for completion of the bidding
process and award of the contract to the system integrator vendor under the state’s
solution-based procurement process is September 2011. Additional historical
information about the VoteCal project, which includes a description of the business
requirements for the project, is available on-line at www.sos.ca.gov/elections/votecal/.
E. Requirements for Verification of Voter Registration Information (Section 303)
Federal Law:
(1) Section 303(a)(5), beginning January 1, 2004, or January 1, 2006, mandates
specific requirements with respect to an application for voter registration for a
federal election.
(a) Such application may not be accepted or processed unless it includes:
(i) the driver’s license number of an applicant who has been issued
a current, valid driver’s license; or, if a valid driver’s license has
not been issued;
(ii) the last four digits of an applicant’s social security number.
(b) However, if an applicant has not been issued a current, valid driver’s
license or a social security number, then:
(i) The State shall issue a unique identifying number.
(To the extent the State has a computerized list, this unique identifying number
shall be the number assigned to the applicant for purposes of the computerized
list.)
The State shall determine whether the information provided by the applicant
(driver’s license number or partial social security number (the last four digits)) is
sufficient to meet the requirements of HAVA.
(2) The Secretary of State shall enter into a cooperative agreement with the
Department of Motor Vehicles, and the Department of Motor Vehicles shall enter
into an agreement with the Commissioner of Social Security, to verify the
accuracy of the information provided by the voter registration applicant,
specifically:
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(a) the applicant’s name (first name and forename or surname);
(b) the applicant’s date of birth;
(c) the applicant’s social security number;
(d) whether such records show the applicant is deceased.
(Nothing shall be construed to require provision of applicable information under
exceptional circumstances (e.g. personal safety or interference with an
investigation).)
HAVA Compliance with Requirements for Verification of Voter Registration
Information
The interim solution, approved for use by the US DOJ utilizes the upgraded, pre-existing
Calvoter database to interface with the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) and the
Social Security Administration (SSA), through a cooperative agreement with the
American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA) to verify
identification data submitted by people registering to vote. Under this interim solution,
counties are required to assign a unique identifier based upon the result of this ID
verification process and in accordance with a standard formula established by the
Secretary of State. The Calvoter system verifies the presence of that unique identifier
when counties upload a new voter registration record to the Calvoter database.
The proposed fully HAVA compliant VoteCal system will incorporate the existing ID
verification processes with DMV/SSA. However, the VoteCal system will assign the
unique identifier to a voter and provide that number to the county as verification that the
registration transaction has been completed and accepted for that voter.
F. Special Requirements for Certain Voters Who Register by Mail (Section 303)
Federal Law:
(1) Beginning January 1, 2004, the State shall, in a uniform and
nondiscriminatory manner, require proof of residence from a registered
voter for purposes of casting a ballot in a federal election, if the voter:
(a) registered to vote in a jurisdiction by mail on or after January 1,
2003,
and
(b)(i) has not previously voted in an election for federal office in
the State,
or
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has not voted in an election for federal office in the jurisdiction and
the jurisdiction is located in a State that does not have a HAVAcompliant statewide voter registration computerized list.
(2) If the voter meets these conditions, and he or she votes in person (at a
polling location), the voter shall, in order to vote, present to the
appropriate elections official:
(a) a current and valid photo identification, or
(b) a copy of one of the following that shows the name and address
of the voter:
(i) a current utility bill;
(ii) a bank statement;
(iii) a government check;
(iv) a government paycheck;
(v) a government document.
(3) If the voter meets these conditions, and he or she votes by mail
(absentee ballot), the voter shall, in order to vote, submit with his or her
ballot to the appropriate elections official a copy of one of the following
that shows the name and address of the voter:
(a) a current and valid photo identification, or
(b) a copy of one of the following that shows the name and address
of the voter:
(i) a current utility bill;
(ii) a bank statement;
(iii) a government check;
(iv) a government paycheck;
(v) a government document.
(4) Any voter subject to these requirements who votes in person and who
does not provide proof of residence as required shall be provided a
provisional ballot.
(5) Any voter subject to these requirements who votes by mail (vote-bymail ballot) and who does not provide proof of residence as required shall
have their ballot treated as a provisional ballot.
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Exceptions (Section 303(b)(3)(C))
The requirements for first-time voters to provide proof of residence shall not
apply when any of the following apply:
(1) The voter registers under Section 6 of the NVRA (42 U.S.C. § 1973gg—4)
and submits as part of the voter registration a copy of:
(a) a current and valid photo identification, or;
(b) a copy of one of the following showing the name and address of the
voter:
(i) a current utility bill;
(ii) a bank statement;
(iii) a government check;
(iv) a government paycheck;
(v) a government document.
(2) The voter registers under Section 6 of the NVRA (42 U.S.C. § 1973gg—4)
and submits as part of the registration (subject to state verification of the
information, including the applicant’s name and birth date):
(a) a driver’s license number, or
(b) at least the last four digits of their social security number.
(3) The voter is entitled to vote by vote-by-mail ballot under the Uniformed and
Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act (42 U.S.C. § 1973ff—1 et seq.).
(4) The voter is entitled to vote other than in person by Section 3(b)(2)(B)(ii) of
the Voting Accessibility for the Elderly and Handicapped Act (42 U.S.C. §
1973ee—1).
(5) The voter is entitled under federal law to vote other than in person.
HAVA Compliance with Special Requirements for Certain Voters Who Register by
Mail
In conjunction with the interim solution, counties must identify first-time voters who
register to vote by mail and who are also required to show identification, or provide a
copy of identification when voting by mail. These voters are identified by a unique
marker in the Calvoter system. The database clearly identifies those first-time voters who
are required to present identification.
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These provisions of HAVA are furthered through regulations enacted by the Secretary of
State that define what forms of identification can be accepted by elections officials for
these purposes, and via regulations that govern the use of the interim solution, the
Calvoter system. Regulations for the operation of the interim solution database can be
found on the Secretary of State’s website at
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/elections_regs.htm. Regulations that specify the allowable
forms of identification to be presented by first-time voters who register by mail, under the
applicable conditions, can be found on the Secretary of State’s website at
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/elections_regs.htm.
The functional requirements developed for the VoteCal project, as previously described,
will provide for printing of polling place index from the VoteCal system, the roster of
voters eligible to cast ballots at each polling place. This function of the VoteCal system
will comply with HAVA’s requirement that the VoteCal system constitute the official
voter registration list for the state. The VoteCal system will uniformly note first-time
voters who register by mail and are required to show identification when voting, so poll
workers will ask for identification when necessary and appropriate.
G. Mail-in Registration Form Requirements (Section 303(b)(4))
Federal Law:
(1) The voter registration form developed under Section 6 of the NVRA (42
U.S.C. § 1973gg—4) must include:
(a) The questions:
(i) Are you a citizen of the United States of America? (and)
(ii) Will you be 18 years of age on or before election day?
(b) The statement: “If you checked “no” in response to either of these
questions, do not complete this form.”
(2) A statement informing the applicant that if the form is submitted by mail and
the voter is registering for the first time, that additional information (a copy of
documents for proof of residence; or a driver’s license number or partial social
security number) must be provided to avoid additional proof of residence
requirements at the time of voting.
(3) If an applicant fails to answer the question: “Are you a citizen of the United
States of America?” the registrar shall notify the applicant of the failure to
complete the form and provide an opportunity to the applicant to complete the
form in a timely manner.
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HAVA Compliance with Mail-in Registration Form Requirements
Mail-in registration forms available for use in California have been modified to meet
HAVA requirements by including the language required to notify registrants they must be
U.S. citizens and 18 years old by Election Day to be eligible to register to vote. The form
also provides for registrants to enter a California driver’s license number or California ID
number, if they have one of those forms of identification. If not, the registration form
instructs the registrant to enter the last four digits of her or his social security number.
First-time voters who register by mail are also notified that they may be required to show
identification when casting a ballot.
H. Use of Requirements Payment for Other than Complying With Title III
Section 251(b) permits the use of requirements payments only for complying with Title
III requirements. One exception to this allows a state to use a requirements payment to
carry out other activities to improve the administration of elections. To do so, the state
must certify it has implemented the requirements of Title III or the amount expended
with respect to such other activities does not exceed an amount equal to the minimum
payment amount applicable to the State under Section 252(c) (1/2 of 1 percent of the total
amount appropriated for requirements payments for the year).
HAVA Compliance with Use of Requirements Payment for Other than Complying
with Title III
In accordance with guidance and direction provided by the EAC, California certified to
the EAC that it would establish a minimum requirements payment program on April 3,
2006. Pursuant to that certification, the Secretary of State allocated approximately $11.6
million to California counties as a part of the $195 million voting system upgrade
contract. Pursuant to EAC guidance, this funding can be used in a more flexible manner
than other HAVA, Title II funding.
The minimum requirements payment program established by California was intended to
allow elections officials to use Title II funding for the following purposes:
 To meet storage and warehousing needs for new voting equipment;
 To buy cell phones for use by poll workers on Election Day to maintain direct
contact with elections officials;
 To buy forklifts to move voting equipment that was “racked” to maintain
equipment and to ensure proper electrical charging of systems;
 To retrofit voting systems with equipment necessary to produce a voter-verified
paper audit trail; and
 Other purposes deemed allowable by the EAC.
Each county was permitted to use the funding allotted through the minimum requirements
payment program up to its proportionate share of the $11.6 million distributed statewide
among the counties.
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Pursuant to subsequent guidance from the EAC, counties can also use minimum
requirements payment funding to purchase hand-held personal digital assistant devices
used to ensure poll workers can address issues that arise on Election Day or to refer to
county-created guidance on election laws, procedures and processes, and for other
purposes deemed allowable by the EAC.
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Section 2
(Section 254(a)(2))
How the State will distribute and monitor the distribution of the requirements payment to units
of local government or other entities in the State for carrying out the activities described in
element [section] number one, including a description of:
(A) The criteria to be used to determine the eligibility of such units or entities for receiving the
payment; and
(B) The methods to be used by the State to monitor the performance of the units or entities to
whom the payment is distributed, consistent with the performance goals and measures adopted
under element [section] number eight.

The requirements payments available under HAVA have been, and will continue to be,
used for the purposes described in Section 1 above, including as provided in Section
251(b)(2), or as otherwise authorized by HAVA.
HAVA funds distributed pursuant to this State Plan are to be used for meeting Title III
requirements for federal elections. California’s 58 counties conduct federal elections.
Therefore, it was determined by then-Secretary of State Kevin Shelley in 2003 that only
California counties are eligible to receive these funds. Cities conducting stand-alone,
municipal elections are not eligible for HAVA funding. Other criteria are used to
determine funding eligibility. For instance, counties may use federal funding only to
purchase those voting systems approved by the Secretary of State to meet the applicable
requirements of state and federal law.
The Secretary of State’s office, in consultation with county elections officials, determined
in 2004 the appropriate allocation of HAVA funds for Title III requirements. That
process resulted in an allocation of $195 million (76% of the Title III funds received to
date by the state) to voting system upgrades and related costs, such as poll worker
training and voter education, where appropriate and allowable. The Secretary of State’s
office subsequently began executing contracts with each of the 58 counties beginning on
December 17, 2005 to distribute the HAVA requirements payment funds to counties.
These standard agreements provide the counties with details on the allowable use of
funds and rules governing the use of funds. The reimbursement-based contracts require
counties to submit claims with supporting documentation to be eligible to receive
reimbursement. By executing contracts with counties, the State is able to monitor both
the distribution and the use of funds.
Subsequent to the execution of those contracts, the EAC has provided additional
guidance to states on the allowable uses of HAVA funding, including the use of funding
for voter education and pollworker training, which is posted on the EAC website at
www.eac.gov/election/advisories%20and%20guidance (e.g., FAO 08-011 for guidance
on voter education and poll worker training). The guidance specified that using Section
251 funds, which are earmarked in HAVA for meeting Title III requirements, could not
be used for voting education and poll worker training except in limited circumstances –
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when a new voting system was introduced to voters by counties or to conduct a voter
education program to minimize overvoting when a paper-based, centrally tabulated
voting system was being used. That guidance could be reconsidered by the EAC. The
Secretary of State will continue to monitor EAC guidance to ensure that its HAVA
program is structured accordingly.
In an effort to maximize the flexibility for counties in use of these funds, then-Secretary
of State Bruce McPherson certified to the EAC on April 3, 2006, that a minimum
requirements payment program would be established pursuant to HAVA Section 251 (b).
The proportionate share of approximately $11.6 million in minimum requirements
payment funding available under HAVA Section 251 (b) was provided to each county
using the formula developed for allocation of California’s Voting Modernization Bond
Act of 2002 (Proposition 41). These funds were made available to counties for
allowable purposes specified by the EAC, including meeting storage needs for new
voting equipment, subject to EAC pre-approval.
Counties have expended approximately $124.8 million for voting system upgrades and
other related allowable uses, including $8.9 million in minimum requirements payment
funding. Uses of minimum requirements payment funding by counties included:
 Meeting storage and warehousing needs for new voting equipment – $5.5 million
 Retrofitting DRE voting equipment with voter-verified, paper-audit-trail printers
– $138,000
 Educating voters and training poll workers – $8.6 million
The expenditure of HAVA funds for voter education and poll worker training included
the following activities:










Updating poll worker training manuals (34 counties)
Employing new training techniques (26 counties)
New poll worker recruitment efforts (12 counties)
New poll worker feedback and monitoring efforts (5 counties)
Newspaper advertising to educate voters on new HAVA requirements (26
counties)
Expanding sample ballots to educate voters to new HAVA requirements (10
counties)
Creating brochures, videos and audio cassettes, in multiple languages (13
counties)
Website enhancements (9 counties)
Participating in community events (10 counties)

This list of HAVA activities undertaken by California counties is not exhaustive. The list
does not include voter education and poll worker training efforts undertaken using county
resources. This list only includes those activities for which counties sought HAVA
reimbursement under HAVA contracts and the minimum requirements payment program
included in those contracts.
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In poll worker training plans submitted by counties at the request of the Secretary of
State, many counties noted that new training techniques would include hands-on voting
system training, role-playing and added components to ensure poll workers could meet
the needs of voters with disabilities and those with alternative language needs. Some of
these efforts were bolstered by a separate grant program provided for under HAVA
Section 261 aimed at improving polling place accessibility for voters with disabilities.
Guidelines on poll worker training developed under state law (Elections Code section
12309.5) provided the counties with standards for the uniform training of precinct
inspectors and first-time poll workers, who under Elections Code section 12309 and
section 19340, respectively, are required to be trained by county elections officials.
Those guidelines, pursuant to state law, include guidelines for instruction of poll workers
on:
 The rights of voters, including rights to language access provided for under the
Voting Rights Act, and access for voters with disabilities
 Cultural competency – commonly understood as the ability to recognize and to
respond to cultural concerns or sensitivities of groups
 Knowledge of issues confronting voters with disabilities, including barriers to
access and the potential need for reasonable accommodations to exercise the right
to vote
In 2010, the Secretary of State updated the standards to expand on the 2006 guidelines,
and address issues that arose subsequent to issuing the 2006 standards.
State law only requires that precinct inspectors, who have responsibility for supervising
polling place activities, and first-time poll workers, be trained prior to each election.
Although counties make training available for all poll workers, returning poll workers are
not required by law to undergo training. The law attempts to recognize experienced poll
workers may not need training and that if all poll workers had to be trained by law,
recruiting people for largely volunteer positions would likely become more difficult. The
increasing popularity of vote-by-mail balloting as a means of casting a ballot may
become an impetus for revising state law to adjust the number of voters a polling place
must accommodate, which would reduce the overall need for pollworkers.
Additionally, the Secretary of State conducted Election Day and Poll Worker Training
observation programs during the 2006 and 2008 election cycles. These programs, which
utilized Secretary of State employees as observers, provided for onsite visits to county
poll worker training sessions and polling places selected to reflect a wide cross-section of
demographics and to maximize the number of sites that could be visited. Observers
received training at the Secretary of State’s office, including training on the use of voting
systems and other HAVA-required activities. Observers also attended poll worker
training classes conducted by local elections officials in the county where they were
assigned to be observers. Lessons learned from each of the observation programs built
successively on later programs. Issues identified by observers and innovative practices
employed by counties, such as hands-on training on voting systems, role-playing and
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interactive training sessions were communicated to counties, which contributed to
changes that were noted by observers in subsequent county programs. In addition to
these direct communications with counties observed and in identifying the posting of
observation reports, the Secretary of State has created a Practices of Elections Officials
page on its website to foster expansion of innovative programs. The full reports of the
programs for the 2006 and 2008 election cycles are available on the Secretary of State’s
website at www.sos.ca.gov/elections/elections_vs.htm The Secretary of State’s Practices
of Elections is available on the Secretary of State’s website at
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/best-practices.htm
These combined efforts – the use of standard agreements developed in collaboration with
county election officials, ongoing guidance and monitoring of expenditures, requests for
reports, as required, and the Election Day observation program, as resources permit – will
continue to serve as tools used by the Secretary of State to oversee and monitor HAVA
implementation at the local level.
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Section 3
(Section 254(a)(3))
How the State will provide for programs for voter education, election official education and
training, and poll worker training which will assist the State in meeting the requirements of
Title III.

Leading up to the November 2004 General Election, the Secretary of State earmarked
$9.9 million in HAVA Section 101 funding to counties for poll worker training and voter
education grants. Contracts were executed with counties that applied for the funding,
which was allocated based on the grant requests submitted by counties. Counties used
these funds to prepare for implementation of HAVA requirements through voter
education and outreach programs that included meetings with community groups, countysponsored efforts and mass media advertising.
The Secretary of State subsequently provided additional HAVA funding for poll worker
training and voter education through contracts valued at a total of $195 million. The
contracts allowed counties to determine what level of funding was necessary to
complement the deployment of HAVA-compliant voting systems. Counties were
required by the contract to file voter education and poll worker training plans. The
money was to be used to improve voters’ understanding of new HAVA requirements,
with an emphasis on instructions on how to cast a ballot using new voting equipment.
Poll worker training funding was to be used to ensure HAVA requirements were met (e.g.
instructions on set up and operation of new voting systems, provisional voting rights,
etc.). Through the 2006 and 2008 election cycles, counties spent $8.6 million for voter
education and poll worker training efforts.
Many county poll worker training plans noted that new training techniques would include
hands-on voting system training, role-playing and other components to meet the needs of
voters with disabilities and those with alternative language needs. Some of these efforts
were bolstered by a separate grant program provided for under HAVA Section 261 aimed
at improving polling place accessibility for voters with disabilities.
As previously mentioned, pursuant to state law (Elections Code section 12309.5), a task
force was created to recommend uniform statewide guidelines for the local training of
poll workers. Under Elections Code sections 12309 and 19340, precinct inspectors and
first-time poll workers are required to be trained by county elections officials. The
guidelines encourage poll workers to be instructed on:
 The rights of voters, including rights to language access and access for voters with
disabilities, and rights of protected classes of voters referenced and defined under
the federal Voting Rights Act
 Cultural competency – commonly understood as the ability to recognize and to
respond to cultural concerns or sensitivities of groups
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 Knowledge of issues confronting voters with disabilities, including barriers to
access and the potential need for reasonable accommodations to exercise the
franchise
By including guidance on meeting the needs of voters with disabilities, language
accessibility and cultural competency, the guidelines highlight the importance of
recognizing California’s diverse electorate. According to U.S. Census Bureau data,
California is home to more than 4 million people with disabilities, and more than 12
million Californians speak a primary language other than English at home. More than 8
million speak Spanish, and more than 2.7 million speak an Asian or Pacific Islander
language. As a result of this language diversity, the entire state of California is a covered
jurisdiction for Spanish and California’s most populous counties serve multiple languages
under Section 203 of the federal Voting Rights Act. Los Angeles, for instance, is
required to provide voting materials in seven languages – English, Chinese, Japanese,
Korean, Spanish, Tagalog/Filipino, and Vietnamese.
The guidelines, which were issued in 2006, were updated in 2010. The most current
standards can be found on the Secretary of State’s website at
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/pollworker.htm. Although no HAVA funding was used to
develop these guidelines and the updated standards, they provide local elections officials
with information on applicable state and federal laws, including HAVA.
The Secretary of State also issued a HAVA compliance manual on August 25, 2006, that
includes guidance on voter education and poll worker training. The HAVA compliance
manual can be found on the Secretary of State’s website at
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/hava_compliance_manual.htm.
Along with this statewide guidance, the Secretary of State has used Section 101 funding
to augment county elections officials’ efforts. The Secretary of State has produced
printed materials that include important new information about the electoral process,
including:
 New voter registration requirements (providing a driver’s license number or
partial social security number)
 Instructions on casting a ballot (by reference to county-specific information)
 Information about voting rights
 Information to assist voters with disabilities in accessing information, polling
place accessibility, and voting rights
 Information about casting a provisional ballot
 Audio cassettes of printed voter information
 A sign language version of voter information that was posted on the Secretary of
State’s website
 Press releases issued in consultation and coordination with local elections officials
as needs arise
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Many of these printed materials have been included in mailings to a database of more
than 5,000 community-based organizations, and have also been made available at
community events attended by the Secretary of State and Secretary of State staff.
Additional materials were, and continue to be, mailed to community-based groups upon
request. These materials are also available on the Secretary of State’s website at
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/elections.htm
The Secretary of State formed partnerships with state and local government agencies, and
with private organizations to help distribute materials. Those groups included:
Independent Living Centers (which represent voters with disabilities), the League of
Women Voters of California (supporting the Smart Voter webpage and production and
distribution of the Easy Voter Guide, a plain English version of the statewide Voter
Information Guide translated into multiple languages and available online), the League of
California Cities, the California State Association of Counties, the California Department
of Education, local school districts, the State Controller’s Office, professional trade
associations and others. The Secretary of State has also undertaken efforts to expand its
use of technology to reach voters by providing electronic “logos” to public, private and
non-profit entities that link back to the Secretary of State’s web pages that provide voter
information. The Secretary of State has also utilized social networking tools such as
Facebook and Twitter to engage voters in the electoral process and to provide timely
updates of voter information, such as reminders about the voter registration deadline, and
vote-by-mail ballot request and return deadlines. Many of the activities were not
supported with HAVA funds, but some staff time and printing and distribution costs for
printed materials were partially supported with HAVA Section 101 funds.
In California’s initial State Plan, published on July 17, 2003, the Secretary of State
proposed to “consider developing voter information in appropriate languages for posting
at polling places” and to work to “ensure that all information provided at polling places
be accessible to the widest possible audience.” The Secretary of State developed voter
information for posting at polling places pursuant to California Elections Code section
2300. The Voter Bill of Rights poster outlined in Elections Code section 2300 is
provided to counties at their request and production of the Voter Bill of Rights poster is
partially funded by HAVA section 101 funds. This posting supplements information
provided in sample ballots, which are mailed to registered voters and available at polling
places for voters who do not receive one or any voter who wishes to view one at the
polling place. Additionally, the Secretary of State has made statewide electoral
information in the Voter Information Guide (VIG) available in alternative formats such as
audiotapes, which are available on request; audio MP3 files and other materials available
on its website; and produced in American Sign Language and posted on the Secretary of
State website a video version of the statewide “Your Voting Rights” brochure.
To address elections official training needs, the professional umbrella organization for
county elections officials, the California Association of Clerks and Elections Officials
(CACEO), contracted with a private consulting firm for a full review HAVA
requirements and the implications of those requirements for administration of elections in
California. In addition, the CACEO created training classes for its members. While the
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training courses are not exclusively about HAVA, the Act is mentioned as a specific topic
to be covered and the related subject matter (e.g. poll worker training and recruitment,
voter registration, testing new voting equipment) necessarily includes a thorough
discussion of HAVA requirements. At the conclusion of the program’s 10 courses, a
California Professional Election Administrator Credential is conferred on participants.
All of these CACEO efforts were funded using association dues, and no HAVA Title II
resources were allocated to this effort.
California’s initial State Plan and 2004 update contemplated the creation of an Election
Academy to train prospective election officials. A significant amount of funding – $25
million – was earmarked for this purpose, but there is no indication that any curriculum
or program design work was initiated. No outline of such a program exists at the
Secretary of State’s office. For all intents and purposes, the CACEO efforts to credential
its membership have filled this void.
Despite the decision by prior Secretaries of State not to initiate an “Election Academy,”
the office has undertaken numerous, meaningful steps to ensure that California’s county
elections officials are fully informed of HAVA requirements and programs, and those
efforts continue today. Those efforts include:


Creating, in collaboration with election officials, a HAVA Compliance Manual,
which can be found on the Secretary of State’s website at
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/havea_compliance.htm



Drafting and executing standard contracts, in consultation and collaboration with
counties, that specify the level and appropriate use of HAVA funding



Providing ongoing written guidance to all counties on a regular basis regarding
HAVA requirements, including associated requirements for meeting federal
guidelines for receipt of federal funds



Conducting monthly conference calls with all county elections officials



Secretary of State staff attendance at monthly CACEO meetings and
subcommittee meetings, and attendance at biannual CACEO conferences



Serving as a resource for individual county questions and concerns on a daily
basis



Working with the CACEO to provide financial support using HAVA Section 101
funding for CalPEAC elections officials training classes, which address HAVA
implementation
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California has relied upon Title I, Section 101 funding to provide this ongoing guidance.
It is not anticipated that any Section 251, Title III requirements payment funding will be
used for these efforts.
Subsequent to these efforts, the EAC issued additional guidance to states on the allowable
use of HAVA funds for voter education and poll worker training (see the EAC website at
www.eac.gov/election/advisories%20and%20guidance, FAO-080-011).
The Secretary of State will continue to work with CACEO, and respond to voter
education and poll worker training needs. Through this work and continued interaction
with individual counties, the Secretary of State will seek to complement local efforts.
The Secretary of State will continue to produce voter education materials, which include
information on HAVA-specific requirements, for distribution to its list of communitybased organizations, which the Secretary of State will continue to refine. The Secretary
of State will also seek to expand its partnerships with voter rights advocacy groups and
other private sector organizations.
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Section 4
(Section 254(a)(4))
How the State will adopt voting system guidelines and processes which are consistent with the
requirements of Section 301.

State law requires the Secretary of State to approve voting systems and equipment, as
well as the procedures for the use of those voting systems before a system can be used in
any election. The Secretary of State also has the authority to withdraw approval of
voting systems and equipment.
Through 2005 and 2006, California significantly modified the testing and approval
process used to examine voting systems to ensure to the fullest extent possible that voting
systems met the prevailing standards. Until December 13, 2005, the EAC had not yet
promulgated the Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG) pursuant to HAVA
Subtitle B of Title III (Section 311 (b)(1)). Even after the adoption of the VVSG, the
Guidelines did not take effect until December 13, 2007. Therefore, the prevailing
standard used by California leading up to the 2006 election cycle was the Federal
Election Commission (FEC) 2002 standards for voting systems. Additionally, under state
Elections Code section 19250 (a), all direct recording electronic voting systems (DRE)
submitted to the Secretary of State after January 1, 2005, were required first to receive
federal qualification. Throughout 2006, federal qualification was attained through a
process conducted under the auspices of the National Association of Election Directors
(NASED). The EAC, pursuant to HAVA requirements, launched its full voting system
testing and approval program in January 2007.
For the voting systems proposed for use in the 2006 election cycle, the Secretary of
State’s office required confirmation of the federal qualification of the voting system to
ensure the voting system met the prevailing FEC 2002 standards. Testing of the voting
system was conducted to ensure the system met the requirements of state law. The state
also examined the system to ensure the HAVA-required voting system features were
present and functional (e.g. the ability to detect an error in the ballot before it is cast).
Only after a system met these requirements was it eligible for state consideration for
approval. The state also instituted some innovative testing protocols, in particular
volume testing, in an attempt to determine if the voting system would perform adequately
under simulated Election Day conditions.
Throughout the nation, however, concerns about the operation and security of voting
systems persisted and the adequacy of the voting system testing and approval process was
called into question.
On January 6, 2007, Secretary of State Debra Bowen assumed office. Under the
authority provided to her by state law, she undertook a top-to-bottom review of voting
systems approved for use in California. A total of $512,425 in HAVA Title I, Section
101 funds earmarked by the State Legislature for this purpose was used in conjunction
with nearly $400,000 of required funding from voting system vendors to defray the costs
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of the review. The top-to-bottom review was the first of its kind in the nation, consisting
of a comprehensive review of voting equipment source code that included both a review
of source code and penetration security testing to determine whether perceived
vulnerabilities in the source code could be exploited or manipulated to adversely affect
the secure operation of the voting system. Voting systems were also subjected to a full
review of accessibility for voters with disabilities during the top-to-bottom review using
the applicable provisions of the 2005 VVSG as a benchmark.
Prior to conducting the top-to-bottom review, voting system vendors were provided the
opportunity to submit a voting system for review, or to forgo the review provided the
vendor planned to submit a new, upgraded voting system in time for the system to be
tested and approved under an updated testing and approval regime modeled on the
procedures and protocols used in the top-to-bottom review.
On August 3, 2007, the Secretary of State released the results of the top-to-bottom review
and issued withdrawal of approval and approval orders based upon the findings of the
top-to-bottom review for voting systems manufactured by three vendors – Sequoia,
Premier (formerly Diebold) and Hart Intercivic.
The August 3, 2007, approval orders are detailed and complex and were subsequently
amended. Final approval orders were issued in October 26, 2007. Among the many
provisions, the orders for the Sequoia and Premier voting systems restrict the use of DRE
voting equipment to one DRE voting unit per polling place, which is consistent with
HAVA’s Section 301 (a)(3)(B) requirement to meet the needs of voters with disabilities.
Hart Intercivic voting units were not restricted to one DRE per polling place. All DRE
and optical scan voting systems are now subject to modified use procedures to improve
security, consistent with the findings from the top-to-bottom review. Information about
the top-to-bottom review, including findings, and withdrawal of approval and approval
orders can be found on the Secretary of State’s website at
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/elections_vsr.htm
The Secretary of State will continue to review voting systems to ensure that they comply
with the requirements of Section 301 and other provisions of HAVA. The processes used
to test and review the systems will include volume testing, procedures and protocols
adopted as part of the top-to-bottom review in 2007, and consideration of any voluntary
guidelines adopted by the Commission pursuant to Subtitle B of Title III.
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Section 5
(Section 254(a)(5))
How the State will establish a fund described in Section (b) for purposes of administering the
State’s activities under this part, including information on fund management.

(1) The Secretary of State has established three Special Deposit Fund subfunds
within its Federal Trust Fund. Each subfund within the Special Deposit Trust
Fund serves as the repository for actual cash disbursements by the federal
government for the Title I-Section 101, Title I-Section 102 and Title II funds.
(2) The Secretary of State’s fiscal, accounting, and budgeting offices will have
overall responsibility, under the direction of the Secretary of State, for
administration of these funds.
(3) The administration of the fund will meet all requirements of federal and state
law for fiscal management.
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Section 6
(Section 254(a)(6))
The State’s proposed budget for activities under this Part (Part 1 of Subtitle D of Title II),
based on the State’s best estimate of the costs of such activities and the amount of funds to be
made available, including specific information on:
(A) The costs of the activities required to be carried out to meet the requirements of
Title III;
(B) The portion of the requirements payment which will be used to carry out activities
to meet such requirements; and
(C) The portion of the requirements payment, which will be used to carry out other
activities.

A great deal has changed since California’s last State Plan update was published by the
EAC in the Federal Register on September 30, 2004. In addition to four changes of
administration at the California Secretary of State’s office since the 2002 adoption of
HAVA, 11 statewide elections were conducted between 2002 and 2008. The Secretary of
State’s office was subject to multiple audits. The office also engaged in detailed
discussions with the United States Department of Justice (US DOJ) regarding compliance
with HAVA Section 303 requirement to have a statewide voter registration database that
culminated in execution of a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) on November 2, 2005.
The nation also witnessed a continuing debate over voting system policy, design and
deployment. States such as New Mexico and Florida were among the first to react to
voting system challenges that arose after the enactment of HAVA by moving to largely
paper-based voting systems. California conducted a top-to-bottom review of the voting
systems used in the state and has followed a similar course. After California’s top-tobottom review was concluded, Colorado and Ohio independently conducted voting
system reviews and reached findings similar to those made in California.
Notwithstanding these challenges, HAVA compliance deadlines did not change. During
the 2006 election cycle, California complied with the terms of the November 2, 2005,
MOA by meeting the requirements for interim compliance with HAVA Section 303
statewide voter registration database requirements. Before the close of 2007, California
issued a Request for Proposal (RFP) that served as the basis for contracting with a vendor
to design and implement a statewide voter registration system that is fully compliant with
HAVA requirements, as required by the MOA. As previously indicated, a vendor was
selected through a competitive bidding process to complete the VoteCal project.
However, on April 19, 2010, the Secretary of State’s office discovered that the vendor
hired to develop and deploy the VoteCal project had not obtained a performance bond,
which is a requirement of the contract the state executed with the vendor. On May 4,
2010, the Secretary of State sent the vendor a letter documenting, among other things, the
vendor’s lack of a performance bond, and required the vendor to resolve the issue within
30 days. The letter offered the vendor an opportunity to meet with Secretary of State
personnel to discuss the issues. During subsequent discussions with the vendor, the
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Secretary of State’s office and the vendor mutually agreed to terminate the contract
executed with the vendor. A settlement to terminate the contract was executed on May
21, 2010.
The Secretary of State is committed to completing the VoteCal project. The state is also
bound to complete the project pursuant to the terms of the MOA executed with the US
DOJ on November 2, 2005. The work done to date on the project will facilitate those
efforts. That work includes:


Development of an RFP that documents in great detail the business requirements
of the VoteCal project – all of the necessary functions the system must be capable
of performing.



Extensive, documented communication with stakeholders, including county
elections officials, voting rights advocates, representatives of voters with
disabilities and others who provide valuable input on the VoteCal business
requirements.



Experience gained with state oversight agencies, including procurement experts at
the Department of General Services and technology experts at the Office of the
Chief Information Officer.



Input and advice from independent oversight contractors required by state law for
technology projects, including an Independent Project Oversight Consultant and
an Independent Verification and Validation consultant.



Insight from county elections officials and vendors on the functions and operation
of county election management systems, which must be integrated into the
functions of VoteCal.

The Secretary of State will be moving quickly to assess lessons learned on the VoteCal
project so far and determine the appropriate next steps, including renewing efforts to
contract with a private vendor to develop and deploy the VoteCal system. On July 19,
2010, a Special Project Report (SPR) was submitted to state agencies that must approve
the project before it can move forward to be advertised for bid in a Request for Proposal
(RFP). The project will also be submitted to the Legislature for final approval following
the procurement process and award of the bid to a system integrator vendor. The SPR
contains a preliminary estimated deployment of the VoteCal voter registration system
statewide by June 2014. However, that preliminary timeline is subject to change, and a
final timeline for development, testing and statewide deployment will be determined after
a vendor is selected for the project. The estimated timeline for completion of the bidding
process and award of the contract to the system integrator vendor under the state’s
solution-based procurement process is September 2011. Additional historical
information about the VoteCal project, which includes a description of the business
requirements for the project, is available on-line at www.sos.ca.gov/elections/votecal/.
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During the 2006 election cycle, all counties in California also deployed voting systems
intended to comply with HAVA Section 301 voting system requirements. Voter
education and poll worker training programs were also initiated at the state and county
levels leading up to and during implementation of HAVA requirements in the 2006 and
2008 election cycles.
The budget included in the original State Plan and the 2004 update included the following
caveat:
“Budgetary issues cannot be resolved until the…costs of actual implementation are
ascertained.”
Now, with the actual experience of HAVA implementation and understanding the
challenges that still lay ahead, the budgetary issues have become clearer, but will be
subject to similar dynamics. The EAC’s Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG),
adopted in 2005, are currently undergoing refinement. Thereafter, the EAC intends to
promulgate a new set of VVSG. Congressional action on HAVA policy may still be
forthcoming. In addition, California still needs to establish its statewide voter registration
database as required by the MOA executed with the US DOJ. With that in mind,
California’s proposed HAVA budget is set forth below:
(1) Proposed Budget
(a) The Secretary of State, as the Chief Elections Officer of California as described in
HAVA Section 253(e), in accordance with U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EAC)
guidance, will continue to adopt policies and procedures to ensure that all funds received,
including interest earned on those funds will be used to accomplish the requirements of
Title III, with the exception of funds identified in Sections 251(b)(2)(A) and (B) from
Title II allocations.
(b) The Secretary of State will identify its “maintenance of effort” level, pursuant to EAC
guidance, and will not use HAVA funds to supplant activities already funded, as this
activity is precluded by maintenance of effort provisions found in Section 254 (a)(7).
(c) California’s voters authorized $200 million in general obligation bonds in 2002 to
finance the modernization of voting equipment. Counties can use these funds for the
purchase and deployment of voting equipment. The appropriate portion of these funds
will be accounted for to satisfy the matching fund requirement of Section 253(b)(5).
(d) No funds received pursuant to Title II will be used for purposes of litigation or
payment of judgment, as this is precluded by Section 251(f).
(e) The Secretary of State, as the Chief Elections Officer of California as defined in
Section 253(e), will administer the Election Fund described in Section 254(b) of the Act.
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(2) Specific Budget Components Relative to Title III
The Secretary of State, in administering the Election Fund, will provide funding for the
following specific requirements of Title III:
(a) Voting Systems Standards
In consultation with county elections officials, and taking into account funding provided
via the California “Voting Modernization Bond Act of 2002” (described under (c)
above), it was determined under a prior administration that $195 million of the $264.2
million provided to the state by HAVA was an appropriate level of funding to assist
counties with deploying HAVA-compliant voting systems by the January 1, 2006,
deadline. The allocation formula used to disburse the $195 million was the same formula
used to distribute Voting Modernization Bond Act funds. The formula gives equal
weight to a county’s proportionate statewide share of four factors:





The county’s number of registered voters (as of the February 19, 2002 Report of
Registration)
The county’s average voter turnout over four election cycles (beginning in
November 1998)
The number of polling places in the county (for the March 2002 Primary Election)
The number of people eligible to register to vote (as of the February 19, 2002
Report of Registration)

More detail about the allocation formula can be found on the Secretary of State’s website
at http://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/vma/vmb_formula_allocation_docs.html
The 2004 State Plan update budgeted $75,677,843 to meet Section 301 voting system
standards through county procurement and deployment of HAVA-compliant voting
system equipment. The 2004 State Plan update also budgeted a cumulative total of $45
million for voter education, and $800,000 for provisional voting requirements.
Additionally, the 2004 State Plan update budgeted $25 million for an “Election
Academy” to train election officials and provide poll worker education. The cumulative
total of the 2004 State Plan update budget for these items is $146,477,843. The amount
budgeted for these purposes under this 2009 State Plan update is $195 million, a
difference of $48,522,157. However, the 2004 State Plan update also anticipated a
reserve of more than $66 million.
On May 20, 2005, then-Secretary of State Bruce McPherson provided a cross-reference
and reconciliation of the 2004 State Plan update budgeted items with a spending plan
submitted to the State Legislature. It detailed expenditures, including $195 million
earmarked for voting system upgrades and associated voter education and poll worker
training costs by using of a portion of the proposed $66 million reserve budgeted in the
State Plan update for that purpose. The cross-reference and reconciliation provided at the
request of the EAC noted a differential of approximately 3.5% between the State Plan
update budget and the spending plan pending before the Legislature. After receiving that
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cross-reference and reconciliation, the EAC approved the release of $169,677,955 in
HAVA funds to California.
As noted above, earlier State Plans separately earmarked up to $70 million in HAVA
Title II funding for voter education and poll worker training. Recognizing that local
efforts aimed at voter education and poll worker training needed to work in concert with
the deployment of new voting equipment, funding for these activities was included in the
$195 million voting system upgrade contract executed with the state’s 58 counties.
Through the 2006 and 2008 election cycles, counties used approximately $8 million in
HAVA funding from this source for these purposes.
(b) Provisional Voting
Before HAVA’s enactment, California law already specified procedures for provisional
voting that generally comply with the requirements of Section 302. Provisional balloting
is also accessible to voters with disabilities because in order to obtain state approval,
every voting system must include an accessible device that includes a provisional voting
capability. In response to new HAVA requirements, the Secretary of State, in
cooperation with local elections officials, defined a free access system (or systems) to
permit voters to determine if their provisional ballot was counted and if it was not, why
not. Each county has deployed a free access system in accordance with HAVA
requirements. The Secretary of State conducts an annual survey of counties to ensure the
free access system is available to provisional voters and to determine what specific
method is used to meet the free access requirements. This information is provided to
voters on the Secretary of State’s website at
http://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/elections_provisional.htm
As mentioned in previous State Plans, the state is still considering taking a proactive
approach to advising provisional voters of the status of their ballot and, if it was not
counted, why it was not counted through the design of its VoteCal statewide voter
registration system.
No HAVA Section 251, Title II funds were spent to date complying with the
requirements described above.
(c) Voting Information
HAVA requires that certain information be provided to voters at the polling place. This
information includes a sample ballot, the date and hours of voting, how to vote, how to
vote a provisional ballot, procedures for first-time registrants required to provide
identification in order to vote, a listing of the rights of voters, and general information on
other laws and protections for voters. Before HAVA’s enactment, much of this
information was provided to voters pursuant to state law. However, posting the
information at polling places was viewed as a minimum standard, as HAVA Section 305
states, because providing this information to voters before Election Day best ensures that
voters understand the electoral process to enable them to fully exercise their rights.
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Therefore, counties were encouraged to pursue voter education programs that provided
this information in printed materials distributed at outreach events and via websites
leading up to elections as an adjunct to deployment of a new voting system. The
incremental cost of revising materials or websites and conducting outreach programs
were included as allowable costs via the $195 million voting system upgrade contract
described above.
EAC guidance received on September 26, 2008, at the request of the Secretary of State’s
office has clarified the use of these funds for voter education efforts. The guidance points
out that the specific requirements of HAVA Section 302 are for posting information at
polling places and further advises that there are limits on the use of funding beyond
posting information at polling places. Funding is only allowable for voter education
programs aimed at informing voters about the consequences of overvoting and how to
prevent overvoting when voters use a paper-based, centrally tabulated voting system, or
when educating voters on the use of a new voting system at the time that the voting
system is first deployed.
To ensure adequate posting of voter information required by HAVA, the state has
produced and distributed, pursuant to California Elections Code section 14105(q), a
Voter Bill of Rights for posting at polling places. The Voter Bill of Rights is printed and
distributed using an equal amount of HAVA Section 101 funds and state funds.
No further Section 251, Title III requirements payment funding, beyond that described
above, will be budgeted for this activity.
(d) Statewide Voter Registration List
Pursuant to HAVA Section 303, the Secretary of State is required to develop a single,
uniform, official, centralized, and interactive list of registered voters that is defined,
maintained, and administered at the state level. This computerized list shall be the official
list of voters for federal elections.
From a budgetary standpoint, the cost of meeting this requirement was largely unknown
in 2004, when the prior Secretary of State drafted the initial State Plan. Also, historical
documentation available to subsequent administrations suggests that many of the costs
associated with procurement of a major technology project was not recognized when the
initial State Plan was drafted, nor were they anticipated in the State Plan update.
Subsequent to the drafting of those State Plans, California took two courses of action that
fully informed the State of the costs involved.
On January 11, 2005, the Secretary of State’s office requested an opinion from the US
DOJ about its plans to comply with HAVA Section 303 statewide voter registration
database requirements on an interim basis. The initial discussions with the US DOJ
about those plans concluded on April 19, 2005. On May 25, 2005, the US DOJ informed
the Secretary of State that its plans did not represent compliance, and that US DOJ was
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“prepared to move forward with enforcement action under HAVA as appropriate to
ensure compliance…”
Thereafter, the Secretary of State engaged in discussions with the US DOJ about what
procedural changes to the voter registration process could be enacted via regulations and
what technological upgrades could be made to an existing system to integrate and
synchronize 58 county election management systems (EMS’s) into a single, statewide
voter registration system. The discussions with US DOJ culminated in a Memorandum
of Agreement (MOA) executed between the Secretary of State and US DOJ on
November 2, 2005. The MOA outlined the regulations that were to be enacted, and the
technological improvements to the state and county voter registration systems to achieve
interim compliance. The state met the requirements of the MOA and is operating the
system outlined in the MOA using Title I, Section 101 funds. However, the MOA also
committed the Secretary of State to continuing to pursue long-term compliance with the
HAVA mandate of building a statewide voter registration list. Long-term compliance
with HAVA Section 303 will be achieved with development and implementation of the
VoteCal project.
The Secretary of State took work initially done to evaluate a long-term HAVA Section
303 compliance strategy compiled by a previous administration and drafted a
comprehensive Feasibility Study Report (FSR). An FSR, required under state law and
procedures, serves as a roadmap to development and implementation of major technology
projects. The FSR, which was approved by technology and budget oversight authorities,
is required to include an estimate of all costs associated with development, procurement
and implementation of major technology projects. The full accounting of costs in that
FSR differed significantly from the estimated $8 million to $40 million cost of
compliance in the initial State Plan, and the estimated $40 million in the 2004 State Plan
update. That initial 2004 cost estimate only included the cost of system integration; it did
not account for other necessary costs required to be included to obtain state approval to
develop and implement a major technology project. Those cost estimates must include
project management, project oversight, independent validation and verification, and one
year of system operation and maintenance in order for the project to be approved. These
costs, and others, were not included in the cost projection provided in the initial State
Plan and State Plan update.
Through its procurement experience, the Secretary of State, accounting for all costs
associated with procurement, development and implementation, including a year of
maintenance and operation, estimated more accurately the cost to complete the VoteCal
project at $65.6 million. Although that estimated cost could change based upon a new
procurement process and a new proposed solution, this is the best estimate for the project
at this time. This change in the estimated costs in the State Plan budget, which is driven
in large part by the MOA executed with the US DOJ, the enforcement authority for
HAVA, represents the largest material change in this 2009 State Plan update.
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(e) Requirements for Voters Who Register by Mail
The Secretary of State developed guidance and regulatory procedures for the uniform
implementation of the requirements of Section 303(b) via guidance and regulation,
including:




A HAVA Compliance Manual, with relevant guidance found principally in
Chapters 1 and 7 of the Compliance Manual, on the Secretary of State’s website
at www.sos.ca.gov/elections/hava_compliance_manual.htm;
Regulations adopted that govern operation of the interim solution statewide voter
registration database, which can be found on the Secretary of State’s website at
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/elections_regs.htm; and
Associated regulations that govern the application of voter identification
requirements for first time voters who register by mail at
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/elections_regs.htm.

The costs for developing the HAVA Compliance Manual, implementing regulations and
implementing the interim solution statewide voter registration database were funded
using existing resources and HAVA Section 101 funds. No additional HAVA Section
251 funding will be expended on this requirement beyond the funding for the VoteCal
project.
(3) The Portion of the Requirements Payment, which will be used to carry out Other
Activities.
Minimum Requirements Payment Program (Title II, Section 251(a)(2)(B) – On April
3, 2006, pursuant to EAC guidance, California filed a certification to create a minimum
requirements payment program pursuant to HAVA Section 251 (a)(2)(B). The minimum
requirements payment program provides states with the ability to allocate up to
$11,596,803 for purposes that improve the administration of elections that are not
otherwise required by Title III of HAVA. California provided the allocation to counties
via the $195 million voting system upgrade contract by applying the Voting
Modernization Bond allocation formula to the $11,596,803 allowed pursuant to Section
251 (a)(2)(B) and allocating to each county its proportionate share of funding as a part of
the county’s voting system upgrade contracts. Counties were allowed to expend that
proportionate share of the minimum requirements payment on storage and warehousing
needs for new voting equipment, for forklifts to move voting units at warehouse or
storage facilities and for cell phones to maintain direct communication with polling
places on Election Day. The funds are also allowable for use as specified by guidance
from the EAC. The funding is restricted to ensure that only that portion of spending that
directly benefits federal elections is allowable.
Thus far, pursuant to EAC guidance and with EAC pre-approval when necessary,
counties have expended $9.5 million in minimum requirements payment funding, leaving
a balance of approximately $2.1 million. These expenditures represent about 3.6 percent
of California’s existing Title III allocation.
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New HAVA Funding
According to the EAC, California is entitled to receive $31,991,504 in new Title II
funding. In addition, California has earned $35,459,287 in interest on Title II funding on
deposit in its State Election Fund.
(4) Summary of Costs and Portions used to carry out Activities
Note that the budget below includes the total of all HAVA funds the Secretary of State
anticipates receiving, including interest earned on funds received to date and funds
anticipated following the submission and publication of this 2009 State Plan. As such,
this budget reconciles, and replaces, earlier budget estimates included in the initial 2004
State Plan (published in the Federal Register on March 24, 2004), and the 2004 State Plan
update (published in the Federal Register on September 30, 2004) previously submitted
by California.
As those earlier State Plans stated, “the costs and portions indicated [in those State Plans]
[were] subject to change based on the variables indicated [in those State Plans]. Such
anticipated changes, unknown at this time, are deemed to be included in this Plan as if set
forth in detail. Note, also, that the ‘Portion of Payment’ indicated below is based on the
minimum ‘Cost Estimate,’ which may not be the true cost as ultimately determined.”
Furthermore, despite the fact that HAVA implementation began in 2003, there are still
some challenges that lie ahead, including ongoing efforts to improve the capabilities of
voting systems to meet security and accessibility needs and the completion of the
VoteCal project – California’s long-term statewide voter registration database required by
HAVA Section 303.
California will designate HAVA funding from federal appropriations in fiscal years
2008-2010 and interest earned to date in this State Plan budget for meeting Title III
requirements and for future improvements in the administration of elections.
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Based on California’s estimated cumulative total of requirements payment funding,
including interest earned to date, of $331,687,915 for fiscal years 2003-04 through fiscal
year 2009-2010, the best estimate of the distribution is as follows:

HAVA Title III mandate
Voting systems (Section
301)
Provisional Voting (Section
302)
Voter materials at polling
places (Section 302)
Statewide Voter
Registration Database
(Section 303)
Total allocated/estimated
Total balance to be
allocated for Title III
requirements and improving
the administration of federal
elections

Cost Estimate or
Allocation
$195 million

Portion of payment
58.79%

$0

0%

$0

0%

$65,568,600

19.77%

$260,568,600
$71,119,315

78.56%
21.44%

*The county contracts that provide a total of $195 million allocated for voting system
upgrades also allow counties to request reimbursement for the incremental, allowable
cost of voter education and poll worker training costs associated with voting system
deployment and meeting other HAVA requirements that must be incorporated into the
electoral process. In part these needs are addressed by incorporating the state’s
“minimum requirements payment” of $11.6 million for purposes deemed allowable by
the EAC into these contracts.
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Section 7
(Section 254(a)(7))
How the State, in using the requirements payment, will maintain the expenditures of the State
for activities funded by the payment at a level that is not less than the level of such
expenditures maintained by the State for the fiscal year ending prior to November 2000.

The Secretary of State, pursuant to EAC guidance, will ensure the expenditures of the
state for activities funded by the payment will be maintained at a level that is not less
than the level of such expenditures maintained by the state for the 1999-2000 Fiscal Year.
Throughout the implementation of HAVA, the Secretary of State has attempted to ensure
that no HAVA funds were used to supplant local funding for activities already required
by state law and to ensure that these and other “normal, ongoing” election expenses were
not reimbursed with federal funds. The Secretary of State provides the means for
ensuring appropriate use of HAVA funds, including preventing supplanting local funding
with new, HAVA resources, through:
 Standard agreements (contracts), which identify the allowable uses of funding
 Reimbursement-based contracts, which require counties to submit supporting
documentation for costs in order to receive HAVA funding
 Secretary of State internal review and approval of claims submitted by counties
before payment, which in many cases has led to disapproval of some expenses
claimed
 Regular, ongoing and daily communication with county elections officials to
provide guidance on allowable uses of funding
The Secretary of State will continue to use these mechanisms to avoid supplanting with
HAVA funds those election expenses that should be borne by state and local agencies.
Pursuant to an EAC Maintenance of Effort (MOE) policy adopted June 28, 2010, states
are allowed to voluntarily submit plans to the EAC for review and comment on how a
state intends to meets its MOE obligation under HAVA. California will submit such a
plan to the EAC by the June 28, 2011, deadline prescribed in the final policy.
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Section 8
(Section 254(a)(8))
How the State will adopt performance goals and measures that will be used by the State to
determine its success and the success of units of local government in the State carrying out the
plan, including timetables for meeting each of the elements of the plan, descriptions of the
criteria the States will use to measure performance and the process used to develop such
criteria, and a description of which officials will be held responsible for ensuring that each
performance goal is met.

In its initial State Plan, which was incorporated into the 2004 State Plan update, the
Secretary of State proposed the following:
“(1) The Secretary of State, as Chief Elections Officer, in consultation with local
elections officials and other interested parties, and after considering any voluntary
guidelines adopted by the Commission pursuant to Subtitle B of Title III, shall:
(a) develop performance goals and measures, with timetables, descriptions
of criteria, the process used to develop the criteria, and identification of
accountable officials, to determine the effectiveness of all programs and
efforts receiving HAVA funds;
(b) monitor, through consultations with local elections officials and
interested individuals and organizations, the performance of the state,
units of local government and other entities with respect to reaching goals
and each and every provision of HAVA.”
This proposal was never put into practice. On March 1, 2005, the California Secretary of
State who initially undertook the task of implementing HAVA resigned. Pursuant to state
law, the Governor appointed a successor who assumed office, following confirmation by
both houses of the California State Legislature, on March 30, 2005. With the nine
months left before the January 1, 2006, deadline to implement HAVA’s full complement
of requirements, the state was able to meet, for the 2006 election cycle, HAVA’s Title III
requirements. Performance measures, as envisioned under the initial State Plan, were not
adopted.
However, California has performance measures, some of which have been put in place
recently, which can serve as benchmarks for measuring the success of HAVA
implementation for voting systems. These include:
 Requiring each county, as a condition of voting system approval, to report any
Election Day problems and issues with voting equipment used in polling places
 Requiring, as a matter of state law, a manual tally of ballots cast in 1% in
randomly selected precincts in each county (EC 15360)
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 Requiring each county, as a condition of voting system approval, to allow for
Election Observation Panels to publicly observe the electoral process, including
the tally of ballots. County Election Observer Panel plans are available on line at
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/eop.htm
 Requiring each county to report, prior to each statewide election, on the type of
voting system it will use for the upcoming election. Information on the use of
voting systems in counties can be found online at
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/vs_election.htm
Additional information required for performance measures pursuant to HAVA is
provided below:
Planning Element:
Goal:

Performance Measure

Timetable
Process for developing criteria

Accountable official(s)

Planning Element:
Goal:

Performance Measure
Timetable
Process for developing criteria
Accountable official(s)

Planning Element:
Goal:

Performance Measure
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Voting systems – Section 301
Document the performance of California’s
voting systems to continually improve the
voting experience for California voters
Incident reports on problems and issues
with voting equipment deployed at polling
places
Ongoing – following each statewide
election
Voting system approval process (Elections
Code (EC) sections 19100; 19201; and
19222)
County elections officials; Secretary of
State
Voting systems – Section 301
Document the performance of California’s
voting systems to continually improve the
voting experience for California voters
Manual 1% tally of ballots from randomly
selected precincts
Ongoing – following each statewide
election
EC section 15360
County elections officials; Secretary of
State
Voting systems – Section 301
Document the performance of California’s
voting systems to continually improve the
voting experience for California voters
Allow public observation of voting system
deployment and use, including logic and
accuracy testing and ballot tally
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Timetable
Process for developing criteria
Accountable official(s)

Planning Element:
Goal:
Performance Measure

Timetable
Process for developing criteria
Accountable official(s)

Planning Element:
Goal:

Performance Measure

Timetable
Process for developing criteria
Accountable official(s)
Planning Element:
Goal:

Performance Measure
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Ongoing – during each statewide election
Voting system approval process (EC
section 15004)
County elections officials; Secretary of
State
Voting systems – Section 301
Document the deployment of HAVAcompliant voting systems
Require each county to report to the
Secretary of State the voting system it will
deploy on Election Day prior to each
statewide election
Ongoing – before each statewide election
Secretary of State
County elections officials; Secretary of
State
Voting systems – Section 301
Document the performance of California’s
voting systems to continually improve the
voting experience for California voters
Require voting system vendors to deposit
an exact approved version of software and
firmware into an escrow facility approved
by the Secretary of State
Ongoing – prior to voting system use in an
election
EC section 19103(a)
Secretary of State
Vote-by-mail balloting – Section 301
Document the utilization of vote-by-mail
balloting to determine the appropriate
distribution of resources required to
support activity level
Require each county to report to the
Secretary of State the following
information:
 Percentage of registered voters who
are registered as permanent voteby-mail voters
 Percentage of registered voters that
voted by vote-by-mail ballot
 Percentage of vote-by-mail ballots
mailed to those cast
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Timetable
Process for developing criteria
Accountable official(s)

Planning Element:
Goal:

Performance Measure

Timetable
Process for developing criteria
Accountable official(s)

Planning Element:
Goal:

Performance Measure

Timetable
Process for developing criteria

Accountable official(s)

Ongoing – after each statewide election
cycle
Secretary of State
County elections officials; Secretary of
State
Provisional voting – Section 302
Ensure that counties have instituted a free
access system which allows provisional
voters to ascertain whether their vote has
been counted and, if not, obtain an
explanation of the reason why
Survey counties to ensure that a free access
systems is made available to voters for
each election
Ongoing – after each statewide election
cycle
EC section 14310 (d)
County elections officials; Secretary of
State
Polling place accessibility – Section 261
Ensure compliance with the accessibility
and privacy requirements for individuals
with disabilities
Evaluate California polling places to
determine compliance, using the guidelines
provided in the Polling Place Accessibility
Checklist
Ongoing
Title 24 of California Code of Regulations,
Americans with Disabilities Act
Accessibility Guidelines
County elections officials; Secretary of
State

Also, California took steps during the 2006 and 2008 election cycles to ensure that
HAVA requirements were met in a manner that fulfilled the intent and spirit of HAVA,
including:
 Developing a new voting system testing and approval process with new
benchmarks that included innovations like volume testing to better ensure the
reliability of voting systems on Election Day; information on California’s
approval process can be found on-line at www.sos.ca.gov/voting-systems/certand-approval/vsys-approval.htm
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 Issuing procedures for the proper use of all voting systems approved by the state
to comply with state and federal requirements; the template to be used for
developing voting system use procedures can be found on-line at
www.sos.ca.gov/voting-systems/oversight/directives/use-procedures-2006.pdf
 Conducting parallel monitoring programs of voting systems in 2006 on Election
Day to monitor actual in-use performance of equipment; parallel monitoring
reports are available on-line at www.sos.ca.gov/voting-systems/oversight/edayreports.htm
 Conducting Election Day Observation programs to provide on-site review of
implementation of HAVA requirements at polling places; Election Day
Observation reports are available on-line at www.sos.ca.gov/votingsystems/oversight/eday-reports.htm
 Monitoring and documenting Election Day concerns reported by voters to the
Secretary of State’s toll-free voter information hotline
 Issuing standards to election officials on effective poll worker training. The
standards are available on-line at www.sos.ca.gov/elections/pollworker.htm
 Providing regular, ongoing guidance to election officials, including issuing a
HAVA compliance manual. The compliance manual is available on-line at
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/hava_compliance_manual.htm
 Requiring counties to submit security plans and communications plans for use on
Election Day
These measures will continue to serve as benchmarks of HAVA performance.
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Section 9
(Section 254(a)(9))
A description of the Uniform, Nondiscriminatory State-based Administrative Complaint
Procedures in Effect Under Section 402.

(1) Section 402 (pp. 126-128) requires the state to establish and maintain a statebased administrative complaint procedure that:
(a) is uniform and nondiscriminatory;
(b) allows any person who believes that there is a violation of any
provision of Title III to file a complaint;
(c) requires that the complaint be in writing and be notarized;
(d) permits consolidation of complaints;
(e) requires that there be a hearing on the record if the complainant
requests such;
(f) an appropriate remedy be provided if the State determines that there is
a violation of Title III;
(g) the complaint be dismissed and that the results be published if it is
determined that there is no violation;
(h) a final determination be made within 90 days from the date the
complaint is filed unless the complainant consents to a longer period for
making such a determination;
(i) alternative dispute resolution procedures be established for resolving
the complaint within 60 days if the State fails to meet the 90 day deadline
set forth above.
(2) Under existing procedures, any person may complain to the Secretary of State,
as Chief Elections Officer, that election laws or procedures have been violated,
are being violated or are about to occur. A toll-free telephone number for this
purpose is provided and is widely disseminated. Complaints may also be
submitted to the Secretary of State in writing. All credible allegations are
investigated by one or more units of the Office of the Secretary of State, often in
conjunction with local elections officials and other state officials.
(3) The Secretary of State, after consulting with local elections officials and
interested individuals and organizations, has established a uniform,
nondiscriminatory state-based administrative complaint procedure in compliance
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with Section 402 of HAVA. The procedure provides individuals with a
meaningful, expedited means of voicing a complaint concerning the
implementation of Title III of HAVA and an appropriate remedy if a violation has
occurred. The procedure addresses the accessibility needs of minority language
voters and individuals with disabilities.
(4) The complaint procedure in effect authorizes any individual residing in the
State of California to file a written complaint with the Secretary of State alleging
that Title III has been violated, is being violated or is about to be violated.
Pursuant to HAVA, the complaint must be notarized. (The Complainant must
sign the complaint after being sworn by a notary public.) The complaint may be
filed on a form prescribed and made available by the Secretary of State or on any
other form that meets the specified requirements. Forms prescribed by the
Secretary of State are required to be translated into appropriate languages. The
complaint may be filed in person at any office of the Secretary of State or mailed
to Secretary of State, Elections Division, HAVA Complaint, 1500 11th Street,
Sacramento, CA 95814. The complaint must be filed within 60 days after the
occurrence of the alleged violation or within 90 days after the Complainant
becomes aware of the alleged violation, whichever is later. The Secretary of State
may consolidate complaints when appropriate. The Complainant may request a
hearing on the record. The Secretary of State determines whether the hearing is
oral or is based on written testimony. A final determination must be made within
90 days of filing the complaint. An appropriate remedy must be provided if a
violation is found. In any case, the determination shall be in writing and must be
posted on the Secretary of State’s website, unless such posting might compromise
a criminal investigation or other enforcement action. If a determination is not
made within 90 days, then the complaint is referred to a neutral Hearing Officer
who must make a determination within 60 days of the initial 90-day deadline,
noting any provisions in the proceedings used to make a determination that
require reasonable accommodations for a complainant. The determination must
be posted on the Secretary of State’s website, unless such posting might
compromise a criminal investigation or other enforcement action.
The Secretary of State is continually examining its website – one source of
information about the complaint procedure – to assess its usability for all users,
including users with disabilities and those with alternative-to-English language
needs. Those efforts are ongoing.
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Section 10
(Section 254(a)(10))
If the State received any payment under Title I, a description of how such payment will affect
the activities proposed to be carried out under the plan, including the amount of funds
available for such activities.

A total of $84.6 million was received, pursuant to HAVA Title I.
These funds were used extensively, as previously noted, by the Secretary of State to
comply with HAVA Title III requirements and many of the elements included in the
initial State Plan that were originally anticipated to be funded with Section 251, Title III
funding.
As previously noted:
Voter Education and Poll Worker Training
Voter education and poll worker training efforts, expected to be funded with Section 251,
Title III fund, were initially funded via a $9.9 million statewide grant of Title I, Section
101 funds. Those funds were allocated leading up to the November 2004 General
Election. The Secretary of State also used Title I, Section 101 funding for a voter
outreach program administered directly by the Secretary of State in 2004. A total of $3.8
million was allocated for this purpose, although $2.9 million of those expenses were
disallowed following a federal, EAC audit. A total of $496,000 in Title I, Section 101
funding was used subsequently by the Secretary of State’s office on statewide voter
education efforts to augment local efforts, in consultation and collaboration with local
election officials, other state and local agencies, community organizations and private
groups (e.g. the League of Women Voters of California).
Counties used a limited amount of Section 251 funding for this purpose – approximately
$8.6 million statewide. Subsequent EAC guidance has also clarified that HAVA funding
used for voter education programs must focus on the use of new voting systems and
efforts that provide overvote protection, including receiving a replacement paper ballot to
correct ballot errors.
As indicated, to support county efforts, statewide voter education efforts were undertaken
using Section 101 funding. Those statewide efforts included developing voter education
materials used by state and local officials, and community-based organizations through
partnerships with state agencies, such as the California Department of Education,
partnerships with local elections officials and partnerships with nonprofit groups such as
Independent Living Centers. These materials were also made available on state, county
and nonprofit websites, including the League of Women Voters of California Smart
Voter webpage and in the League-sponsored Easy Voter Guide.
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In California’s initial State Plan, published on July 17, 2003, the Secretary of State
proposed to “consider developing voter information in appropriate languages for posting
at polling places” and to work to “ensure that all information provided at polling places
be accessible to the widest possible audience.” The Secretary of State developed voter
information for posting at polling places pursuant to California Elections Code Section
2300. The Voter Bill of Rights poster outlined in Elections Code Section 2300 is
provided to counties upon request and production of the Voter Bill of Rights poster is
partially funded by HAVA Section 101 funds. This posting supplements information
provided in sample ballots, which are mailed to registered voters and are available at
polling places for any voter who wishes to view one at the polling place. Additionally,
the Secretary of State has made its statewide Voter Information Guide material available
on audiotapes, which are available on request; audio MP3 files and other materials
available on its website; and produced its “Your Voting Rights” brochure in American
Sign Language, which is made available on DVDs and posted on the Secretary of State’s
website.
Statewide voter registration database requirements
Title I, Section 101 funding was used for the purpose of achieving interim compliance
with Section 303 requirements to establish a statewide voter registration database,
pursuant to the MOA executed with the US DOJ on November 2, 2005. A total of $3.9
million was used to design and implement technological upgrades to the existing
CalVoter system – previously used to assist counties with list maintenance activities – to
meet this requirement. Modifications to the CalVoter system included establishing the
necessary interfaces with the Department of Motor Vehicles, the Social Security
Administration, the state Department of Health Services, and the state Department of
Rehabilitation and Correction. Also included in this funding was the cost of modifying
local election management systems to ensure that those systems, which until the
enactment of HAVA were the sole repository of voter rolls, would integrate and
synchronize data with the modified CalVoter system. Staff time necessary for
developing regulations and other administrative costs necessary to implement the
CalVoter interim solution were also funded with Section 101 funding. Finally, necessary
modifications to California’s voter registration affidavits to comply with HAVA
requirements – including specific language required to be included and addition of
registrant identification information for purposes of verification (e.g. driver’s license
data) – were funded with Section 101 resources. These changes required the printing of
new voter registration cards to replace existing stock.
Voting Systems
Section 102 punch card voting system replacement funds totaling $57.3 million statewide
were distributed to eligible counties beginning in 2004. These funds, in conjunction with
state Voting Modernization Bond Act of 2002 funds and HAVA Title II, Section 251
requirements payment funding allocated in 2006, were used by county election officials
to procure and deploy voting equipment in an effort to comply with new HAVA Section
301 voting system standards.
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Section 101 funds were also used to assist the Secretary of State with implementation of
new voting system standards. Funding was used to defray the cost of additional security
measures imposed by the Secretary of State following withdrawal of approval and
approval with conditions of DRE voting equipment in 2004. These funds were also used
for parallel monitoring efforts that attempt to monitor the performance of voting
equipment on Election Day. The uniform definition of a vote for California voting
systems, and the top-to-bottom source code review conducted by the Secretary of State in
2007 were paid for with this funding. Finally, additional staff costs associated with
certifying new voting systems intended to comply with HAVA’s new voting system
standards were funded, in part, with these HAVA resources. For example, the State of
California now tests voting systems using the disability standards in the federal 2005
Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG), which include provisions for usability and
accessibility for vision, dexterity, mobility, hearing, speech, English proficiency and
cognition (see Section 3.2 of Volume I of the VVSG on pages 53-64). California was the
first state to test voting systems using these standards, and these standards continue to be
used by California in its testing and approval for all voting systems. These testing efforts
employ consultants who test each voting system with the help of voters with a full range
of disabilities. The Secretary of State has also established and sought the input of a
Voting Accessibility Advisory Committee (VAAC), providing the VAAC with
information on voting system standards and briefings on the voting system testing and
approval process, while seeking its advice on proposed standards and the voting system
approval process.
The introduction of new voting systems was also accompanied by programs, some of
which were supported in whole or in part with HAVA Section 101 funds, to educate poll
workers, promote voter understanding and ease-of-use of new voting equipment,
including use by voters with disabilities and voters with alternative language needs. The
programs included:
 Developing new voting system use procedures
 Issuing poll worker training guidelines
 Creating a HAVA compliance manual produced by the Secretary of State in
collaboration with counties
 Providing instructions on the use of new voting systems, which each county
included in sample ballots mailed to each voter, and which were also posted on
the Secretary of State’s website and each county’s website
 Conducting outreach and education activities in partnership with counties,
schools, state and local government, and community service organizations such as
the League of Women Voters, and Independent Living Centers
These efforts were accompanied by HAVA allowed voter education programs per HAVA
Section 301 (a)(1)(B) to educate voters on correction of overvotes where a paper-based,
centrally tabulated voting system was in use through independent mailings to voters, and
mailings in conjunction with delivery of sample ballots or vote-by-mail ballots.
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Section 11
(Section 254(a)(11))
How the State will conduct ongoing management of the plan, except that a State may not make
any material change in the administration of the plan unless the plan is appropriately noticed
and published in the Federal Register.

As previously noted, the Secretary of State’s office has undertaken numerous, meaningful
steps to manage HAVA implementation, and to ensure that California’s county elections
officials are fully informed of HAVA requirements and programs. Those efforts, which
continue still, include:


Designating a single Deputy of Secretary of State for HAVA Activities with
responsibility for overseeing and coordinating HAVA activities



Establishing a new Office of Voting System Technology Assessment to provide
for testing and approval of voting systems intended to comply with HAVA
Section 301 voting system standards



Developing internal control procedures in reaction to, and consistent with, audit
findings



Maintaining communication, as necessary and required, with the EAC – the
federal oversight authority for HAVA – to request guidance and clarification of
HAVA requirements



Communicating regularly, and as requested, with the US DOJ, the enforcement
authority for HAVA



Creating, in collaboration with election officials, a HAVA Compliance Manual,
which can be found on the Secretary of State’s website at:
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/hava_compliance_manual.htm



Drafting and executing standard contracts, in consultation and collaboration with
counties, that specify the level and appropriate use of HAVA funding



Providing ongoing written guidance to all counties on a regular basis regarding
HAVA requirements, including associated requirements for meeting federal
guidelines for receipt of federal funds



Serving as a resource for individual county questions and concerns on a daily
basis



Conducting monthly conference calls with all counties
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Secretary of State staff attendance at monthly CACEO meetings and
subcommittee meetings, and attendance at biannual CACEO conferences



Conducting an Election Day Observation program intended to provide on-site
feedback about HAVA implementation

These efforts will continue to be employed by the Secretary of State to conduct ongoing
management of the State Plan.
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Section 12
(Section 254(a)(12))
In the case of a State with a state plan in effect under this subtitle during the previous fiscal
year, a description of how the plan reflects changes from the state plan for the previous fiscal
year and of how the State succeeded in carrying out the state plan for such previous fiscal year.

Since the submission of the last State Plan update to the EAC in 2004, California
complied with the requirements of HAVA, and largely succeeded in its efforts to carry
out the State Plan, though not in the manner specified in the State Plan.
The factors that contributed to deviations in steps outlined in earlier State Plans proposed
under prior administrations have been noted previously in this State Plan, which include:
 Unexpected changes in administration at the Secretary of State’s office
 A series of annual statewide elections from 2002 through 2006, including a firstever gubernatorial recall election in California
 Audit scrutiny at both the state and federal level that, while appropriate, diverted
resources from implementing elements of the State Plan
 Delay in receiving HAVA funding and HAVA guidance
 Evolving policies on voting system standards
 Delays in vendors bringing forward voting systems to be tested and approved
pursuant to voting system standards
 The discovery of shortcomings in voting system design and performance during
voting system testing that resulted in the need to re-test equipment multiple times
 The need to respond to legitimate US DOJ concerns about the shortcomings of the
state’s plans to implement an “interim solution” to HAVA Section 303 statewide
voter registration database requirements
 Evolving interpretations of HAVA requirements with respect to verification of
voter registrant information, including a federal court decision
 Evolving EAC interpretations and guidance on the appropriate use of HAVA
funds
The original State Plan was enacted in 2003 and updated in 2004. Both the original Plan
and the subsequent 2004 update were done prior to the state embarking on any HAVA
implementation efforts. Now, six years after the adoption of the last State Plan update,
the Secretary of State has learned a great deal in terms of efforts to implement HAVA.
This State Plan update is a reflection in part of what the Secretary of State has learned
since first beginning to implement HAVA Title III requirements in 2005. And, in many
respects, the seemingly strong interest exhibited in Congress in recent years about
making fundamental changes to electoral policy, including HAVA policy, indicate that
California is experiencing this same evolution of thinking on the best methods to achieve
HAVA’s goals.
Notwithstanding encountering some significant stumbling blocks to smooth
implementation of HAVA, California was able to make significant progress in its efforts
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to implement HAVA and even to realize in practice what the original State Plans
outlined. As previously noted, through the 2009 election cycle, California’s elections
officials managed to implement HAVA to the fullest extent possible, including:
 Creating the complaint procedures required as a prerequisite to receiving HAVA
funding
 Expanding the capacity and languages available on the Secretary of State’s tollfree voter information hotline
 Establishing the Secretary of State as the single statewide office to serve as a
resource for military and overseas voters and for the counties that serve those
voters
 Ensuring that provisional voters can check, through a free access system, the
status of their provisional ballot to determine if their ballot was counted, and if
not, why not
 Creating a uniform definition of a vote cast on voting systems in use in California
 Establishing an interim solution statewide voter registration database that
integrates and synchronizes the 58 county election management systems
containing California’s voter rolls into a single, statewide system, pursuant to an
MOA negotiated with the US DOJ
 Modifying state voter registration forms in accord with HAVA requirements
 Ensuring that the interim solution statewide voter registration database, and
accompanying regulations, provide for verification of registrant identification
data, and that HAVA provisions for first-time voters who register by mail are met
 Replacing and eliminating punch card voting systems in California through the
HAVA Section 102 incentive program
 Testing and approving voting systems intended to be HAVA-compliant, so that
those systems were available for acquisition and deployment by California
counties
 Executing standard agreements with California’s 58 counties to allocate HAVA
Title II funding to help defray the costs of Title III requirements and to improve
polling place accessibility
 Ensuring that, by the 2006 November General Election, all counties had deployed
voting systems that met the requirements outlined in HAVA, including making
available at every polling place at least one voting unit designed to be accessible
to voters with disabilities
 Developing, pursuant to state law, poll worker training guidelines and updating
those standards in 2010
 Providing HAVA Title I, Section 101, and HAVA Title II, Section 251, resources
to counties to assist with poll worker training and voter education
 Providing ongoing, regular and daily guidance to counties on all aspects of
HAVA, including developing and publishing a HAVA compliance manual
 Meeting voter education and information requirements as provided for in HAVA,
including providing to counties, upon request, a Voter Bill of Rights
As previously described, the biggest differences between the 2004 State Plan and this
State Plan update are the method of implementation, especially the funding mechanisms
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utilized. The Secretary of State relied more heavily on the use of more flexible Section
101 funding than was anticipated in the State Plans previously submitted.
Major changes in the State Plan being submitted now, include:
 Combining voter education and poll worker training funding, previously budgeted
at $70 million with voting equipment procurement costs, previously budgeted at
$75,677,843, into a single $195 million contract that allows counties to determine
the appropriate level of expenditure for these related activities to meet local
needs. The $49,522,157 difference in spending levels between the 2004 State
Plan update and this State Plan reflects a consensus reached about the appropriate
level of funding achieved between the Secretary of State and county election
officials under prior administrations.
 The budget for the statewide voter registration database now fully acknowledges
the costs of developing and implementing that system - increasing from $40
million to $65,568,600 the allocation of HAVA Title II, Section 251 funding for
that purpose.
 The process described for developing performance measures proposed under prior
administration was not implemented.
 Finally, the initial State Plan provision for an Election Academy, which was
incorporated into the 2004 State Plan update, was not implemented. However,
California county election officials through its umbrella, professional association
– the CACEO – initiated a review of HAVA and its implications for the
administration of elections in California and also created training courses for its
membership that include significant review of HAVA and its requirements.
These efforts were independently funded; no HAVA resources were used for
these efforts.
The effect of these changes in spending levels reflects the calculation of a reserve of
$71,119,315 in this updated State Plan, which will be used for meeting Title III
requirements or for future improvements in the administration of elections.
A summary sheet detailing HAVA expenditures to date has been included in this section
of the State Plan update in response to public comments. The summary reflects the fact
that the bulk of all HAVA funds received (79.5%) have been allocated to counties in
recognition of the fact that counties administer elections – establishing polling places,
deploying voting systems, training poll workers and educating voters.
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Fiscal Year 02-03/03-04

04-05

HAVA Revenues:
Section 101(election admin.)
$27,340,830
Section 102(punchcard)a
$57,322,707
Section 251(Title III funding) b
$94,559,169 $169,677,955
Section 261 Polling Place
$1,371,756
$985,955
Accessibility Improvement
(DHHS $)
Total Revenues Available $180,594,462 $170,663,910
HAVA Activities
Voting systems upgrades county grantsc
Statewide Database
(VoteCal)
Interim Solution-SOSd

05-06

HAVA Expenses and 2010-11 Budget
06-07
07-08
08-09
09-10

10-11

Interest
Earned

Total

$2,527,059

$987,918 $1,113,936

$1,113,511

$12,908,853 $11,225,089 $7,857,561
$1,279,848 $1,279,927 $1,276,978

$29,867,889
$57,322,707
$38,992,863 $335,221,490
$9,409,829

$987,918 $1,113,936

$1,113,511 $14,188,701 $12,505,016 $9,134,539

$41,519,922 $431,821,915
Encumbered

$101,611,033 $5,680,011 $87,667,059

$724,878

Interim Solution-County
Retrofit
Voter Educ Develop and
Dissemination
HAVA Voting Systems/ Testing
e
& Certification

$114,768

Poll Monitoring/Election
Observation
Elect Asst for Indiv with
Disabilities (EAID)

$84,843

Administrationf
Poll Worker Training
County Security
Parallel Monitoring
Punch Card Replacement
Outreach (Other
g
Expenditures)
Poll Worker Training/Election
Assessment
Total

$1,514,252

$51,114,000
$1,449,000

$54,162,095

$10,419

$1,280,000
$6,731,724
$1,537,783
$278,319
$3,799,000

$41,897

$195,000,000

$380,562

$1,190,085

$1,284,020

$4,437,403 $4,570,988

$311,919

$97,437

$71,880

$29,395

$2,776,950

$210,831

$130,328

$641,000

$288,927

$316,760

$128,656

$115,200

$500,000

$500,000

$2,605,311

$3,253

$642,194

$0

$19,466

$19,295

$200,000

$200,000

$1,084,208

$46,491

$64,634

$63,348

$2,041,022

$0

$796,196

$2,342,575

$1,224,147 $1,609,927

$1,395,962

$9,409,829

$642,504 $1,282,879

$953,025

$1,009,841

$1,125,267 $1,605,000

$1,605,000

$11,017,768
$6,731,724
$1,537,783
$579,147
$57,323,000
$1,449,000

$153,619

$65,600,000

$477,000

$1,866,128
$3,118,109

$269,735

$300,828
$2,410,000

$14,476,891 $110,484,172 $8,948,303 $91,188,681

$53,736,942

$4,855,850

$300,000

$300,000

$7,074,931 $8,785,915

$57,914,904 $357,891,742

a $1,156,759 earned in interest on Section 102 funds has been moved to Section 251 funding per guidance from EAC
b Funding for FY 08-10 has been appropriated by Congress, and may be claimed by California after revised HAVA State Plan is accepted by EAC.
c Contract for remaining balance of $41,897 declined by county in FY 08/09
d FY 05-08 expensed from 101 funds, FY 09-10 expensed from 251 funds
e FY 05-08 expensed from 101 funds, FY 09-11 expensed from 251 funds. FY 06/07 includes source code review
f FY 02-09 expensed from 101 funds, 09-11 pro-rated to all 3 funds
g $3,810,000 originally expensed; $2,361,000 replaced by state funds in FY 07-08 in accordance with EAC audit findings
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Summary of State and County HAVA Expenses
Activity

Grants to
counties

State
expenses

Costs include expenditures and encumbrances to date
Voting System upgrades
Purchasing new equipment* Sec. 301
Punch card replacement Sec. 102
Security compliance (counties) or testing (state)
Poll Worker Training
Direct county grants
Spent as part of voting system upgrades contracts*
Election observation/poll worker training assessment
As part of HAVA Section 261 (EAID) funding
Voter Education
Spent as part of voting system upgrades contracts*
Statewide voter education
As part of HAVA Section 261 (EAID) funding
Statewide Database
Interim Solution county contracts
Interim Solution SOS costs
VoteCal County support
VoteCal State costs
Vote Cal projected costs

$195,000,000
$57,323,000
$1,537,783

Sec 102
$1,663,355

$6,731,724
$10,271,989
$144,342
$269,257

Sec 261

$10,271,989
$4,054,311
$333,559

Sec 261

$3,118,109
$1,866,128
$415,763
$3,727,908

$6,876,307
$54,580,022

Adjusted totals**
$268,457,103
$69,184,465
** Totals adjusted to avoid double posting categories marked with *
Totals do not equal all funds expended or encumbered, as not all expense categories were included
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Description of county and statewide voter education and pollworker training efforts:
County efforts
A combined $14.6 million in HAVA funding was spent for voter education and pollworker training programs:
 $6.6 million was allocated to counties via a grant program created by then-Secretary of State Kevin Shelley for the November
2004 election
 $8 million in voter education and outreach efforts through the $195 million voting system upgrade contract with the counties
executed in 2005 and 2006
Overall, 46 counties participated in one or both of these programs.
Poll worker training

Number of
counties

Notable practices

34

Additional focus on assisting voters with disabilities and voters with
alternative language needs; additional focus on provisional voting rights;
additional focus on assisting first-time voters

26

On-line pollworker training; CD/DVD training (take home materials);
professional trainers; role-playing; individualized classes focused on
voting systems, provisional voting requirements, needs of voters with
disabilities; needs evaluation to improve pollworker training

New pollworker recruiting efforts

12

Additional focus on recruiting bilingual poll workers; student pollworker
programs; advertising; designated recruitment coordinator; adopt-a-poll
programs; ethnic community advisory group assistance; recruiting county
employees; direct mail programs to voters

New pollworker feedback/monitoring

5

Cell phones for direct contact with polling place workers; surveys and
evaluation forms for pollworkers

Activity (funded by HAVA)

Update pollworker training manual

New training techniques
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Voter Education

Activity (funded by HAVA)

Number of
counties

Notable practices

Advertising – new HAVA requirements 26

Alternative language newspapers; alternative language radio; cable TV;
direct mail

Use of sample ballot – new pages on
HAVA requirements

10

Cassette recording of sample ballot

New materials – voting systems, new
HAVA requirements

13

Brochures, voting system videos, outreach materials in multiple
languages; education materials on audio cassette

Website enhancements

9

Provide new HAVA information (provisional voting; new voting
systems); provide multilingual information

Community events

10

Ethnic fairs; early voting demonstrations; outreach to underserved
communities that historically have low voter turnout; voter education
videos in multiple languages
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Statewide activities sponsored by the Secretary of State
Secretary of State-sponsored statewide voter education efforts in 2006 and 2008 election cycles ($807,186)
Election Day and Pollworker Training Observation programs in 2006 and 2008 election cycles ($218,000)
Voter Outreach and Education

Activity

Target Audience

Community-based programs

Voters with disabilities;
alternative language
voters; general public

Mock Election and young voter
outreach

Partnership with State Department of Education that led to participation
Youth, first-time voters, of 600 middle schools and high schools reaching 260,000 students in
students
2008 and 500 schools and 230,000 students in 2006; partnership with
CSSA and UCSA, student associations of CSU and UC campuses

Social Networking

Young voters, first-time
voters

You Tube “Why I’m Voting” video challenge; Facebook “My Voice. My
Choice. My Vote” page (2008)

General public

Partnership with sports franchises and county elections officials at
sporting events (2008); advertising in 125 newspapers throughout the
state for June and November 2006 elections

Outreach and Advertising
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Notable practices
Downloadable audio version of Voter Information Guide (VIG) (2008);
large print VIG in seven languages (2008); partnerships with
Independent Living Centers, California Council of the Blind, county
elections officials to distribute “Know Your Voting Rights, A Guide to
Voters with Disabilities” brochure and to host demonstrations of new
voting equipment (2006 and 2008); website accessibility improvements
(2008); Immigration and Naturalization swearing-in ceremony events;
partnership with NALEO/La Opinion/KMEX (LA) (2006); “A Voting
Guide for Inmates” distributed through county election officials, law
enforcement and parole officials (2008); League of Women Voters
partnership on Easy Voter Guide and SmartVoter website support
(2008); Democracy at Work program partnership with businesses,
nonprofits and labor unions to reach voters in their workplace (2008)
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Voters with
disabilities; general
public

“Know Your Voting Rights, A Guide to Voters with Disabilities” (2006);
Website version of “Know Your Voting Rights” available in American Sign
Language (2008); “MyVote California”(2008); and “A Guide to Voting in
California” (incorporates “Know Your Voting Rights” information) translated
into 7 languages (2008)

Website improvements

General public

Voter Education and Outreach page (one-stop shop for voter information)
(2006 and 2008); MyVote Election Information button posted by more than
75 organizations on hosted websites to link to Secretary of State voter
information (2008); Best Practices of Elections Officials webpage (2008)

State/Local Government
partnerships

State workers,
general public

California state employee pay stub messages; State Department of Education
mock election partnership; midnight registration program; Secretary of Statesponsored polling place (2006 and 2008)

UOCAVA outreach

Created new resources for overseas voters distributed through the Federal
Military and Overseas Voting Assistance Program, Overseas Vote Foundation and US Postal Service
voters
and others; distributed voter registration and education materials to VA
facilities throughout California

Materials production

Poll worker Training

Activity
Pollworker training
standards
Election Day and Pollworker
Training Observation
programs
Election Officials – Best
Practices website
Support for pollworker
survey conducted under UC
Berkeley Institute for
Governmental Affairs

Completed
2006
2006 and 2008
2008

Additional information available at
http://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/pollworker.htm
http://www.sos.ca.gov/voting-systems/oversight/eday-reports.htm
http://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/best-practices.htm
http://earc.berkeley.edu/StateReport.final.pdf

2006
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Section 13
(Section 254(a)(13))
A DESCRIPTION OF THE COMMITTEE WHICH PARTICIPATED IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATE PLAN IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 255 AND
THE PROCEDURES FOLLOWED BY THE COMMITTEE UNDER SUCH SECTION AND
SECTION 256.

HAVA State Plan Advisory Committee
The State Plan update Advisory Committee appointed by Secretary of State Debra Bowen
comprised 13 members, including:
 Local elections officials from the two most populous counties in California, as
required by HAVA section 255(a), and the then-president of the California
Association of Clerks and Elections Officials
 Voting rights advocacy groups representing voters with disabilities, voters with
alternative language needs, minority voting rights advocates, and voters generally
 Political scientists possessing academic credentials and practical experience
directly related to the administration of elections and the electoral process
The membership of the State Plan update Advisory Committee is described below in
detail. The process used to develop and publish the State Plan update follows the detailed
description of the Advisory Committee membership.
Advisory Committee members:
Ana Acton
FREED Center for Independent Living
Ana Acton lives in Nevada City and is the Executive Director for FREED Center for
Independent Living serving Nevada, Yuba, Sutter, Colusa, and Sierra counties. As a nonprofit Independent Living Resource Center, FREED’s goal is to empower people with
disabilities to exercise their civil rights in becoming active, productive members of our
community. FREED serves people with disabilities regardless of age or type of disability.
Since 2004, Ms. Acton has worked with FREED to provide independent living services
and ensure equal access to the community for people with disabilities.
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Michael Alvarez
Professor of Political Science, Caltech
Caltech/MIT Voting Technology Project
R. Michael Alvarez is a professor of Political Science at the California Institute of
Technology (Caltech). Since arriving at Caltech as an assistant professor in 1992,
Professor Alvarez has focused most of his research and teaching on the study of electoral
politics in the United States. He has written five books, three of which focus on election
administration and voting technology. Professor Alvarez currently is Co-Director of the
Caltech-MIT Voting Technology Project, researching technological solutions to electoral
problems. He received his B.A. in political science from Carleton College in 1986, and
his Ph.D. from Duke University in 1992.

Ardis Bazyn
California Council of the Blind
Ardis Bazyn is currently the Membership Chair of the American Council of the Blind
based in Washington, D.C.; the primary voting advocate for the California Council of the
Blind, President of the Independent Visually Impaired Enterprisers and Secretary of the
Randolph Sheppard Vendors of America. She is a motivational speaker, business coach
and writer with Bazyn Communications. She has published numerous articles and books.
In 2001, she compiled a booklet for Blind Students of California, "A Guide to a
Successful College Experience." She has owned several businesses and has been active
in a variety of business and consumer organizations.

Chris Carson
Government Director
Board of Directors, League of Women Voters of California
In January 2005, Chris Carson joined the Board of Directors of the League of Women
Voters (LWV) of California as Government Director. In that capacity, Ms. Carson has
been responsible for developing and managing education and advocacy in the areas of
redistricting, campaign finance, open government, state and local finance relationships
and elections/voting rights issues. She has served on the Civil Liberties Taskforce and
Immigration Study Committee of the LWV of the United States. Ms. Carson has been an
extremely active member of the League of Women Voters for 25 years, working at the
national, state and local levels. She is a third generation native of the Los Angeles area.
She received a B.A. in History from Immaculate Heart College in Los Angeles, as well as
an M.A. in History from the University of Southern California. Following her graduate
work, she taught American History, particularly early American history and American
Government, at several colleges in Southern California. Ms. Carson also served as
Director of Education for Heritage Square Museum, a small historic preservation
museum. She is active in the Burbank community, including having recently served on
the City’s Charter Revision Commission.
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Kathay Feng
Executive Director
California Common Cause
Kathay Feng is the Executive Director of California Common Cause. California
Common Cause is a non-profit, non-partisan citizens' lobby organization. California
Common Cause has anchored a statewide coalition of election reform groups, called
California Voter Empowerment Circle (CalVEC) that meets regularly to talk about major
election policies. Ms. Feng has more than 10 years of experience working in the area of
election reform. She recently co-authored and played a leadership role in winning the
passage of Proposition 11 to reform California ’s redistricting process. Prior to joining
Common Cause in 2005, she directed the Voting Rights and Anti-discrimination Unit of
Asian Pacific American Legal Center. Ms. Feng serves, or has served, on the Asian
Pacific Policy & Planning Council, the California Secretary of State’s Advisory
Committee on Voter Participation and Outreach, Los Angeles County Human Relations
Commission, LAPD Police Chief’s API Forum, the Asian Pacific American Police
Advisory Council, Organization of Chinese Americans, and the National Asian Pacific
American Women’s Forum’s Los Angeles Board. She was responsible for organizing
poll monitoring of hundreds of poll sites in Southern California, building a statewide
coalition to advocate for communities in the 2001 redistricting process, and the creation
of the Office of Independent Review providing oversight for the Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Department and representing hate crime victims. She is a graduate of UCLA
Law School and Cornell University .

Rosalind Deborah Gold
NALEO Educational Fund
Senior Director of Policy, Research and Advocacy
Rosalind Gold serves as Senior Director of Policy, Research and Advocacy with the
National Association of Latino Elected and Appointed Officials Educational Fund, where
she has worked for two decades on policy analysis and research for the naturalization and
Latino civic engagement efforts of the organization. Ms. Gold coordinates the research
for several of the Fund’s publications, including its Directory of Latino Elected Officials,
and the biennial Latino Election Handbook. Ms. Gold also has extensive policy expertise
in the areas of voting rights and the decennial Census. She also serves on the advisory
committees and boards of several public affairs and research efforts, including the
National Institute on Money in State Politics. Ms. Gold received her J.D. from Harvard
Law School and B.A. from Pomona College in Claremont, California.
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Alice A. Huffman
State President
National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People (NAACP), California
State Conference
Alice A. Huffman is the president of the California State Conference of the NAACP and
has served in this capacity since October 1999. She is the first woman to hold this post.
Ms. Huffman also is a member of the National NAACP Board of Directors. Ms.
Huffman was appointed by Governor Schwarzenegger to serve on the California State
Parks and Recreation Commission. She also serves on the board for California Center for
Civic Participation, on T-CAP, which is a consumer advisory panel to AT&T and is a
member of the Wells Fargo Advisory Committee. Ms. Huffman is founder and
President/CEO of A.C. Public Affairs, Inc., a public affairs firm that specializes in public
policy and grass roots advocacy. She is a member of the Rules Committee for the
Democratic National Committee and the California Democratic Party. She was co-chair
for the Site-Selection Committee and later named chair for the 2004 Democratic National
Convention Committee. Ms. Huffman was inducted into the Los Angeles African
American Women Political Action Committee’s (LAAAWPAC) Political Hall of Fame
in April 2002, for her outstanding achievements as a social activist in the minority
community. Ms. Huffman is a graduate of the University of California Berkeley with
honors in Social/Cultural Anthropology, with advance studies at University of
Pennsylvania, University of California Davis, and University of Southern California. Ms.
Huffman is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, and the Etta Gamma Omega Chapter of Alpha
Kappa Alpha.

Margaret Johnson
Advocacy Director
Disability Rights California
Margaret Johnson has worked for Disability Rights California for more than 20 years.
She was hired as a staff attorney, promoted to a senior attorney and then to managing
attorney over her years at Disability Rights California. Ms. Johnson specializes in special
education issues and developmental disabilities service system eligibility. She also
specializes in Americans with Disabilities Act litigation, including public transit
litigation. Important class actions brought include cases against the Bay Area Rapid
Transit and the California State Lottery. She became the managing attorney of the Bay
Area Regional Office in 1999 and held that position until she moved to San Diego in
2001 to set up a new regional office, which she managed until 2006. In March 2006
Margaret accepted a position as Disability Rights California’s Advocacy Director and
moved to the legislative unit in Sacramento, where she supervises that unit, its peer self
advocacy units and serves as communications director. She is on the Board of Directors
for the National Disability Rights Network, the protection and advocacy system member
organization, and currently serves as the President of the Board. Over the years Ms.
Johnson has served on numerous disability related organizations’ boards, including
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Through the Looking Glass, Disability Rights Education and Defense Fund, The
Berkeley Center for Independent Living, the Access Center of San Diego, the Axis Dance
Company and the Bay Area Outreach and Recreation Program.

Neal Kelley
Orange County Registrar of Voters
Neal Kelley is the Registrar of Voters for Orange County. Orange County is the second
most populous county in California with 1.6 million registered voters, requiring language
support in English, Chinese, Korean, Spanish, and Vietnamese. Mr. Kelley joined the
county as Chief Deputy Registrar in May 2004 and stepped in as Acting Registrar the
following year. Mr. Kelley was awarded the 2005 Election Center's Best Practices award
for outstanding poll worker recruitment program. He received his Bachelor of Science
Degree in business and management from the University of Redlands and his Master's in
Business Administration from the University of Southern California. Prior to joining the
County, Kelley developed two companies of his own, served for three years as an officer
with the San Bernardino Police Department, and was an adjunct professor with Riverside
Community College's Business Administration Department.

Eugene Lee
Asian Pacific American Legal Center
Eugene Lee is an attorney at the Asian Pacific American Legal Center (APALC).
Founded in 1983, APALC is a nonprofit organization dedicated to advocating for civil
rights, providing legal services and education, and building coalitions to positively
influence and impact Asian Pacific Americans, and to create a more equitable and
harmonious society. APALC is affiliated with the Asian American Justice Center in
Washington, D.C. Mr. Lee is the Project Director for APALC’s Voting Rights Project,
which focuses on protecting the rights of Asian Pacific American voters. He orchestrates
APALC’s election day poll monitoring efforts, works with local and state coalitions to
promote civic participation among the Asian Pacific American community, and provides
training to community-based organizations on the language assistance provisions of the
Voting Rights Act. Prior to joining APALC, Mr. Lee practiced with law firms in New
York and Los Angeles. He received his undergraduate degree from Duke University and
his law degree from Columbia Law School.

Dean C. Logan
Los Angeles County Registrar-Recorder/County Clerk
Dean Logan was appointed Registrar-Recorder/County Clerk for Los Angeles County,
California on July 9, 2008, previously serving as the Acting Registrar-Recorder/County
Clerk and as Chief Deputy. Los Angeles County, with more than 500 political districts
and 4.1 million registered voters, is the largest and most complex county election
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jurisdiction in the country. Mr. Logan has over 20 years experience in elections
administration, records management and public service. Prior to moving to Southern
California, Mr. Logan served as the Director of Records, Elections and Licensing
Services for King County, Washington; as State Elections Director for the Washington
Secretary of State; and as the elected County Clerk and Chief Deputy County Auditor in
Kitsap County, Washington. Mr. Logan serves on the Board of Directors for the
California Association of Clerks and Election Officials (CACEO) and is a member of the
County Recorders’ Association of California (CRAC), the National Association of
County Recorders, Election Officials and Clerks (NACRC), the International Association
of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT) and the American
Council of Young Political Leaders (ACYPL) Alumni Council. He also serves on the
California Secretary of State’s VoteCal Statewide Voter Registration System Advisory
Committee and The Election Center’s National Task Force on Education & Training and
National Task Force on Election Reform. In 1999, Mr. Logan was recognized by Sprint
USA and the National Association of Community Leadership with its Distinguished
Leadership Award. In 2007, he served as an International Election Observer in Morocco
with the National Democratic Institute.

Karin Mac Donald
Director
Statewide Database & Election Administration Research Center
University of California, Berkeley
Karin Mac Donald is the director of the Statewide Database (SWDB), the redistricting
database for the State of California, and the Election Administration Research Center
(EARC), located at the Institute of Governmental Studies (IGS) at the University of
California, Berkeley. She works and writes in the areas of redistricting, voting rights,
political demography and geography, election administration, implementation and
evaluation of public administration and public policy, and California politics. She has
served as a consultant to many government, news, and nonprofit organizations, and
worked as a redistricting consultant for various local and regional entities, including the
City of San Diego and the County of San Francisco in 2001 and 2002 respectively. In
2006 and 2007, she was the lead consultant for the U.S. Election Assistance
Commission’s implementation study of the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee
Voting Act (UOCAVA) with her consulting firm Q2 Data & Research, LLC. Her current
projects include a study of the implementation of online voter registration systems in two
states with the EARC. She also manages the Block Boundary Suggestion Project of the
Census Redistricting Data Program for the State of California with the SWDB.

Rebecca Martinez
Madera County Clerk-Recorder
Rebecca Martinez serves the County of Madera as County Clerk-Recorder and Registrar
of Voters. Madera County, one of California’s smaller counties with a population of
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150,887, is located just north of Fresno in central California. With over 35 years in
service to the county, Ms. Martinez has held her elected position since 1990. Prior to
being elected, she served in the County Clerk’s office in various positions, including as
Chief Assistant County Clerk. During her terms as Clerk-Recorder, Ms. Martinez has
completely automated both the Recorder and the Elections divisions of her office. Ms.
Martinez was elected President of the California Association of Clerks and Election
Officials in July 2008, and will serve the association in that capacity until July 2010. She
also served as President of the Madera Hispanic Chamber of Commerce for the 1994
term.
Process used to develop and publish State Plan update:
On December 26, 2007, President Obama signed a federal Omnibus appropriations bill
for fiscal year 2008 that included $115 million in HAVA Section 251 funding to be used
by states to meet HAVA’s Title III requirements, which are outlined in this State Plan
update. Subsequent federal appropriations were provided in 2009 and 2010 funding bills.
To be eligible for additional HAVA funding, states and territories are required to prepare
a State Plan update and to follow other procedures outlined in HAVA sections 253-256.
Following a recruitment and selection process, Secretary of State Debra Bowen
confirmed the appointment of the members of the State Plan update Advisory Committee
described above on April 30, 2008. The process of finalizing the membership of the
Advisory Committee was hampered somewhat by the decision of the State Legislature
and Governor to conduct a stand-alone Presidential Primary election in California on
February 5, 2008, which occupied the full attention of elections officials and other
potential advisory committee members. On April 30, 2008, the appointed Advisory
Committee members were provided with a thank you letter from Secretary of State
Bowen; the provisions of HAVA related to adoption of a State Plan update; a sample
Oath of Office; and a roster of the Advisory Committee membership. Advisory
committee members were informed at that time that draft sections of the State Plan
update would provided to them in the coming months for initial review and comment,
and that, in recognition of the demands of the 2008 election cycle on their time, the first
face-to-face meeting of the Advisory Committee would be conducted following the
November 4, 2008, General election..
On July 23, 2008, Advisory Committee members were provided six draft sections of the
State Plan update for initial review and comment.
On August 29, 2008, Advisory Committee members were provided four more draft
sections of the State Plan update for initial review and comment.
On October 17, 2008, Advisory Committee members were provided the final four draft
sections of the State Plan update for initial review and comment.
During November 2008, and following discussions with Advisory Committee members,
it was determined that the first face-to-face meeting of the Advisory Committee should
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take place in March or April 2009, and that written comments on the draft sections of the
State Plan update provided in 2008 would be submitted by Advisory Committee members
to the Secretary of State by January 29, 2009, in advance of that meeting.
Between January 29, 2009 and February 25, 2009, Advisory Committee members
provide written comments on the State Plan update based on members’ input and input
from others consulted by Advisory Committee members.
On April 15, 2009, the Advisory Committee conducted a meeting at the Secretary of
State’s offices at 1500 11th Street, Sacramento, CA 95814.
In recognition of an unanticipated statewide special election called by the Governor for
May 19, 2009, the Advisory Committee agreed to conduct the next meeting on July 30,
2009, at the Los Angeles County Registrar of Voters offices at 12400 Imperial Highway,
Norwalk, CA 90650.
On August 12, 2009, an Advisory Committee meeting was conducted via teleconference
as a follow-up to items discussed at the July 30 meeting.
On December 22, 2009, Advisory Committee members were notified of a final January
27, 2010, meeting to discuss the final, edited draft of the State Plan update.
On January 27, 2010, the Advisory Committee met for the final time at the Secretary of
State’s offices at 1500 11th Street, Sacramento, CA 95814. During this meeting,
Advisory Committee members requested until February 5, 2010, to submit additional
edits to the State Plan update and until February 12, 2010, to submit a proposed addition
to the State Plan.
Between February 5, 2010, and February 18, 2010, Advisory Committee members
submitted the final proposed edits and additions to the State Plan update.
In recognition that preparations for the June 8, 2010, Primary election would consume the
attention and resources of elections officials, the publication date of the State Plan update
was set for June 10, 2010.
On June 4, 2010, a CC/ROV memo to county elections officials was sent to remind
county elections officials that the final draft State Plan update would be available for
public comment on June 10, 2010, for 30 days, until July 9, 2010.
On June 4, 2010, Advisory Committee members were notified via email that the final
draft State Plan update would be available for public comment on June 10, 2010, for 30
days, until July 9, 2010.
On June 7, 2010, the Secretary of State mailed written notice to 50 statewide
organizations considered Interested Parties that the final draft State Plan update will be
available for public comment on June 10, 2010, for 30 days, until July 9, 2010.
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On June 10, 2010 through July 9, 2010, a public notice was published, in the manner used
for notice of public hearings, that the final draft State Plan update would be available for
public comment on June 10, 2010, for 30 days, until July 9, 2010.
On June 10, 2010, the preliminary draft State Plan update was posted to the Secretary of
State’s website at www.sos.ca.gov/elections/hava/state-plan. An emailbox was provided
for submission of public comments at havapubliccomments@sos.ca.gov. A paper copy
of the plan was made available at the Secretary of State’s regional office at 300 South
Spring Street, Rm 12513, Los Angeles, CA 90013; and at the Secretary of State’s office
at 1500 11th Street, Sacramento, CA 95814.
The public comment period for the 2010 preliminary draft State Plan update closed on
July 9, 2010. Four comment letters and one email were received by the deadline. A
complete copy of the letters and responses to the comments are included as Attachment A
to the final 2010 State Plan update submitted to the EAC on July 29, 2010.
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Section 14
Required addition to State Plan regarding implementation of the Military and Overseas Voter
Empowerment (MOVE) Act:

The Military and Overseas Voter Empowerment (MOVE) Act was signed into law on
October 28, 2009, as part of the National Defense Authorization Act of FY 2010 (P.L. 11184). The MOVE Act makes changes to the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee
Voting Act (UOCAVA) of 1986, that will be in effect for the November 2010 General
Election and each succeeding election for federal office. States may delegate MOVE Act
responsibilities to jurisdictions within the state.
In California, counties conduct elections, including meeting the requirements of UOCAVA
for registering military and overseas voters, providing election materials and ballots, and
accepting and counting ballots from military and overseas voters as provided for in state and
federal law.
The MOVE Act specifies that states must describe implementation of its provisions in
HAVA State Plan updates, and allows for the use of HAVA funds to pay the costs of
MOVE Act implementation.
A review of the MOVE Act and a cross-reference to California Elections Code requirements
demonstrates that California law meets or exceeds the MOVE Act in virtually every area.
Specifically, the MOVE Act requires states to:


Establish procedures to allow UOCAVA voters to request voter registration
applications and absentee ballot applications by mail or electronically for general,
special, primary, and runoff elections for federal office. The procedures must
include a means for the voter to designate whether they want to receive the
application by mail or electronically.
California Elections Code section 3103.5 already allows UOCAVA voters to
electronically request ballots for general elections. The MOVE Act requires county
registrars of voters to extend this practice to special, primary, and runoff elections
for federal office.
The SOS has confirmed with the Federal Voting Assistance Program (FVAP) that
faxing qualifies as “electronic transmission” at this time. Other acceptable means of
electronic communication for making voter registration/absentee ballot applications
and blank absentee ballots available to military and overseas voters include scanning
and emailing the materials, and web-based methods, such as allowing voters to
download applications and/or ballots directly from the Internet.
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Transmit the voter registration application or absentee ballot application based on
the preference selected by the voter. If the voter does not indicate a preference, the
application must be delivered by mail.
This practice is already in place in California.



Protect, to the extent practicable, the security of the voter registration and absentee
ballot application request process, and protect the privacy of the identity and
personal data of the voter who requests or is sent a voter registration application or
absentee ballot application.
This practice of maintaining the confidentiality of all voter registration and personal
identification information is already in place in California.



Designate at least one means of electronic communication for UOCAVA voters to
request, and for states to send, voter registration applications, absentee ballot
applications, and voting information. The designated means of electronic
communication must be included on all information and instructional materials that
accompany balloting materials sent to UOCAVA voters.
California Elections Code section 3103 allows for electronic transmission of voter
registration applications, absentee ballot applications, and voting information.
Counties with special absentee voters already have established procedures to
transmit this material to their UOCAVA voters.



Develop procedures for transmitting blank ballots to UOCAVA voters by mail and
electronically for general, special, primary, and runoff elections for federal office.
The procedures must allow voters to designate whether they want to receive the
blank ballot by mail or electronically. The state must transmit the ballot based on
the preference selected by the voter. If the voter does not indicate a preference, the
ballot must be delivered by mail.
California Election Code section 3103(b) allows counties to provide special absentee
voters with a special absentee ballot along with a list of measures and candidates that
the UOCAVA voter is entitled to vote on.



Work with local jurisdictions to develop a free access system that allows UOCAVA
voters to determine whether their marked absentee ballots were received by the
appropriate election official.
Federal law requires county elections officials to maintain a similar system for
people who cast provisional ballots and California Elections Code section 3017(c)
requires county elections officials to provide such a system to any Californian who
casts a vote-by-mail ballot. County elections officials may need to determine if their
existing system(s) are used for ballots received by UOCAVA voters or whether their
existing system could be modified to provide this same service to UOCAVA voters.
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Work with the Department of Defense and the Election Assistance Commission
(EAC) to develop standards for reporting on the number of ballots transmitted and
received and other data as the Department determines appropriate.
The SOS will continue to work with the EAC and the FVAP regarding reporting
requirements.



Accept the special absentee ballot application as a ballot request at least for all
federal elections in the calendar year in which it was submitted.

California Elections Code section 3100 exceeds the MOVE Act requirement by specifically
requiring that anyone who registers as a UOCAVA voter shall remain registered for two
years. Therefore, counties are still required to send special absentee ballots to all UOCAVA
voters who are registered as permanent absentee voters as soon as possible on or after the
60th day prior to an election through two subsequent federal election cycles.
Three separate official communications with counties and additional follow-up confirms
that all California counties are in compliance with all aspects of the MOVE Act as detailed
above.
The MOVE Act became law when California was in the process of updating its State Plan.
This analysis of the MOVE Act’s impact on the administration of California elections
demonstrates California’s compliance with the Act’s provisions, and also represents its
implementation plan as required by the MOVE Act.
Because California currently complies with the provisions of the MOVE Act, there is no
expected expenditure of HAVA Section 251 to meet these requirements.
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Attachment A to 2010 State Plan update
Responses to Comments Received on the Help America Vote
Act of 2002 (HAVA) 2010 State Plan update
From: Los Angeles County Registrar-Recorder/County Clerk Dean Logan
July 8, 2010
Honorable Debra Bowen
California Secretary of State
Attn: Chris Reynolds
th

1500 11 Street, Sixth Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814
RE: HAVA State Plan 2010 Update
Dear Secretary Bowen:
Thank you for the opportunity to review and provide written comments on the final draft of
California’s 2010 State Plan Update regarding compliance with the Help America Vote Act
(HAVA) of 2002. I recognize a great deal of effort has gone into the drafting of the plan update
and that its contents are influenced by changing dynamics in the state’s economic conditions
and electoral activity. I appreciate the efforts your staff has extended in preparing the update.
I have reviewed the final draft with elections staff in Los Angeles County and in my capacity as a
member of the HAVA State Plan Advisory Committee and offer the following comments for your
consideration prior to adoption of the update and submission to the United States Elections
Assistance Commission (EAC).
General Comment
In general, I believe the report is presented in a manner more directed toward a report of past
activity and less as a planning document or tool for current and future direction in terms of
continued improvement of the election process and allocation of remaining – and future –
federally appropriated funding. The update is effective and comprehensive in the former and
limited in the latter. This distinction was the topic of considerable discussion at the meetings of
the HAVA State Plan Advisory Committee. I would recommend, therefore, that the transcripts
from those meetings be included as addendum to the State Plan Update to serve as a more
complete record of the input and activity of advisory committee members.
RESPONSE
The HAVA 2010 State Plan update must be submitted to the U.S. Election Assistance
Commission (EAC) for publication in the Federal Register. HAVA Section 254 (a)(13) requires
the Secretary to describe the advisory committee process as a part of its State Plan, which is
included in this State Plan update as Section 13. The transcripts from the meetings are
hundreds of pages long, and including them will add unnecessary expense to the cost of
publishing the State Plan update in the Federal Register. However, to ensure the is as
transparent as possible, the Secretary of State will post the transcripts from the meetings on the
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“HAVA State Plan 2010 Update” webpage at www.sos.ca.gov/elections/hava/state-plan/ so
everyone will have easy access to them.
Cost Summary
While the update, in various sections throughout the draft, references costs incurred and, in
some cases, projections of future costs, it is recommended that Section 6 or an addendum to
the update provide a cost summary that more clearly reports on allocation of HAVA funding to
date and delineates a plan for the allocation of remaining – and future – federally appropriated
funding. In its current form, the update seems disproportionate in its specificity with regard to
future HAVA expenditures with priority reference made to the funding needs of the VoteCal
project, but minimal reference to the manner in which remaining funding may be allocated
and/or approved for county-initiated compliance efforts. This is of considerable importance to
Los Angeles County with regard to preserving funding previously allocated to the County for
voting system replacement/modernization efforts. As a planning document, I would recommend
language that clearly states the intent to preserve unspent funding allocations where counties
have an identified and ongoing process in place to acquire or develop compliant voting systems.
RESPONSE
This comment includes two different requests for information.
The first request is for an accounting of HAVA funds previously allocated and spent. As the
comment indicates, information on prior use of HAVA funds is provided throughout the
document, giving the reader the programmatic context of the expenditures, in addition to the
dollar values (see Sections 1, 2, 3, 6, 10 and 12). To help clarify how money has been spent,
the Secretary of State will add a summary sheet showing receipt of funds, descriptions and
amounts of expenditures and balances to the State Plan update. The spending summary
requested by the comment will be provided in Section 12 of the State Plan because that section
provides readers with information about how the State succeeded in carrying out the State Plan
in previous years.
The second request appears to reference information already provided in Section 6. In that
section, the budget clearly identifies, as required by HAVA, the dedication of the funding that is
the subject of this State Plan update – Title II funding – which is used to meet Title III
requirements. Title III requirements include purchasing voting systems that meet HAVA Section
301 standards; providing voter information at polling places and providing provisional voting
rights; and creation of a statewide voter registration system as described by HAVA Section 303.
The budget in Section 6 reflects the continued commitment of the Secretary of State to the $195
million allocated to counties through contracts for voting system upgrades and allowable poll
worker training and voter education first initiated in December 2005. These funds, in fact, are
the funds allocated to Los Angeles County, and other counties, for voting system
replacement/modernization. This budget is the clear statement of intent to preserve that funding
allocation that the comment requests. Furthermore, the Secretary of State is in the process of
extending the contractual deadline for expenditure of those funds from December 31, 2010, to
December 31, 2012, subject to legislative approval. As the comment notes, completion of the
VoteCal project – the statewide voter registration database – required by HAVA Section 303 is
the other Title III eligible expense identified in the budget. The VoteCal project is one of the four
priority areas in Title III mentioned above that the funds being budgeted by this State Plan
update must be spent on first. As such, VoteCal is the other major expenditure identified in this
State Plan update budget.
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Local Government Grant Program
In this same realm, members of the HAVA State Plan Advisory Committee offered
recommendations for the establishment of a Local Government Grant Program as a means of
funding local initiatives and programs linked to the goals and principles articulated in the
Introduction Section of the update. The proposal was modeled after similar programs in place in
Washington and Florida. Such a program would enhance the nature of the update as a planning
tool and would provide both incentive and clarity to counties in continuing efforts to improve the
elections process in compliance with the Act.
RESPONSE
The Secretary of State appreciates the benefits to be gained from providing additional

resources for the types of activities identified by the advisory committee, including voter
education programs, election official and poll worker training, maintaining voting
equipment and modernizing polling places.
However, as the State Plan update draft language describing the grant program notes,
such a program would be contingent upon EAC guidance as to when State Plan update
budgeted funds may be used to improve the administration of elections.
Under HAVA, once the state certifies it complies with the HAVA Title III requirements
noted above, these funds may be used to improve the administration of elections (see
HAVA Sections 254(b)(2) and 251(b)(2)(A)). The Secretary of State has not yet
certified to HAVA Title III compliance. Therefore, funds budgeted under this State Plan
update must be used to meet Title III requirements. With the exception of voting system
maintenance, the elements proposed under the advisory committee’s Local
Government Grant Program are not Title III requirements. Voting system maintenance
is clearly an allowable expense and the Secretary of State has reimbursed counties for
these expenses. In addition, the Secretary of State’s office has allowed counties to
expend funds for voter education and poll worker training activities in certain
circumstances, as described in EAC guidance FAO 08-011 or whenever those costs fall
under the minimum requirements payment program created by the Secretary of State
pursuant to HAVA Section 251 (b)(2)(B).
Finally, the advisory committee’s proposed Local Grant Program recommended that
counties be allowed to use funds to improve polling place accessibility. There is an
existing program for these purposes that uses HAVA Section 261 funds, funding not
budgeted through another program outside the scope of this State Plan update. Under
that polling place accessibility improvement program, the Secretary of State provided all
counties with a proportionate share of $3.345 million in HAVA Section 261 funds. In
addition, the Secretary of State has awarded, through a competitive grant program, an
additional $2.6 million to 21 counties. A third round of competitive grants available to
counties that had not previously been awarded grants will be awarded later this year.
Lastly, in 2010 the Secretary of State updated the statewide guidelines used to assess
the physical access to polling places and allocated $176,000 in grants to counties, so
county surveyors could be trained on the new guidelines, as well as conduct surveys
and purchase mitigation supplies to improve accessibility.
Despite the limitations placed on the use of funding by HAVA, this State Plan update
provides the necessary flexibility to respond to the kinds of needs described in the
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advisory committee’s proposed Local Government Grant Program in the future. As the
budget in Section 6 explains, funds that do not need to be budgeted for Title III
purposes at this time will be used in the future either to meet Title III requirements or to
improve the administration of elections. As noted, the VoteCal statewide voter
registration system, a Title III requirement, has not yet gone out to rebid and Title III
compliance has not been certified at this time. Final costs for the VoteCal project,
including maintenance and operation costs, are unknown at this time. However, at the
appropriate time, this State Plan update, as drafted, will provide the Secretary of State
with the flexibility to meet mandated costs and other appropriate needs.
For these reasons, the advisory committee’s proposed Local Government Grant
program will not be included in the State Plan update.
Voter Education and Pollworker Training Funding
Likewise, with regard to references made in the update to the EAC’s guidance
memorandum regarding allocation of HAVA funding for voter education and poll worker
training, I urge you to take caution in how that reference is presented in the final update.
As has been previously discussed, EAC guidance on such matters should remain open
to interpretation and clarification. Memorializing agreement with or acquiescence to that
guidance in the update may have a limiting effect that is counter to the best interests of
the State and counties in the allocation of funding for activities many feel clearly fit
within the structure and intent of the Act. As you know, counties were previously
advised that there would be ongoing funding for HAVA related voter education and poll
worker training programs and had planned operations as such and, in several cases,
incurred significant costs based on approved spending plans submitted to your office.
RESPONSE
The Secretary of State’s office agrees without question that voter education and poll
worker training is a critical link in improving the administration of elections generally and
in implementing a law as sweeping as HAVA.
However, the EAC guidance is clear and determinative. This guidance was issued in
direct response to a request from the Secretary of State’s office in an effort to minimize
the risk that expenditures might be disallowed in an audit of the state’s HAVA program
and trigger a need for the state or counties to refund disallowed expenses to the federal
government. The Secretary of State appealed the EAC staff decision to the EAC
Commissioners at a March 20, 2008, public hearing, and made a request for an
advisory opinion on July 10, 2008. Unfortunately, the staff decision was upheld by the
Commission and as a result, funding for voter education and poll worker training is
allowable under only fairly narrow circumstances – when a new voting system is
deployed, or when counties use a paper-based, centrally tabulated voting system and
use a voter education program to prevent overvoting as provided for in Section 301
(a)(1)(B).
Your point that the EAC has the option of reversing its guidance in the future is
important. As such, language will be added to the State Plan update to emphasize that
the EAC decision was made at a point in time and could be altered or reversed in the
future.
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Election Training Fund
Page 43 of the Plan states that, “California’s initial State Plan and 2004 update
contemplated the creation of Election Academy to train prospective election officials. A
significant amount of the funding ($25 million) was earmarked for this purpose, but there
is no indication that any curriculum or program design work was initiated.” The Plan
then goes on to cite election official education efforts that are ongoing including the
California Association of Clerks and Election Officials (CACEO) CalPEAC election
officials training classes which address HAVA implementation and have taken place
during the life of prior versions of the State Plan.
Recognizing the value of the efforts outside of the Election Academy idea that are listed
on page 43, the implementation of the Election Academy – or something similar and
funded at the same level – would contribute significantly to the election profession in
California. As the Plan currently reads, it is not necessarily clear that there is or is not a
commitment to follow through with the Election Academy idea. As a planning tool, I
recommend the document recommit to this purpose.
RESPONSE
This issue is also subject to the limitations placed on the use of the Title II funds
budgeted in the State Plan update. As indicated previously, these funds must be used
exclusively for the purpose of meeting Title III requirements. Those Title III
requirements, as noted earlier, are purchasing voting systems that meet HAVA Section
301 standards; providing voter information at polling places and providing provisional
voting rights under HAVA Section 302; and creation of a statewide voter registration
system as described by HAVA Section 303.
An Election Academy as described in California’s initial 2003 HAVA State Plan is not a
Title III requirement and is therefore not an allowable expense. The Secretary of State
has, in the absence of creating an Election Academy taken other allowable steps to
inform and educate elections officials about HAVA. Those steps include maintaining
continual contact to serve as a liaison with federal agencies and clarify HAVA
administrative and policy matters; issuing memos on an as needed basis for those
same purposes; developing a HAVA compliance manual in collaboration with counties;
and providing Title I funding, which can be used for this purpose, to help fund the most
recent California Association of Clerks and Election Officials (CACEO) California
Professional Election Administration Credential (CalPEAC) program, the election
officials’ training and certification classes, which include HAVA curriculum.
VoteCal
Page 4 of the Plan documents the steps that have been taken in the development of
VoteCal, and concludes by stating, “The Secretary of State will be moving quickly to
assess lessons learned on the VoteCal project so far and determine the appropriate
next steps, including renewing efforts to contract with a private vendor to build and
deploy the VoteCal system.” Though the events leading to the VoteCal vendor contract
termination happened recently, it would be helpful to include a projected timeline for
completion of the various stages of VoteCal’s development. Additionally, it would be
helpful to identify the funding mechanism for the continuation of this project. If Title III
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funding is to be used, it would be helpful to state why and how this money will be used
here and in other sections that describe the VoteCal project.
RESPONSE
The projected timeline for the VoteCal is an estimate that became available on July 19,
2010 – 10 days after the close of the public comment period for the State Plan update.
The estimate for full deployment to all counties of the VoteCal system – June 2014 – is
included in a Special Project Report (SPR) that is still awaiting approval from state
oversight agencies. That approval must be granted before the Secretary of State can
begin preparing for release of a Request for Proposal (RFP) to seek bids for the project.
However, that projected timeline in the SPR is speculative – the schedule for full
deployment of the VoteCal system to all counties will be finalized in collaboration with
the vendor that is selected for the project. The expected timeline for award of a contract
to a vendor, which is also subject to change, anticipates awarding the contract to a
system integration vendor in September 2011. This new information will be added to
the State Plan update.
As to the question about the funding for the project, again, the VoteCal project is a Title
III requirement (see HAVA Section 303) and is required to be included in the State Plan
update budget. That is why the budget in Section 6 of this State Plan update clearly
includes the use of these funds for this purpose. Again, the budget in Section 6
identifies the $195 million that has been allocated to counties for voting system
purchases to meet the requirements of Section 301, and includes the best available
estimate at this time of $65.6 million to establish and deploy the VoteCal voter
registration system because these are the Title III requirements for which HAVA Title II
money, the money budgeted under this State Plan update, are intended as a first
priority.
Repeated Elements
Respecting the need for the update to be comprehensive in its treatment of each of the
13 sections, many elements are repeated several times, contributing to the length of the
document. As a result, from a transparency and public information perspective, the
repetition may make the update more complicated than necessary for readers.
There may be an opportunity to make the document more approachable by using
references to elements instead of repeating them verbatim. For example, there is
language regarding the Statewide Voter Registration Database and the Top-to-Bottom
Review that is repeated in multiple sections. The suggestion is that those elements –
when they are subsequently duplications of the same information – be noted by
reference rather than repeated.
RESPONSE
HAVA is a complex measure and the steps taken to implement HAVA’s requirements
are even more complex. It was considered helpful for purposes of clarity, therefore, to
provide a full explanation of the steps taken for HAVA implementation in each section of
the plan where it was appropriate. This approach makes it possible to read each
section of the plan independently without losing content and context.
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Revising the State Plan update as proposed could have the unintended effect of making
the document less clear and more ambiguous, and risks leaving out information the
public may consider useful and helpful.
(END OF COMMENTS)
Again, I thank you for the opportunity to review the final draft and present comments. I
appreciate the extensive efforts of your staff and their responsiveness to inquiries made
throughout the process on behalf of Los Angeles County and the HAVA State Plan
Advisory Committee.
Please feel free to contact me if you would like to discuss any of these
recommendations in greater detail.
Sincerely,
DEAN C. LOGAN
Registrar-Recorder/County Clerk

From: California Association of Clerks and Elections Officials (Vice President Gail
Pellerin)
July 9, 2010
Honorable Debra Bowen
Attention: Chris Reynolds
Secretary of State
State of California
1500 11th Street, 6th Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: California Association of Clerks and Election Officials comments on HAVA
State Plan
Dear Secretary Bowen,
The California Association of Clerks and Election Officials (CACEO) greatly appreciates
the effort that has gone into producing the Help America Vote Act State Plan Update
(the Plan). As part of the public comment process, we would like to highlight some
areas of interest that emerged upon review of the document.
Voter Education and Pollworker Training Funding
Many counties have found the recent developments regarding a referenced Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) opinion extremely problematic. (See for example the
reference to EAC “guidance”, page 36 bottom paragraph.) We would hope that the
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State Plan would not be positioned to accept this opinion as final and/or noncontroversial since it – in mid stream and without notice – changed the general
character of California counties long and short term commitments to voter education
and pollworker training.
That is, from the initiation of state 301 contracts and up to the time that this EAC opinion
was made known to counties, there can be no doubt that counties were under the
specific impression that there would be ongoing funding for HAVA related Voter
Education and Pollworker training programs and had planned operations as such and,
indeed in some cases, incurred significant costs based on this impression.
We would suggest that the Plan reflect this state of affairs.
RESPONSE
The Secretary of State’s office agrees without question that voter education and poll
worker training is a critical link in improving the administration of elections generally and
in implementing a law as sweeping as HAVA.
However, the EAC guidance is clear and determinative. This guidance was issued in
direct response to a request from the Secretary of State’s office in an effort to minimize
the risk that expenditures might be disallowed in an audit of the state’s HAVA program
and trigger a need for the state or counties to refund disallowed expenses to the federal
government. The Secretary of State appealed the EAC staff decision to the EAC
Commissioners at a March 20, 2008, public hearing, and made a request for an
advisory opinion on July 10, 2008. Unfortunately, the staff decision was upheld by the
Commission and as a result funding for voter education and poll worker training is
allowable under only fairly narrow circumstances – when a new voting system is
deployed, or when counties use a paper-based, centrally tabulated voting system and
use a voter education program to prevent overvoting as provided for in HAVA Section
301 (a)(1)(B).
Your point that the EAC has the option of reversing its guidance in the future is
important. As such, language will be added to the State Plan update to emphasize that
the EAC decision was made at a point in time and could be altered or reversed in the
future.
Election Training Fund
Page 43 and 73 of the Plan state that, “California’s initial State Plan and 2004 update
contemplated the creation of Election Academy to train prospective election officials. A
significant amount of the funding - $25 million was earmarked for this purpose, but there
is no indication that any curriculum or program design work was initiated.” The Plan
then goes on to cite election official education efforts that are ongoing including the
CACEO California Professional Elections Administration Credential (CalPEAC) election
officials training classes which address HAVA implementation that have taken place
during the course of the prior Plans.
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Although we recognize the value of the efforts outside of the Election Academy idea that
are listed on pages 43 and 73, we feel that the implementation of the Election Academy
– or something very similar and funded at the same level – would contribute significantly
to the election profession in California.
As the Plan currently reads, it is not necessarily clear that there is or is not a
commitment to follow through with the Election Academy idea. We would suggest that
the Plan address this concern clearly.
We would also specifically suggest that the first sentence of the last bullet on page 73
read "Finally, the initial State Plan allocated $25 million for an Election Academy, which
was incorporated into the 2004 State Plan updated, was not implemented” to include
the exact dollar figure that was originally allocated.
RESPONSE
This issue is also subject to the limitation placed on the use of the Title II funds
budgeted in the State Plan update. As indicated previously, these funds must be used
exclusively for the purpose of meeting Title III requirements. Those Title III
requirements, as noted earlier, are purchasing voting systems that meet HAVA Section
301 standards; providing voter information at polling places and providing provisional
voting rights under HAVA Section 302; and creation of a statewide voter registration
system as described by HAVA Section 303.
An Election Academy as described in California’s initial 2003 HAVA State Plan is not a
Title III requirement and is therefore not an allowable expense. The Secretary of State
has, in the absence of creating an Election Academy taken other allowable steps to
inform and educate elections officials about HAVA. Those steps include maintaining
continual contact to serve as a liaison with federal agencies and clarify HAVA
administrative and policy matters; issuing memos on an as needed basis for those
same purposes; developing a HAVA compliance manual in collaboration with counties;
and providing Title I funding, which can be used for this purpose, to help fund the most
recent California Association of Clerks and Election Officials (CACEO) California
Professional Election Administration Credential (CalPEAC) program, the election
officials’ training and certification classes, which include HAVA curriculum.
Regarding the request for the exact dollar figure that was originally allocated, the
sentence quoted verbatim from the State Plan update includes the exact dollar figure
that was originally allocated – $25 million.
VoteCal
Page 4 of the Plan documents the steps that have been taken in the development of
VoteCal, and concludes by stating, “The Secretary of State will be moving quickly to
assess lessons learned on the VoteCal project so far and determine the appropriate
next steps, including renewing efforts to contract with a private vendor to build and
deploy the VoteCal system.” Though the events leading to the VoteCal vendor contract
termination happened recently, it would be helpful to include a projected timeline for
completion of the various stages of VoteCal’s development. Additionally, it would be
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helpful to identify the funding mechanism for the continuation of this project. If Title III
funding is to be used, it would be helpful to state why and how this money will be used
here and in other sections that describe the VoteCal project.
RESPONSE
The projected timeline for the VoteCal is an estimate that became available on July 19,
2010 – 10 days after the close of the public comment period for the State Plan update.
The estimate for full deployment to all counties of the VoteCal system – June 2014 – is
included in a Special Project Report (SPR) that is still awaiting approval from state
oversight agencies. That approval must be granted before the Secretary of State can
begin preparing for release of a Request for Proposal (RFP) to seek bids for the project.
However, that projected timeline in the SPR is speculative – the schedule for full
deployment of the VoteCal system to all counties will be finalized in collaboration with
the vendor that is selected for the project. The expected timeline for award of a contract
to a vendor, which is also subject to change, anticipates awarding the contract to a
system integration vendor in September 2011. This new information will be added to
the State Plan update.
As to the question about the funding for the project, again, the VoteCal project is a Title
III requirement (see HAVA Section 303) and is required to be included in the State Plan
update budget. That is why the budget in Section 6 of this State Plan update clearly
includes the use of these funds for this purpose. Again, the budget in Section 6
identifies the $195 million that has been allocated to counties for voting system
purchases to meet the requirements of Section 301, and includes the best available
estimate at this time of $65.6 million to establish and deploy the VoteCal voter
registration system because these are the Title III requirements for which HAVA Title II
money, the money budgeted under this State Plan update, are intended as a first
priority.
Cost Summary
Although costs incurred and projected to be incurred appear throughout the document,
it would be extremely beneficial for the Plan to include a summary chart or line item list
in the Overview or in an appendix of total costs incurred to date and fund balance and –
if possible – line item projections of costs to be incurred. Although we understand that
this may be difficult given that the document points out that HAVA implementation
issues are still in flux, it still seems that it would be of much value to include such a
summary document.
RESPONSE
This comment includes two different requests for information.
The first request is for an accounting of HAVA funds previously allocated and spent. As
the comment indicates, information on prior use of HAVA funds is provided throughout
the document, giving the reader the programmatic context of the expenditures, in
addition to the dollar values (see Sections 1, 2, 3, 6, 10 and 12). To help clarify how
money has been spent, the Secretary of State will add a summary sheet showing
receipt of funds, descriptions and amounts of expenditures and balances to the State
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Plan update. The spending summary requested by the comment will be provided in
Section 12 of the State Plan because that section provides readers with information
about how the State succeeded in carrying out the State Plan in previous years.
The second request appears to reference information already provided in Section 6. In
that section, the budget clearly identifies, as required by HAVA, the dedication of the
funding that is the subject of this State Plan update – Title II funding – which is used to
meet Title III requirements. Title III requirements include purchasing voting systems
that meet HAVA Section 301 standards; providing voter information at polling places
and providing provisional voting rights; and creation of a statewide voter registration
system as described by HAVA Section 303. The budget in Section 6 reflects the
continued commitment of the Secretary of State to the $195 million allocated to counties
through contracts for voting system upgrades and allowable poll worker training and
voter education first initiated in December 2005. These funds, in fact, are the funds
allocated to counties, for voting system replacement/modernization. This budget is the
clear statement of intent to preserve that funding allocation that the comment requests.
Furthermore, the Secretary of State is in the process now of extending the contractual
deadline for expenditure of those funds from December 31, 2010, to December 31,
2012, subject to legislative approval. As the comment notes, completion of the VoteCal
project – the statewide voter registration database – required by HAVA Section 303 is
the other Title III eligible expense identified in the budget. The VoteCal project is one of
the four priority areas in Title III mentioned above that the funds being budgeted by this
State Plan update must be spent on first. As such, VoteCal is the other major
expenditure identified in this State Plan update budget.
Repeated Elements
We greatly respect the need for the Plan to be comprehensive and its treatment of each
of the 13 sections – without doubt – was aimed at being as thorough as possible.
However, in being comprehensive, many elements are repeated several times –
verbatim or nearly so - which contributes to the documents length. That length may
make the Plan difficult to approach or understand.
We would suggest that there may be an opportunity to make the document more
approachable by using references to elements instead of repeating them verbatim or
nearly so. For example, there is language regarding the Statewide database and the
Top-to-Bottom-Review that is repeated exactly or almost exactly in some areas of the
document. Our suggestion would be that those elements – when they are subsequently
repeated – be repeated by reference rather than at length.
RESPONSE
HAVA is a complex measure and the implementation measures taken to respond to
HAVA requirements are even more complex. It was considered helpful for purposes of
clarity, therefore, to provide a full explanation of the steps taken for HAVA
implementation in each section of the plan where it was appropriate. This approach
makes it possible to read each section of the plan independently without losing content
and context.
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Revising the State Plan update as proposed could have the unintended effect of making
the document less clear and more ambiguous, and risks leaving out information the
public may consider useful and helpful.
Approval Orders
Page 46, second paragraph, the Plan states that on August 3, 2007, “withdrawal of
approval and approval orders based upon the findings of the top-to-bottom review for
voting systems by three vendors” were released. We feel that it would be more
accurate to state that the final approval orders were issued at the end of October 2007.
RESPONSE
The Secretary of State issued the final withdrawal and approval orders on August 3,
2007. However, as the comment indicates, those final withdrawal and approval orders
were subsequently amended in October 2007. The State Plan update will be amended
on Page 46 to reflect this fact.
Plan Deviation
Page 71 describes “factors that contributed to deviations in steps outlined in earlier
State Plans …” We would suggest that point number 4 (“Delay in receiving HAVA
funding and HAVA guidance”) should contain more information regarding specific
details regarding ongoing interpretations that effectively made budget planning
throughout the state a kind of moving target. (See, for example, the EAC interpretation
that is referenced in Voter Education and Pollworker Training Funding above.)
RESPONSE
This comment is correct and the State Plan update will be amended on Page 71.
Modified Primary vs. Proposition 14
Page 10 of the Plan describes various unique circumstances that add to the complexity
of California’s election, including the third bullet point which describes primary election
participation rules. This section will need to be updated to reflect the new Proposition 14
primary election system and the handling of decline to state voters, if this section is to
remain at all.
RESPONSE
The passage of Proposition 14 at the June 8, 2010, Statewide Primary Election
preceded the release of the State Plan update on June 10 by two days. The State plan
update will be amended to note the passage of Proposition 14.
(END OF COMMENTS)

Thank you again for accepting our commentary regarding the State Plan.
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If you have questions, please contact CACEO Vice-President Gail Pellerin at 831-4542419.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Martinez
CACEO President

________________________________________
Gail L. Pellerin
CACEO Vice-President

From: Sacramento County Registrar of Voters Jill LaVine (email message)
"Thank you for this opportunity to comment. I have read the comments made by the
CACEO and I agree with all of them. In addition I had a few suggestions.
RESPONSE
Regarding agreement with comments made by CACEO, see above responses.
Page 38 - Election Code 12309 is cited for the reason Inspectors are to be trained. You
also need to include EC 19340 for the reason the first time poll workers need to be
trained.
RESPONSE
The suggested clarification will provide readers with a better understanding of poll
worker training requirements under California law and the State Plan update will be
amended to include this clarification.
Page 63 - the document lists the benchmarks used to meet the HAVA requirements.
After most of the bullet items, a link is listed for more details. Where is the link for the
parallel monitoring reports? Is it no longer available? Can it be accessed by a paper
copy?
RESPONSE
The State Plan update will be amended to include a link to these reports.
I have the same question for the bullet item on Monitoring and documenting Election
Day concerns. No report or link is available.
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RESPONSE
The State Plan update will be amended to include a link to the Election Day Observation
and Poll Monitoring program reports.
Page 71 - after the bulleted list, this sentence is difficult to read/understand - "Actual
experience with administering this critical federal program has also informed the SOS's
efforts to implement the State Plan."
RESPONSE
The State Plan update will be amended to re-write the sentence to read: “The original
State Plan was enacted in 2003 and updated in 2004. Both the original Plan and the
subsequent update were done prior to the state embarking on any HAVA
implementation efforts. Now, six years after the adoption of the last State Plan update,
the Secretary of State has learned a great deal in terms of efforts to implement HAVA.
This State Plan update is a reflection in part of what the Secretary of State has learned
since the office first began to implement HAVA in 2005.”
Page 81 - on June 7,2010, it states that the SOS has mailed notice to 50 statewide
organizations for comments. Could a list of these organizations be made available on
request or referenced in this document?
RESPONSE
Adding this information to the State Plan update would increase the size and the cost of
reproducing the State Plan update, as required, in the Federal Register. However, to
make the process as transparent as possible, the Secretary of State will post this
information, as well as other supporting documentation about the process of developing
the Draft State Plan update, on the “HAVA State Plan 2010 Update” webpage at
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/hava/state-plan/.
(END OF COMMENTS)
Jill
Jill LaVine, Registrar of Voters, County of Sacramento, 7000 65th Street, Suite A,
Sacramento, CA 95823, 916-875-6558, Fax 916-876-5130
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From: Disability Rights California
July 9, 2010
Secretary of State
Attn: Chris Reynolds
1500 11th St., 6th Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814
Via Email to: havapubliccomments@sos.ca.gov
RE: HAVA State Plan Comments
Dear Secretary of State Bowen:
Disability Rights California is an independent, non-profit, statewide
organization mandated by the federal government to provide legal services to
individuals with disabilities in California regarding their disability, civil and service rights.
Disability Rights California is authorized under various federal statutes to ensure the
protection and advocacy of all individuals with disabilities in the state and is the
protection and advocacy system in California. Under the Help America Vote Act of 2002
(HAVA), Disability Rights California is charged with ensuring "the full participation in the
electoral process for individuals with disabilities, including registering to vote, casting a
vote and accessing polling places." 42 U.S.C. §15461.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the HAVA State Plan. Overall,
Disability Rights California is pleased with the Plan, as it addresses many issues that
people with disabilities have with voting systems in California. However, there are some
areas of concern we wish to call your attention to.
Overview and lntroduction
No comments.
Section One
No comments.
Section Two
According to the current HAVA plan description under Section Two [§254(a)(2)], the
Secretary of State executes contracts with counties to engage in and be reimbursed for
HAVA activities. Counties are only reimbursed for those activities which are authorized
by HAVA, and thus can be effectively monitored for compliance with HAVA.
Unfortunately, even if a county's spending is in compliance with HAVA, the county might
be prevented from the use of their purchases. In particular, we are concerned that
counties will be prevented from using more than one accessible machine per polling
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place, even where such purchases were authorized by HAVA. For example, we
understand that Santa Cruz County was able to purchase several Section 301 (a)(3)(a)
compliant voting machines, but when the Secretary of State decide, as part of the "Topto-Bottom Review" process that only one of these systems can be in each polling place,
they had to use their allotted funds to pay for storing the machines instead.
We believe voters with disabilities would be best served by increased availability of (and
decreased stigmatization of) voting machines that are accessible to individuals with
disabilities, i.e., voting machines which would meet the requirements of HAVA §301(
a)(3).
We believe this can be best achieved if there is the option at the county level to obtain
increased numbers of accessible voting machines, so that the local decision makers
can arrange for increased accessible voting machines proportional to local need.
We therefore recommend that the Secretary of State encourage counties to evaluate
whether additional accessible voting machines could be used in a particular polling
place. If additional machines are needed, the Secretary of State should provide the
county support in acquiring additional HAVA compliant machines with available HAVA
or Maintenance of Effort (MOE) funding.
RESPONSE
The withdrawals of approval and re-approvals issued for two of the voting systems
subjected to the top-to-bottom review, Sequoia and Diebold/Premier, specified that one
direct recording electronic (DRE) voting unit shall be deployed per precinct. The reapprovals do allow counties to have a second DRE voting unit per precinct so a back-up
unit is available in the event a DRE voting unit is taken out of service for any reason.
The reapproval condition allowing one DRE voting per voting precinct does not apply to
one of the voting systems subjected to the top-to-bottom review – the Hart Intercivic
voting system. There is also no restriction on the number of ES&S Automark ballotmarking devices that can be deployed per voting precinct.
These conditions of voting system use are in place because the Secretary of State’s
top-to-bottom review detailed a number of security vulnerabilities in all of the voting
systems tested. Based on these findings, the Secretary of State has limited the use of
certain DRE voting machines. It was also determined that some of the problems
discovered in the review can be mitigated if appropriate security and auditing
procedures are in place. Therefore, the Secretary of State placed new conditions that
will enhance the security of these voting systems. For these reasons, this condition of
use for these voting systems will remain in place.
Section Two also addresses Secretary of State Bowen's 2010 expansion of the 2006
poll worker training guidelines. We strongly support the portion of these guidelines that
covers the following topics:


How to operate the DRE, or other voting machines accessible to individuals with
disabilities. At such time as poll workers are trained on how to set up the
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accessible voting machines, they should also be trained on how to cast a vote
using the machine so they can instruct the voter.


Disability sensitivity.



Information on the legal rights of people with disabilities to vote. For example,
people with disabilities have the right to vote unless a judge has ruled the person
incapable of casting a vote.



Ensuring that the entire polling place is accessible to persons with disabilities,
including monitoring the location to check that the building remains accessible,
and making sure that any signs directing voters to the accessible entrance are
accurate.

However, in the course of observing poll worker trainings in four counties in California,
we have noticed that not all of "these issues are covered in every poll worker training,
with some issues not covered in my of the trainings we observed.
Therefore, we would like; to see increased oversight by the Secretary of State to ensure
that the guidelines are actually applied in practice.
RESPONSE
Although accessibility is one of the dominant themes in HAVA, the specific Title III
requirement for accessibility is found in voting system standards in Section 301. And as
indicated in responses to other comments on the State Plan update, poll worker training
is not a requirement of Title III. Again, EAC guidance (FAO 08-011) limits the ability to
use HAVA funds for these purposes. However, the Secretary of State has taken a
number of steps, especially recently, on her own and under the grant program found in
HAVA Section 261. As the comment indicates, the Secretary of State recently took the
initiative to expand the standards for poll worker training. The guidelines used to
assess the accessibility of polling places, which were last issued in 2001, were updated
this year also. An earlier $3.345 million grant program allocated funds to all counties to
improve physical access to polling places, and $2.6 million in competitive grants have
been awarded to 21 counties in the last two years. In the past six months, the
Secretary of State allocated $176,000 in grants to counties, so county surveyors could
be trained on the new guidelines, as well as conduct surveys and purchase mitigation
supplies to improve accessibility. A DVD of the training classes conducted by the
California Department of Rehabilitation is being produced that will be provided to all
counties in the coming months.
These steps were accomplished with the resources available to the Secretary of State
and it is hoped county elections officials, which have statutory authority and
responsibility for training poll workers have benefited from these efforts.
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Section Three
Leading up to the November 2004 General Election, the Secretary of State earmarked
$9.9 million in HAVA Section 101 funding to counties for poll worker training and voter
education grants.
California's initial State Plan and 2084 update contemplated the creation of an Election
Academy to train prospective election officials. A significant amount of funding- $25
million-was earmarked for this purpose, but there is no indication that an actual
curriculum or program design was initiated.
As stated above, Disability Rights California staff observed poll worker training in four
counties. In spite of the existence of the poll worker training guidance on the Secretary
of State web site, the trainings were strikingly dissimilar, especially as they related to
voters with disabilities. We encourage you to consider developing an "Election
Academy". Were there an academy - there could be uniformity in instructors who travel
from county to county giving uniform, comprehensive instruction to poll workers.
RESPONSE
As indicated in responses to other comments on the State Plan update, this issue is
subject to the limitation placed on the use of the Title II funds budgeted in the State Plan
update. As indicated previously (see response to Los Angeles County and CACEO
comments), at this time these funds are to be used exclusively for the purpose of
meeting Title III requirements. Those Title III requirements, as noted earlier, are
purchasing voting systems that meet HAVA Section 301 standards; providing voter
information at polling places and providing provisional voting rights under HAVA Section
302; and creation of a statewide voter registration system as described by HAVA
Section 303. An Election Academy as described in California’s initial 2003 HAVA State
Plan is not a Title III requirement and is therefore not an allowable expense. The
Secretary of State has, in the absence of the creation of an Election Academy taken
other allowable steps to inform and educate elections officials about HAVA. Those
steps include maintaining continual contact to serve as a liaison with federal agencies
and clarify HAVA administrative and policy matters; issuing memos on an as needed
basis for those same purposes; developing a HAVA compliance manual in collaboration
with counties; and providing Title I funding, which can be used for this purpose, to help
fund the most recent California Association of Clerks and Election Officials (CACEO)
CalPEAC election officials training and certification classes.
Section Four
We continue to disagree with the Secretary of State's requirement that counties have
one and only one direct recording electronic voting system (DRE) per precinct that is
accessible to people with disabilities. This unnecessarily limits equal access to voting
for people with disabilities and
is contrary to Section 301(e)(3)(81) of the Help America Vote Act.
At the conclusion of the "Top to Bottom Review," it was decided that counties can only
have one DRE machine at each polling place. See Press Release from the Office of the
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Secretary of State dated August 3, 2007, available at https://www.sos.ca.gov/votingsystems/oversight/ttbr/db07-042-ttbr-system-decisions-reIease.pdf. This is contrary to
federal law, which requires at least one DRE or other accessible voting system per
polling place.
We acknowledge that ballots cast on a DRE may raise some security concerns for
some voters. However, limiting the number of accessible voting systems to only one
prohibits counties from making individualized decisions about the number of accessible
voting systems that will meet the needs of voters with disabilities in their region. County
election officials are in the best position to determine the number of accessible voting
machines to place at a polling location. For example, at a poll monitor training that
Disability Rights California staff attended, a poll monitor asked if they could request
additional accessible voting machines since there are a lot of voters with disabilities in
the precinct and there is usually a line for the DRE. Unfortunately, the answer was no,
because only one accessible machine is allowed per polling place.
Only allowing one accessible machine per polling place perpetuates the stigmatization
and segregation of people with disabilities. In many counties, voters use an accessible
machine can be presumed to be voters with disabilities since nondisabled voters are
often discouraged from using DREs. Disability Rights California staff observed poll
worker training in four counties. In two of those counties, poll workers were told to only
encourage voters with obvious mobility or vision disabilities to use DREs. This
perpetuates stigma and discrimination of people with disabilities, and may raise privacy
concerns if only one or two people use the DRE. 1
Disability Rights California encourages the restoration of the HAVA requirement that at
least one accessible voting system be available in each polling place rather than
restricting the policy to only one per polling place.
RESPONSE
The assertion that the Secretary of State’s decision to limit the use of certain DRE
machines to one per precinct is not consistent with federal law is inaccurate. Federal
law requires at least one accessibly voting unit to be available in each polling place and
the Secretary’s voting system approval documents comply with that requirement
entirely.
Section Five, Six, Seven
No comments.
Section Eight
We continue to strongly recommend that the Secretary of State survey all voters who
use the accessible voting system polling places to identify problems and issues with
accessible voting systems after each state election.
1

We appreciate the Secretary of State's repeal of the rule requiring five people using a
DRE voting machine before the votes could be counted.
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One of the main points of Section 301 is to provide accessible voting systems for people
with disabilities so they can vote in a private and independent manner. It is important
that voters have an opportunity to tell the election officials and the Secretary of State
whether or not this goal has been met. We do not believe simply identifying '"incident
reports" will capture the information needed to evaluate the accessibility of California's
voting systems.
Additionally, we noted an error on page 63 for the link to the Election Day Observation
reports. When we clicked on the link
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/voting_systems/historic/historic_pm.htm, we reached a page
stating "The page you are looking for cannot be found." However, we located the
document at the following address: http://www.sos.ca.gov/votingsystems/oversight/eday-reports.htm.
RESPONSE
Surveying voters, particularly voters with disabilities, to gain insight into their
experiences with the electoral process has been discussed by the Voting Accessibility
Advisory Committee established by the Secretary of State. The Secretary of State
looks forward to reviewing any survey data gathered by Disability Rights California and
any other organization regarding the Election Day experiences of voters.
The appropriate link will be provided for the Election Day Observation reports in the final
State Plan update.
Section Nine
Information about the State's HAVA complaint process remains difficult to find on the
Secretary of State's website. This is due to the fact that the same complaint form is
used by the State for general complaints as well as those directed towards fraud
allegations and HAVA compliance problems.
We recommend that the HAVA complaint process and form be accessible from the
home page and identified clearly with a banner and link.
We also recommend that the complaint form be revised in a manner which helps the
complainant identify the HAVA violation at issue. For example, the addition of boxes
which the voter could check to indicate the topic(s) of their complaint such as ''I was not
able to cast my ballot in private" or "I was not allowed an opportunity to verify my
selections before casting my
ballot." 2

2

See, Mississippi's HAVA Complaint form at:
http://www.sos.ms.gov/links/elections/home/tab1/HAVAComplaintForm.pdf
See also, Colorado's HAVA complaint form at:
http://www.elections.colorado.gov/content/Documents/Clerks%20Corner/SOS%20Appr
oved%20Forms/2008_forms/HAVA_compIaint_form_05.15.08.pdf.
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Lastly, we recommend providing information on the website about how a voter who
encounter accessibility barriers in completing the complaint form may request a
reasonable accommodation from the Secretary of State's office.
RESPONSE
A direct link to the complaint form referenced in the comment is provided on the
Secretary of State’s Elections Division main page under the heading “Voter
Information.” This is the same location as complaint forms from other states
recommended to the Secretary of State in the footnote, and seems an appropriate
location.
A separate complaint form is now provided for HAVA complaints, in part because
federal requirements for HAVA complaints differ from state requirements (HAVA
complaints must be notarized, for instance).
The form currently includes “For more information or assistance” and lists the Secretary
of State’s voter information hotline contact number. However, specifying that
assistance “filling out the form” will be provided may be a useful clarification and will be
added to the form.
Section Ten
We suggest adding more detail to this section. Although it gives a general sense of
where the money allocated for the purposes noted was spent, it includes little specifics
concerning the programs. It would be helpful to know specifically what the nature of the
funded programs were, who the partners were, how often the activities were conducted
and how many voters or poll workers were trained. The lack of data makes it difficult to
determine the effectiveness of the funded programs.
RESPONSE
This comment is similar to those provided by Los Angeles County and the CACEO. As
indicated in responses to those comments, to help clarify how money has been spent,
the Secretary of State will add a summary sheet showing receipt of funds, descriptions
and amounts of expenditures and balances to the State Plan update. The summary will
be provided in Section 10 of the State Plan because that section provides readers with
information about Title I expenditures for the purposes of meeting HAVA Title III
requirements, the spending the comment seeks to summarize.
Section Eleven
The state has made meaningful steps to increase communication about the
implementation of HAVA. We hope the Secretary of State's office will continue to do all
it can to meet with stakeholders and get input from the public.
RESPONSE
The Secretary of State will continue those meaningful steps to communicate with
interested parties, including taking proactive steps such as meeting with members of the
Voting Accessibility Advisory Committee established by the Secretary of State and
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maintaining continual communication with elections officials through participation in
CACEO monthly meetings and in monthly calls with all counties initiated by the
Secretary of State.
(END OF COMMENTS)
In closing, thank you again for the opportunity to provide input and feel free to contact
us if you have any questions about our comments. Further if you would like us to give
you specific language in "addition and strikeout" style, please let us know.
Very truly yours,
Margaret Johnson
Advocacy Director
Hillary Sklar
Staff Attorney
Fred Nisen
Staff Attorney

From: California Common Cause

July 9, 2010
Honorable Debra Bowen
California Secretary of State
Attn: Chris Reynolds
1500 11th Street, Sixth Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814
RE: HAVA State Plan 2010 Update
Dear Secretary Bowen:
On behalf of California Common Cause, I write to thank you for convening the Help
America Vote Act State Plan Advisory Committee (HAVA Advisory Committee) to
participate in a process of providing insight and input to California’s 2010 State Plan
Update. In particular, we acknowledge the tremendous amount of time and effort that
Chris Reynolds and numerous other Secretary of State staff have put into meeting with
the HAVA Advisory Committee and writing the various iterations of a draft State Plan. I
believe there was a significant amount of concurrence between the various members of
the HAVA Advisory Committee, which included county voter registrars, voting rights
organizations, good government groups, and academics.
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Based on the overall discussion of the HAVA Advisory Committee, the consensus of the
group was to create a State Plan Update that would both provide both a historical
review of California’s experience with election issues and efforts to meet the
requirements of the Help America Vote Act, as well as serve as a road map for how the
state would meet its continuing HAVA obligations as well as to set a standard for
effective, responsive and accessible voting in the future. The SOS staff have effectively
written a document that provides a good historical review.
Introduction
The language in the Introductory Section is much improved and reflects many of the
comments provided by the HAVA Advisory Committee. In a joint letter from several
Committee members sent in February 2009, we recommended a list of goals which we
observe have been largely included in the Introduction. One omission was any
reference to goals surrounding the implementation of a statewide voter registration
database. Our recommended sentence was: “California will ensure that the statewide
voter registration database is designed and maintained in a manner that is integrated
with its voter registration efforts.” We do suggest that some language be included in
this statement of goals that references the creation of a functional statewide database.
RESPONSE
The specific language provided to the Secretary of State seems somewhat ambiguous
with respect to intent, since the main purpose of a statewide voter registration database
is to ensure people who want to register to vote have their registration information
accurately captured. The Secretary of State will add the following language to the
Introduction section: “The Secretary of State will ensure the statewide voter registration
system required by HAVA is designed and operated in a manner that is consistent with
HAVA Section 303 requirements to ensure that every legally registered voter is included
in the VoteCal system and that no eligible voters be removed from the list.”
Section 6
However, we believe that the State Plan Update should reflect the input of the HAVA
Advisory Committee to include a more clear description of plans for the future. Both in
meeting discussions as well as in a letter sent in February 2010, the HAVA Advisory
Committee members made specific recommendations of future plans and performance
measures that should be included. At least two sections where future plans can be
delineated in greater detail are Sections 6 and 8.
The HAVA Advisory Committee generally agreed that plans should be laid out in
Section 6 for how HAVA funds should be spent, in the event that all HAVA requirements
had been met, including the implementation of the Statewide Voter Registration
Database. The HAVA Advisory Committee proposed in a February letter that the
Secretary of State set up Local Government Grant Program similar to other states to
review proposals from counties to disperse grants that would fulfill the overall mission of
HAVA. We believe that the current draft does an excellent job of laying out the plans for
expending funds to establish the database, as the final specific requirement of HAVA
left for the state to fulfill. The State Plan should additionally lay out a framework for
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deciding how any residual funds would be spent. This framework might not be
implemented until after the database was implemented and operational. However,
setting up the framework, whether it is the Local Government Grant Program, or another
framework, in advance would lead to greater transparency about the process and allow
counties to make longer term plans around voting systems and operations investments.
The Overview of the State Plan lays out the steps that have been taken in the
development of VoteCal. We recommend that the language in Section 6, starting on
Page 49 not simply be a restatement of the language in the Overview, but that it provide
greater detail as to the challenges of implementing a statewide database in California,
and also include a projected timeline for completion of the various stages of the
Statewide Voter Registration Database’s development.
RESPONSE
As discussed in responses to similar comments raised by Los Angeles County, the
Secretary of State appreciates the benefits to be gained from providing additional
resources for the types of activities identified by the advisory committee, including voter
education programs, election official and poll worker training, maintaining voting
equipment and modernizing polling places.
However, as the comment and State Plan update draft language describing the grant
program notes, such a program would be contingent upon EAC guidance as to when
State Plan update budgeted funds may be used to improve the administration of
elections.
According to HAVA, once the state certifies it complies with the HAVA Title III
requirements noted above, these funds may be used to improve the administration of
elections (see HAVA Sections 254(b)(2) and 251(b)(2)(A)). The Secretary of State has
not yet certified to HAVA Title III compliance. Therefore, funds budgeted under this
State Plan update must be used to meet Title III requirements. With the exception of
voting system maintenance, the elements proposed under the advisory committee’s
Local Government Grant Program are not Title III requirements. Voting system
maintenance is clearly an allowable expense and the Secretary of State has reimbursed
counties for these expenses. In addition, the Secretary of State’s office has allowed
counties to expend funds for voter education and poll worker training activities in certain
circumstances, as described in EAC guidance FAO 08-011 and whenever those costs
fall under the minimum requirements payment program created by the Secretary of
State pursuant to HAVA Section 251 (b)(2)(B).
Finally, the advisory committee’s proposed Local Grant Program recommended that
counties be allowed to use funds to improve polling place accessibility. There is an
existing program for these purposes that uses HAVA Section 261 funds, funding that is
not reflected in this State Plan update. Under that polling place accessibility
improvement program, the Secretary of State provided all counties with a proportionate
share of $3.345 million in HAVA Section 261 funds. In addition, the Secretary of State
has awarded, through a competitive grant program, an additional $2.6 million to 21
counties. A third round of competitive grants available to counties that had not
previously been awarded grants will be awarded later this year. Lastly, in 2010 the
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Secretary of State updated the statewide guidelines used to assess the physical access
to polling places and allocated $176,000 in grants to counties, so county surveyors
could be trained on the new guidelines, as well as conduct surveys and purchase
mitigation supplies to improve accessibility.
Despite the limitations placed on the use of funding by HAVA, this State Plan update
provides the necessary flexibility to respond to the kinds of needs described in the
advisory committee’s proposed Local Government Grant Program in the future. As the
budget in Section 6 explains, funds that do not need to be budgeted for Title III
purposes at this time will be used in the future either to meet Title III requirements or to
improve the administration of elections. As noted, the VoteCal statewide voter
registration system, a Title III requirement, has not yet gone out for rebid and Title III
compliance has not been certified at this time. Final costs for the VoteCal project,
including maintenance and operation costs, are unknown at this time. However, at the
appropriate time, this State Plan update, as drafted, will provide the Secretary of State
with the flexibility to meet mandated costs and other appropriate needs.
For these reasons, the advisory committee’s proposed Local Government Grant
program will not be included in the State Plan update.
As regards additional language to describe the challenges and timeline for
implementing the VoteCal project, there is information on the Secretary of State’s
website that describes in great detail the efforts that have been made thus far at
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/votecal/, which speak to the complexity of the project. It
should be noted that the scope of the VoteCal project is undergoing review, based on
lessons learned to date, a process that will take months to complete. That process may
result in changes to the project scope.
The projected timeline for the VoteCal is an estimate that became available on July 19,
2010 – 10 days after the close of the public comment period for the State Plan update.
The estimate for full deployment to all counties of the VoteCal system – June 2014 – is
included in a Special Project Report (SPR) that is still awaiting approval from state
oversight agencies. That approval must be granted before the Secretary of State can
begin preparing for release of a Request for Proposal (RFP) to seek bids for the project.
However, that projected timeline in the SPR is speculative – the schedule for full
deployment of the VoteCal system to all counties will be finalized in collaboration with
the vendor that is selected for the project. The expected timeline for award of a contract
to a vendor, which is also subject to change, anticipates awarding the contract to a
system integration vendor in September 2011. This new information will be added to
the State Plan update.
A link to information about the VoteCal project and this new information about the
projected timeline for the project will be added to the State Plan update.
Section 8
The HAVA Advisory Committee discussed adding performance measures in Section 8
such as: 1) measuring voter accessibility for voters with language assistance needs; 2)
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analyzing the patterns and underlying causes of provisional ballot usage; and 3) in
addition to evaluating California polling places, also continuing to observe poll workers
from county to county to refine poll worker training guidelines, particularly with regard to
accessibility and handling special issues such as provisional ballot usage. We strongly
advocate these recommendations be included in the State Plan.
RESPONSE
As was discussed by advisory committee members, some of these measures are
difficult to design and implement, especially with limited resources. Nonetheless, the
Secretary of State has taken steps to address these issues:









A statewide assessment of language needs down to the precinct level was recently
accomplished in collaboration with the UC Berkeley Institute for Governmental
Studies.
Information on provisional voting ballot use is being gathered through the EAC
Election Day Survey and is available on the Secretary of State’s website at
www.sos.ca.gov/elections/nvra/ca-biennial-report-to-eac.htm.
New standards for poll worker training were created.
Allowable HAVA funding was provided to the CACEO to fund CalPEAC training
classes
Election Day and poll worker training observation programs were conducted
New guidelines on physical access to polling places were issued in 2010.
Funding for elections officials to be trained on those standards was awarded.
Money was provided to counties over the past four years for training, surveying and
mitigation of inaccessible polling places through grant programs over the last four
years.

(END OF COMMENTS)
I appreciate the opportunity to review the final draft and present comments. Please feel
free to contact me at (213) 252-4552 if you would like to discuss any of these
recommendations in greater detail.
Sincerely,

Kathay Feng
Executive Director
California Common Cause
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